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Hr. Robert Plociotto (through Mr. Parsons) Otober 30, 1974

Jacques Loup

IhDIA - Drought Prmne Areas Project
Economic Justification

1. In the white cover version of this project report, I had to make
an assumption on the shadow price of unskilled labor for working out the
ecomnmic rates of return of the various activities of the project. Since
no method exists that would give a definite and universally aoepted value
for this shadow prices, I chose to retain the financial prices, i.e. sweo
for famiy labor and fell wage for paid labor. W% argument was that the
ensaing underestimation of the economic price of family labor and the over-
estimation of the enonamic price of paid labor would average out.

2. Comaenting on the yellow cover, you asked me to use the alter-
native assumption of one logn shadow prics for both fandly and paid labor.
Mr. Baneth, an the other hand, wanted me to use another assumption i.e.
family labor ost at the market price for labor and paid labor under
Faudm Relief Work cost at sire. For the green cover version of the re-
port, I followed yaw advice and added an alternative compatation using a
shadow price of one rupee per man-day, for both family and paid n==killed
labor.

3. Following review of the draft green cover report by Mr. Beneth
early this month, Mr. Baneth wrote you a mmo, appended here, explaining
his position. We decided at this time to wait for Mr. Banoth to discuss
it with you before I made any cbange in the economic annex of the report.

4. Since then, Mr. Ray from C.P.S. wrote another memo also appended,
advocating another position, i.e. to use the shadow price of Rs. one per
man-day as a base assumption and higher estimates for sensitivity anaLysis.

5. I discussed the whole question with Mr. Banoth this morning. I
pointed out to him that (a) I was confronted with oanflicting demands, (b)
the project had been already negotiated and (a) I was leaving next week for
an appraisal mission in Pakistan. Mr. Baneth agreed that in this ease it
was better to leave the economio justification of DPAP as it is. He
insisted, however, that the methodology set forth in his meno be followed
in the future for economie justification of projects.

Attachmento

cot Messws. Baneth
Thoraley

JLoupzej



ASSOCtATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELUgPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert Picciotto DATE: October 11, 1974

FROM: Jean Baneth

SUBJECT: INDIA - Drought Prone Areas Project

1. We discussed the economics of this project with Messrs. Loup,
Pilvin, Hansen and. Gil Brown yesterday. Certain methodological problems

of quite broad relevance arise in connection with it. These problems relate

to the estimation of the proper wage rate, including the shadow wage rate

for family labor, and to the question whether and in what sense one can say

that the project shows high rates of economic return if it does not allow

any returns actually to be paid to capital, while it gives only the barest

minimum standard of living for those who work on it. I suggested, and I

believe the meeting agreed,.that the proper treatment of the project would

consist in examining it from two points of view.- One question is whether

the project, and each of the subprojects which compose it, are properly
replicable and could thus form part of a long-term development strategy.

Would India be able to develop if a very substantial part of the Government's

resources were out into projects of this type? To answer.this question., it

is necessary- to impute to labor a wage rate at least equal to what it actually

requires in order to perform the necessary work. Then, if such an imputed

wage cost shows reasonable rates of return, this means either that the

Government will be able to recoup (directly or indirectly) the cost of its

investment and suitable returns from the beneficiaries, or that the beneficiaries

will acquire a living standard substantially above the bare minimum represented

by their reservation wage; most likely a combination of the two. Such projects

are replicable and form a proper part of long-term development strategy.

Conversely, if the rate of return is found to be inadequate, then the project

would not be replicable in the long run; it would not be a proper part of

long-term development strategy.

2. This does not necessarily mean that the project should be rejected.
A separate examination is to be made in answer to a different question. If
there are no alternatives in Rajasthan, and if it is impossible to provide
for a substantial fraction of the rural Rajasthan's population in other
parts of India, then in the absence of the project the only means for ensuring

survival is the Government's famine relief program. Ordinary famine works are
notoriously ineffective, and very likely the proposed project constitutes a
preferable alternative. This examination would consist in seeing whether the
proposed project is the least costly alternative for ensuring the survival of
the Rajasthan population. Because in the other alternative reservation wages
would also be paid, they can be considered to be costless from the point of
view of this project. Finding a high rate of return in this examination
would mean that the proposed project, i.e., the provision of a substantial

investment soon, is preferable to the alternative of paying famine relief in

subsequent years.

3. In fact, I suspect that some of the works provided under the project,

notably tank irrigation and dairy development, will appear economically jus-
tified even in the first examination. In other terms, where there are physKca
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facilities for tank irrigation, where dairy development is possible, agri-
culture iri Rajasthan will remain a paying proposition in the long run, is
part of a development strategy. On the other hand, I am quite sure that
moisture conservation works and possibly sericulture will not appear to be
economically justified in the first examination. This is not altogether
surprising; anybody who has visited Rajasthan can have little doubt that
it is not very suitable to unirrigated agriculture. Nevertheless, the
proposed moisture conservation may be justified, but merely in the absence
of other productive possibilities, as a substitute for mere famine relief.
Nobody should be under the illusion that these works are actually a way of
obtaining suitable economic returns to capital investment and that if replicated
in a suitable scale they will lead to the development of India.

4. I would wish to discuss this idea with you as soon as possible.

cc: Messrs. Weiner
van der Tak
Chenery/Stern
van der Meer
Parsons
Pilvin/Kavalsky
Hansen
Gil Brown
Loup.-

oBaneth/ylc



OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Fenran G. van der Tak DATE: Catober 18, 197

FROM: Anandarup Ray'j

SUBJECT: IDIA: Droucht Prone Areas Project

1. After reading Mr. Baneth's memo to Mr. Piccioto (Oct. 11), I

reviewed the economic analysis in the Green Cover Report. I share some

of Mr. Baneth's concerns and would like to reco=.end a few changes in

the report as described below.

SWR

2. The project components are very. sensitive to the estimates of

the shadow wage rates (SWR) used. -Normally there are three elements

in the valuation of labor:

(i) opportunity cost or foregone output,

(Ui) disutility of labor,

(iii) the net social cost (may be negative) of the

increased consurmtion of the labor force

brought z rjcct.

3. The valuation of the last element involves considerations relat-

ing to both income distribution and the scarcity o4 savings in the

country, and is beyond the scope of the methodology being used in the

project. We will return -to this point later.

4. The estimates of the STR in the report appear to be based only

on item (i) above, although I fail to find a definitive statement to

that effect. There are two sets of estimates:

(a) r. : ar dty for both hind and family labor,

(b) market wage rate for hired labor (should be, but
is not, specified in the Annex 18) and zero wage
rate for fenily labor. This has been used in
the best estimates of the ROR.

5. The first set (a) conceptually makes sense (Para. 3, Annex 18).

The second set (b) is ouestionable with respect to the valuation of

family labor. Let us split this set (b) in two parts:

(i) hired labor: the use of the market wage rate
may be regarded as an alternative estimate of

the opportunity cost. It may also be con-

strued as r7n attcmpt to allow for the disutil-
ity of increased effort,
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(ii) faaily labor: its valuation as zero on the

grounds that "its financial costs are zero"
is an absurdity. Zero is not the best esti-

Mate of the opportunity cost of labor, the
latter being Rs. 1 per day. It is also

objectiorable if we wish to take i nto account

the disutility ofeffort. Finaly, its combi-

nation with the market wage rate for hired

labor cannot be construed as a~meaningful sen-

sitivity t&st as it ixes biases of uwo oppo-
site kinds.

6. I would therefore recommend that we use:

(i) the assumption (a) in para. h in our base ROR

calculations,

(ii) use higher estimates for sensitivity testing,

and/or to allow for the disutility of increased

effort.

The Distribution of Benefits

7. Conceptually w should compute the increased private consumro-

tion brought about by the project and evaluate it in the light of the

poverty of the people concerned, and the scarcity of public savings.

This evaluation would be a part of the computation of the social

rates of return of the project components.. Since in this case we do

not have the inputs for this evaluation a separate analysis of the con-

surption and fiscal effects of the project is called for.

8. The impact of the project, as presently set up, on the fiscal

resources of the government should be indicated fully; the cost sav-

ings on alternative Famine Relief programs being only a part of the

picture. We would then be better able to. judge whether the incre-

mental consumntion being brought about by the project is too costly

in terms of th- public savings being sacrificed. This bears on the

replicability and cost recovery issues.

9. For this purpose, it might also have been an useful exercise to

compute the maxi-m favorable impact on public savings that could have

been attained. This would have involved allouing the beneficiaries no

increases in con suotion over and above what would be necessary to com-

pensate them for their extra effort, i.e., to induce them to carry out

the project.

10. A very simple ex;7ple right help. Assuming that product ion

costs consist only of labor, consider the following data:
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Exar'rLe-/

Payment Value of Total Total
to Labor by Outout Private Govt.

Govt. Produced Income Income

* ithout Project ("Relief")
Case 10 2 12 -10

With Project 10 + a1

Net Project Effects:

(i) Economic Costs/Benefits 1 6

(ii) Private Income Costs Benefitsb/

(iii) Govt. Income 
-1

S a/ The additional 1 represent compensation for extra effort 0b/ Net gain in benefit is 7 - 1 = 6, following footnote above0

11. In this example, private benefits are 6 = 7 - 1 and Governmentbenefits are -10. The replicability issue is: (i) whether the basic
assumption of higher productivity due to the project is reasonable and(ii) whether the distribution of benefits between the Government and 'theprivate sector.is reasonable in the light of the scarcity of savings andthe Dovertv of the peLe * cted0 D -- Oil Our ar yeiyts of these
factors the optimal distribution may involve increased private incoe.

d consumption of anywhere between 1 and 7, in ter s of this exampleSimilar considerations will arise when the project is compared with ados nothing" alternative, as it should be. Incidentally, the Annex 18does not quite make it clear exactly what has been assumed for the"without" project case,

cc: nessrs. Weiner, Baneth, Piccioto, Hansen, Yudelman, Bruce
Anandarup Ray/mm

1/ Assumes that project labor will come only from the discontinuationof the Relief Program, If it comes also from other activities,then the foregone output will need to be costed and there may alsobe additional income effects.
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Mr. P. Cha
Dep.tr Iwvtary at ApidAItar.
Speial SeheMe

0vwrnment of Rajasthan
JAIPUR, India

Be, i Drught Ps Are.. Projeet
9awmated PELU to am DVam

AS ymR wtate in year attr af it0ber 22 the abjoetive in
PWOig that the Ieaft to particpmts in the MmW femhms be

guamteed is to prwvide an Iacmtiv to partiaipate. It is not la-
tuaded that the ptarmteed pa ats should p'vide iamrwm oa. r.
When daftag bylas for the grmers cooperative eee*tiOe yA WhMld
thmrefore IluA a forips. nJure xelme. This should mopt the pmy-
meat of the guaranteed inscm iere a xhartfall in a segoeties imeege
results frm a natral disaster outside the contral of 1,snq. . I

We lek forward to the apportaity to commant an yew pro.
posed *tt bylawss fur the sheep gWAWN Omieties in *0 in.rps. I
an cWaing ths latter to the otAr prtiipnt. In te to e tlatiino
sia.e I believe all states should Include a fo majem Olase whim
drafting ubsep ownr scieties *aum.

I hpe that yOU had a Pleasant jmruasr h em d s1* forvard
to wrking with ym again an fttwe viniais.

With best regardg.

T o ors e

Gumml Amricmltwe RKviotn
$vmth Asia Arojews Departm"s
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a.' Mr. D. Aurra
Dir..tto (in?)
Miaatry at Ariuater
oweramumt at Taa

Mr. B.C.
Senetwsy, F**Ure and Rurkl Iaasan
DBartamst

Clevernmmat et Amnha Praesh

Mr. .X. ajra

Karuetata

Mr. V. Obfr3.ishm
Swaretary, ftmiang Dssarbtotm

asseseet r ahaarwshta

Attaabmats

Fmm"W10se



Nr. D'snis J. Parsons October 22, 1974

Frank Thornle

INDIA - DPAP Neogtiatioca

1. We discussed prourement procediweu for DPAP. The proposed
revised WardIng of Schdule, 3, orocureusut, of the Credit Agreement for
which I would like approval is as follows.

A. 229mmi &2mdim

1. No change.
2. (a) COtrCt* estimated to cost $12,5WO or more for the comstrie-

tion af teanks and far the presuwemat of mahinery, equipment
and vehicles, shall be let after emopetitive bidding based an
local advertiming.

(b) CMtraets estimated to east less than *12,5OO for the procure-
mnt of mahinemy, equipment and vehicles, shall be let ms the
basis of prudent shopping.

(a) No change.

(d) Civil works to be esemoted by the States (other than tank
omustwQation) shall be by force account or, at the option of
a state by 0aqettive bidding based on local advertising.

No change thereafter.

Thoraleye3



October 22, 1974

From: P. Chopra,
Deputy Secretary(Agriculture)
(Special Schemes)
Government of Rajasthan,
JAIPUR, India

To: Mr. Dennis J. Parsons,
Division Chief,
South Asia Department,
I.B.R.D., Washington D.C.

Dear Sir:

Regarding: Drought Prone Area Programme Guaranteed
Payments by Sheep Cooperative Units-
Section 2.05(b) of draft Project Agreement
with Rajasthan.

From discussions, during the negotiations, my under-
standing is that these guaranteed payments are meant for the
purpose of providing an incentive to the sheep growers for
joining the proposed cooperatives. There is no intention of
providing insurance cover through this arrangement and in
the eventuality of epidemics leading to large sheep mortality
among sheep#, the cooperatives will have the right to set
off their losses against these guaranteed payments to the
extent of each member's liability on his share holding.

This position may please be confirmed.

Yours t u ,

(P. C p a)

aa
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DOCUMEVTS

October 23, 1974

INDIA

DROUGHT PRONE AREAS PROJECT

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

1. This has reference to the negotiations held in Washington, D.C.,regarding the proposed Credit for the Drought Prone Areas Project.

2. With reference to the Drought Prone Areas Program (DPAP), coveringabout 70 districts throughout India, the Association confirmed that theproposed Project would cover only part of the DPAP activities in the sixselected project districts.

3. With reference to Schedule 2 (Description of the Project) of thedraft Development Credit Agreement, the Association confirmed that to ensureflexibility in attaining Project objectives and in recognition of possibleprice differences beyond those implied under the Project, the physical targetsof this Schedule may need adjustment and amendment as the Project progresses;such changes to be made in consultation between the Government of India, theStates involved, and the Association.

4. With reference to Section 3.05 of the draft Development Credit Agree-ment, the Association confirmed that the proceeds of the Credit would be confinedto financing part of the public sector outlay, thus excluding financing of on-farm development and cooperative activities. It is, however, understood thatactivities for which institutional credit is required would be eligible for ARClending in project areas either under existing credit projects or under aseparate ARC credit project now under appraisal by the Assogiation, providedthat participating banks in these areas satisfy such ARC lending criteria asmay be agreed with the Association.

5. With reference to Section 3-03 of the draft Development CreditAgreement, and Section 2.02 of the respective draft Project Agreements, theAssociation defined, and the Indian delegation accepted, the qualificationsand experience of candidates for the positions referred to in the above sectionswhich would be satisfactory to the Association. These are detailed in the attachedAnnex I.

6. With reference to Section 2 .10(a) of the draft Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka"and Maharashtra Project Agreements and Section 2 .09(a) of the draft RajasthanProject Agreement, the Indian delegation expressed concern at the potentiallyonerous burden of reporting implied therein. In response, it was pointed outthat the Association would not ask for more reports or other information thanwould be needed internally for prudent management. It was further pointed outthat final reporting requirements would be determined only after consultationbetween the Borrower and the Association.



Mr. M. A. Quraishi al H. Willen
Secretary to the Government of India South Asia Department
Ministry of Agriculture
New Delhi

Mr. D. Aurora
Director (DPAP)
Ministry of Agriculture
New Delhi

Mr. V. N. Rajagopalan
Director
Ministry of Finance
Department of Economic Affairs
New Delhi

Mr. B. C. Gangopadhyay
Secretary, Forests and Rural Development

Department
Government of Andhra Pradesh
Hyderabad

Mr. S. K. Hajral
Deputy Commissioner
Bijapur District
Karnataka

Mr. V. Subramanian
Secretary, Planning Department and

Additional Development Commissioner
Government of Mahar htra
Bombay

Mr. Pawan Ch r
Deputy Secre , Agriculture

(Special hemes)
Jaipur
Rajasthan



ANNEX I

INDIA

DROUGHT PRONE AREAS PROJECT

Qualifications and Experience of Candidates Referred to in Section 3.03 of the

Draft Development Credit Agreement, and Section 2.02 of the Draft Project
Agreements:

1. Senior Agricultural Economist

As outlined in Annex 10, Appendix 2, of the draft Green Cover

Appraisal Report.

2. Specialist in Soil Conservation and Dry Farming

a. A Master's Degree or its equivalent in a related discipline;

b. At least seven years of field experience in agricultural and/or
rural development, preferably in semi-arid areas;

c. Experience in the planning and implementation of staff and
farmer training programs, including extension programs;

d. An ability to communicate with officials at all levels and to
motivate staff; and,

e. An ability and willingness to travel extensively.

3. Specialist in Irrigation

a. A Master's Degree or its equivalent in a related discipline;

b. At least seven years of field experience in minor irrigation
development covering both surface and groundwater exploitation;

c. A proven concern for the sound utilization of irrigation water
including experience of command area development;

d. An ability to communicate to officials at all levels and to
motivate staff; and,

e. An ability and willingness to travel extensively.

4. Specialist in Economics

a. A Master's Degree in Agricultural Economics or Economics with
preference given to candidates with a good agricultural background;



b. Experience in the formulation of agricultural and/or rural
development projects and related financial and economic
analyses;

c. Experience in the design and implementation of programs for
the evaluation and monitoring of agricultural and rural
development programs;

d. Experience in the planning and implementation of training
programs;

e. An ability to communicate with officials at all levels and to
motivate staff; and,

f. An ability and willingness to travel extensively.

Project Managers

a. A degree or its equivalent in an appropriate discipline;

b. At least four years of field experience in an administrative
capacity closely connected with agricultural and/or rural
development programs, preferably in semi-arid areas. The
candidate should have a demonstrated ability to coordinate
multisectorial development activities; and,

c. An ability to communicate with officials at all levels and to
motivate staff.
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOP *I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR TERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Mervyn L. Weiner (through oth)DATE: October 22, 1974

FROM: K. H. Willen D

SUBJECT: INDIA - Drought Prone Areas Project - Negotiations

1. We are in the process of concluding negotiations of the draft legal documents
for this project. The Indian delegation has raised the following issues redated to
the Development Credit Agreement (DCA), in addition to minor points that havre been
resolved by appropriate adjustments of the draft legal documents.

2. DCA, Section 4(a) of Schedule 1, Withdrawal of the Proceeds of the/Credit.
This is a standard covenant, providing that no withdrawals shall be made/prior to
the date of the Agreement. Assuming that this date would be around mid-
December, the Indian delegation has suggested that the cutoff date be October 1,
1974. The amount thus retroactively financed would be about US$300,000 equivalent,
mainly relating to operating costs. The Indians have pointed out that as the
quarter is their normal accounting unit, problems would arise if they, within
that period, had to establish cutoff dates for various expenditure streams eligible
for IDA financing.

3. I recommend, with Project's concurrence, that we do not accept retroactive
financing. The amount involved is too small to justify a deviation from standard
Bank policy. The best part of the October 1 quarter will have passed at the

X1' estimated date of the Agreement, and brings it close to the January 1 quarter.
The commencement of IDA financed civil works or other physical activities would
not be delayed by our insisting on the date of the Agreement as the cutoff point.

4. DCA, Same Schedule, Section h(b). This refers to a condition for disbursement.
In the six project districts, command area development (CAD) will take place based on
a total of 29 tanks, the construction of which will be financed under the credit.
The State Governments have agreed to furnish to IDA for its comments the master
plan for integrated tank construction and CAD before starting the construction of
the first tank in each district. In order to further stress the concept of
integrated development, Section h(b) as drafted lays down the stipulation that
IDA would not disburse against tank construction until satisfactory evidence had
been furnished that CAD had actually started.

5. The Indians strongly opposed this covenant, and our discussions reached an
impasse. They argue that while completion of a tank will take two years, related
CAD activities would require much less time. It would not be realistic to expect
farmers to take an active interest in CAD until they see the tank completed.
Therefore, in adhering to this covenant, the State Governments and GOI would
have to advance about US$3 million equivalent over two years against this
component without reimbursement under the credit.

6. We have pointed to the risk that CAD may not take place in spite of the
completion of a tank, and to the fact that IDA must be prudent in investing scarce
IDA funds. They, the Indians, feel that we are too cautious, and that the risk is
minimal. Acknowledging the purpose of this covenant, however, they would accept
sharing with the Association the possible risk involved.
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7. I recommend, with the concurrence f Projects, that we accept risk-sharing
of this component on a 50-50 basis. s would be accomplished by prescribing in
this covenant that IDA will disburse % of the eligible amounts of each dis-
bursement claim for each tank until satisfactory evidence has been received that
CAD related to that tank has started.

8. DCA, Schedule 3, Procurement, Section 2(a). This covenant establishes
Rs. 50,000 (US$6,250) as the cutoff point between local competitive bidding and
prudent shopping for locally procured machinery, equipment and vehicles. The

At-Indian delegation has requested that this amount be raised to US$25,000
(Rs. 200,000) to bring it more in line with current praxis in India, and to
reduce paper work.

f9. I feel that this suggestion has some merit. The cutoff point suggested
by the mission might incur procedures too cumbersome, without significant benefits.

tA. On the other hand, stretching the limit too far would abrogate the purpose of this
covenant, namely to restrict prudent shopping to minor items. Therefore, I
recommend, in concurrence with Projects, that the cutoff point be US$12,500
(Rs. 100,000).

10. If you agree to the above recommendations, we will finalize the negotiations
accordingly. Further, I suggest that we explain these issues and their resolution
in our memorandum to the Senior Vice President when requesting final clearance of
the Grey Cover documents.

KHWillen:ao

Cleared with and cc: Messrs. van der Meer
Parsons
Cunningham
Awunyo

Mrs. Robbin

14/
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: October 16, 1974

FROM: Karl H. Willen

SUBJECT: INDIA - Drought Prone Areas Project

1. The extended period for the Loan Committee's review of this project ended

at the close of business on October 15, 1974. The following comments were
received, none of which affect the amount or the terms and conditions of this

credit.

2. Mr. Knapp queried the lack of any reference in the Loan Committee documents

to the recovery of public sector funding under the project. As further explained
in the attached memorandum, only a minor part of these costs would be recovered
through certain betterment levies, and water charges on irrigation tanks. For the

majority of project beneficiaries, the income upon completion of the project would

still be too marginal to enable their paying any direct levies or taxes. The

public expenditures will be justified by the positive indirect effects on revenues
that will be realized by the improvement in the productivity of the beneficiaries.
A small group of beneficiaries, however, would get substantial income increases,
benefiting from irrigation tanks. During the negotiations, the possibility to
raise the water charges and betterment levies for these farmers will be explored
with the four state governments concerned.

3. A paragraph will be added to the final version of the Appraisal and
President's reports dealing with the question of cost recovery, and with the
outcome of the above discussions.

4. Mr. Goodman (on behalf of Mr. Knapp) and Mr. van der Tak pointed to the
need for clarifications in and conformity between the Appraisal and President's
reports referring to, inter alia, procurement, project financing, and economic
justification. These matters will also be dealt with in the final versions of
the two reports.

KHWillen:ao

cc (w/attach): Messrs. Knapp Picciotto
Cargill Baneth
Goodman Kraske
Baum Parsons
Weiner Brown, J.
Broches Thornley
Rotberg von Gontard
van der Tak Loup
Melmoth Awunyo
van der Meer Lithgow

Mrs. Robbin
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FROM: The Secretary October 16, 1974

NOTICE OF INTENTION TO NEGOTIATE

INDIA - DROUGHT PRONE AREAS PROJECT

The Association is planning to invite the Government of
India to send representatives to Washington to negotiate a proposed
development credit of $35 million to India to finance the Drought
Prone Areas Project.

Distribution:

Executive Directors and Alternates
President
Senior Vice President, Operations
Executive Vice President and Vice President, IFC
President's Council
Directors and Department Heads, Bank and IFC



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPN - INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR 'ITERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

FICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. J. Burke app DATE: October 14, 1974

FROM: Jochen Kraske

SUBJECT: INDIA - Dro Prone Ares ect

1. I understand that you queried the lack of any reference to the
recovery of public investments in the reports relating to the DPAP project.
Considering the nature and the objectives of the Governmentts program and
of the project, this omission was only partly the result of an oversight.
A principal objective of the Government's program is to turn non-productive
expenditures for famine and employment relief into investments with lasting
effect on the productivity of the beneficiaries. In this sense, savings
in public expenditures on relief, conservatively estimated at Rs 5 million
per year, are included among the benefits of the project. These savings
would offset only a small portion of the total public investment; for the
remainder it must be assumed that the improvement in the productivity of
the 225,000 rural families directly benefiting from the project would have
positive indirect effects on revenues sufficient to justify the public
expenditures. However, this effect is too remote and too uncertain to
permit quantification. The average income of the beneficiaries, approR|L-
mately Rs 1,500 per annum, including the addition resulting from the
public investment, would be very low and preclude as unreasonable any
direct levies or taxes to recover the public investments. The only
exceptions would be expenditures on soil conservation on private lands
and on tank irrigation.

2. The position regarding the major categories of public expenditures
is as follows:

i) Expenditures on establishing new and improving existing
agricultural extension and veterinary services totalling about
US$11 million equivalent would Aet be recovered. I believe this
is normal practice in all agricultural projects.

ii) Livestock development expenditures totalling approximately
US$10 million equivalent would be in the form of grants.

iii) Expenditures on soil conservation, including forestry
and pasture development, would total about US$18.5 million
equivalent. This includes approximately US$12 million spent
on public lands which would not be recovered and US$6.5 million
on private farms of which about US$3.5 million would be recovered
through betterment levies, which is reasonable.

/2....
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Mr. J. Burke Knapp - 2 - October 14, 1974

iv) A total of approximately US$4 million equivalent would
be spent on the construction of 29 irrigation tanks. Combined
with on-farm investment by the beneficiaries themselves, these
expenditures would result in a substantial increase of the net
income of 2,500 families from about Rs 1,000 to Rs 5,000 per
annum. Water charges paid by the farmers would cover the costs
of operation and maintenance. Betterment levies, which vary
from state to state, would be sufficient to recover about 10-15%
of the public investment over a ten-year period. The increase
in farmers income resulting from this investment should be
sufficient to permit a higher rate of recovery. It would,
therefore, be appropriate during negotiations to point out the
desirability of increased betterment levies and to explore the
possibility for the four State Governments to raise these charges.
It would be difficult, however, to insist on a firm comitment
to this effect. Tank irrigation is only a small component of
our project and the State Governments would be reluctant to
commit themselves to chaiging financial policies which have
implications going far beyond the programs in the selected
districts.

3. If you agree, we will include in the final version of the Appraisal
and President's Reports a paragraph dealing with the question of cost recovery,
including a reference to the outcome of our discussions relating to the
recovery of investments on irrigation tanks.

cc: Messrs. Baum
Goodman
Weiner
van der Neer
Parsons
Melzoth

JKraske : ebc
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Mr. Robert Picciotto October 11, 1974

Jean Baneth

INDIA - Drought Prone Areas ProjEct

1. We discussed the economiCs of this project with Messrs. Loup,
Pilvin, Hansen and Gil Brown yesterday. Certain methodological pDroblems
of quite broad relevance arise in connection with it. These problems relate
to the estimation of the proper wage rate, including the shadow wage rate
for family labor, and to the question whether and in what sense one can say
that the project shows high rates of economic return if it does not allow
any returns actually to be paid to capital, while it gives only the barest
minimum standard of living for those who work on it. I suggested, and I
believe the meeting agreed, that the proper treatment of the project would
consist in examining it from two points of view. One question is whether
the project, and each of the subprojects which compose it, are properly
replicable and could thus form part of a long-term development strategy.
Would India be able to develop if a very substantial part of the Goveroment's
resources were put into projects of this type? To answer this question, It
is necessary to impute to labor a wage rate at least equal to what it actually
requires in order to perform the necessary work. Then, if such an imputed
wage cost shows reasonable rates of return, this means either that the
Government will be able to recoup (directly or indirectly) the cost of its
investment and suitable returns from the beneficiaries, or that the beneficiaries
will acquire a living standard substantially above the bare minimum represented
by their reservation wage; most likely a combination of the two. Such projects
are replicable and form a proper part of long-term development strategy.
Conversely, if the rate of return is found to be inadequate, then the project
would not be replicable in the long run; it would not be a proper part of
long-term development strategy.

2. This does not necessarily mean that the project should be rejected.
A separate examination is to be made in answer to a different question. If
there are no alternatives in Rajasthan, and if it is impossible to provide
for a substantial fraction of the rural Rajasthan's population in other
parts of India, then in the absence of the project the only meahs for ensuring
survival is the Government's famine relief program. Ordinary famine works are
notoriously ineffective, and very likely the proposed project constitutes a
preferable alternative. This examination would consist in seeing whether the
proposed project is the least costly alternative for ensuring the survival of
the Rajasthan population. Because in the other alternative reservation wages
would also be paid, they can be considered to be costless from the point of
view of this project. Finding a high rate of return in this examination
would mean that the proposed project, i.e., the provision of a substantial
investment soon, is ptaferable to the alternative of paying famine relief in
subsequent years.

3. In fact, I suspect that some of the works provided under the project,
notably tank irrigation and dairy development, will appear economically jus-
tified even in the first examination. In other terms, where there are physical



Mr. Robert Picciotto - 2 - October 11, 1974

facilities for tank irrigation, where dairy development is possible, agri-
culture in Rajasthan will remain a paying proposition in the long run, is
part of a development strategy. On the other hand, I am quite sure that
moisture conservation works and possibly sericulture will not appear to be
economically justified in the first examination. This is not altogether
surprising; anybody who has visited Rajasthan can have little doubt that
it is not very suitable to unirrigated agriculture. Nevertheless, the
proposed moisture -coGservation may be justified, but merely in the absence
of other productive possibilities, as a substitute for mere famine relief.
Nobody should be under the illusion that these works are actually a way of
obtaining suitable economic returns to capital investment and that if replicated
in a suitable scale they will lead to the development of India.

4. I would wish to discuss this idea with you as soon as possible.

cc: Messrs. Weiner
van der Tak
Chenery/Stern
van der Nears
Parsons
Pilvin/Kavalsky
Hansen
Gil Brown

Loup

J1eth/ylc



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMEI T INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR | INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Karl Willen DATE: October 9, 1974

FROM: Frank Thornley

SUBJECT: INDIA: Drought Po e Ardas ProJect

1. In my opinion we should respond to the cable to Mr. Pande on
DPAP negotiations.

2. Reworking the appraisal before the currently scheduled
negotiating date is not possible. In any event no specifics have been
given as a base for any "reworking", nor do we agree at this stage
that any modifications in the appraisal proposals are necessary.

3. It should be made clear to GOI that whilst the detail of the
dairy program, the Rajasthan tubewell program and indeed the detail
of other components can be discussed during negotiations, there is
no question of our reconsidering the basic concept of the dairy
component, namely that it be based on indigenous cows. This issue
was exhaustively discussed by the appraisal mission and the appraisal
report reflects their final judgement on the matter. There is an
element in the dairy program which would permit crossbreeding on a
pilot scale. If, contrary to the judgement of the appraisal mission,
the program should arouse widespread farmer interest and prove capable
of viable expansion there would be ample flexibility in the project
design to permit this.

cc: Messrs Brown,Loup

Division File (with copy of cable)

FThornley/geg



Mr. Warren C. Baum October 9, 1974

G.F. Darnell

INDIA - Drought Prone Areas Project, Green Cover Appraisal Report

1 . With the exception of those noted below, the report takes account
of the substantive comments of the Agriculture and Rural Development
Department and PAS. Proposed activities are in line with the overall
recommTendations for the sector.

2. The project has some 12 different conponents; it is located in
six drought prone districts of four states; it forms part of an ongoing
program initiated by the Government of India some four years ago; it is
innovative, technically and organizationally complex and, alnust axiomati-
cally, risky. It is nevertheless highly relevant to the districts selected
and has the potential for replication in drought prone areas elsewhere in
India.

3. The report is very long, but it has been reduced by 304 from the
yellow cover version to its present 34 pages. The region has thus gone some
way to meeting CPS criticisms on this score, however, it has been unable to
make much of an impact on the numbers of assurances, which run to four full
pages, apparently considered necessary.

4. The report is still less than fully clear on aspects, relating to
projected increased agricultural production, para 6.04, and numbers of bene-
ficiaries. In the latter case, a figure of some 225,OO rural households is
given in para xi of the Summary. It does not appear elsewhere in the main
report and some form of cross reference is needed to Annex 18 where the total
is synthesised and the rationale for its derivation is explained.

5. Paragraph 6.04 lists estimated production increases by volume and
value but neither this section nor the cross references cited enable the
reader to establish rapidly how these figures are derived. A summary table
in the appropriate annex would be helpful in this respect.

6. The report issued before your memorandum dated September 16 on
description of procurement procedures in appraisal reports. The wording
of paragraphs vi and 4.54 should be amended to coitrply with this memorandum
when the gray cover version is prepared.

DCPickering t:hrv

cc: Messrs. Yudelman
van der Tak
Picciotto



' 3.1, Mathur eptt of Perscnnel
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The becretary,
-7t ernational Development-
As soc i at icon,

lz18 O t r C et N.W.
:Washingt on DC,

sub - )roght Pr one Ar-ea Pr ojt of
authorisation for signing the agreeent.

Dear ir,

3y order and in the flwe of the 'Goverenor
of .dajasthan (Indiay , at directed +.o stete
that the fArbassador of India to the dUited stat es
of America, or, in his absence, India's Qhraxge ID'
Affaics at Washington, is hereby authoJLised tO
sign the Raasthan agreement (Drought~ Prone Area
Projects of Jodlpur and Nagaur Districts) and &ll
other appurteiant documents wXth the Iternational
Oevelopment Association, on behalf oIf the Govern-
r ot of aaJthen.

Yours faittfuly,

o ,B.z. Inthur )

Aff L e, ashigt c s iez,3b 9.*,t c_-I e



NOTIFCgTION

Law and Judiciary Department,
Sachi Val nya,
Ebmbay-400C32, 17th December 1974.

ra t1VrtaId No.DCA-.074-J.- In exercise of the powers

conferord by clause (L) of article 291 read with article

23A of the Constitution of India, the Governor of

Maharahtra hereby directs that the contracte mentioned

in colunm (Z) of the Schedule hereto appended, made in the

exercise of the executive power of the State of !aharashtra,

may be executed on hia behalf by either of the two officers

mentioned against it in columa (2) of that Schedule; and

for that purpose amends Government Notification, Law and

Judiciary Department, No.DCA.1068-J, dated the 26th June

1971, as follows, namely:-

In the said notification, after entry 154, the

following shall be added, namely:-

tPL@T.LG T T

155. Maharshtra Project By the Ambassador of
Agr(!snt ,ro u -ht India to the United
Proac *ireas Projoct)- states of America,
to ba 'ut rcd Pin; or the Charge I D'
with Tnt m.tionvl Affaires of India at
Diolcpact fsand1 r Washington."

Coatract Officers authorised to

(2)
Maharashtra Prnject ?Y the Ambassador of
Agr ecrent (Dc'uht india to the United
Prcnq "eas Projact) States of Amarica, or
tn 15 0 utr'd ictc the nharge I D' Affaiz~s

wi :;h tof India at Washington.

-y order and in the name of the
C-cvexnor of Maharashtra,

3-(K' C, C. D$

Under Secretary to Government.
P. T. O.



To
Teo 2ecretary to the Governor of MaharZctr.,

The PZ oaotary aNd Senior Master, High Court(Original Side),

The g Ls &r~ hig ( m a a~e Side) Pombay( by letter),

All rieacs of DcpVrT Fti

The ACCOutat Ginarcl, iiaharashtra I, Bombay,

The Accountant G'ner,.*, Iiahara.htra II, Nagpur,
The Pay and accnl'ts Officor, .ombay,
The Rsidarit Auditi O fficer, nimoay,
The Law and Juiciary D>partmernt (b.ranch E),

The Laaw and Judic iary Djpart Unt (.b1'.1 fn r'),

No. DC A. 107 4- J,
Lam and Judiclary DepartmEffnt,
.3achivalaya, bombay'QO03,
Dated- - 17th December 1974.

Copy foroarded with complimenlti to the MCnager,

Government Central Press, Charni Road, Po-qbap-4, x ith a

requtst to publi-1h tiIo above xelfk notification in Maharashtra

Government Gazette, Part IV--A, and forwardj 0 voo copies of

the Notification to this Departmerit.

(Kum. C. D' Souza)
Under S0cretary to Government.

PP ;/
17 xii74/.i.
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELO""'"T I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: The Ioan Committee DATE: October 7, 1974

FROM: Mervyn L. Weiner A is)

SUBJECT: INDIA - Drought Prone Areas Project

1. The Committee is requested to consider the attached draft
President's and Appraisal reports and legal documents for the
proposed "Drought Prone Areas Project." These drafts were
submitted to me under cover of the attached memorandum from
Mr. William Diamond. Questions should be directed to Mr. Karl
Willen (Ext. 2796).

2. In the absence of objections by the close of business
on 7hursday, October 10, 1974, I plan to inform the Executive
Directors of the Association's intention to invite negotiators
for the proposed credit, on the terms and conditions set out in
the attached drafts.

Attachments

KHWillen:ao

Distribution:

Mr. J. Burke Knapp, Chairman (3)
Mr. I.P.M. Cargill
Mr. W. C. Baum (3)
Mr. A. Broches
Mr. E. Rotberg
Mr. van der Tak (3)



INDIA - Drought Prone Areas Project

1. Mr. Weiner had the following comments, when signing the
Loan Committee Memorandum on this project today.

For the Grey Cover Appraisal and President's Reports

2. Considering the large staff effort invested in project preparation,
and the considerable supervision effort required, he felt that this should be
brought out better in the reports. These efforts are justified in view of the
path-breaking/pilot nature of the project, and of prospects that successful
components will be replicated elsewhere under the DPAP.

3. Reasons for IDA's assuming of operating and staff expenses should
be explained (incremental expenditures during the five-year period).

For the President's Report

4. Explain better that

(i) conditions for disbursement apply individually to
each State (paragraph 44);

(ii) IDA is taking a "time slice" of an on-going program;

(iii) GOI is passing the proceeds of the credit on as a
grant (Annex III).

Karl H. Willen
October 7, 1974

cc: Messrs. J. Brown (o/r), Thornley, von Gontard

KHWillensis



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT , CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: October 3, 1974

FROM: Karl H. Willen, South Asia Programs Vlt
SUBJECT: INDIA - Drought Prone Areas Project

1. The Indian negotiating team for this project will consist of the following:

Mr. M. A. Qureshi Mr. Anil Bordia
Secretary, CDEC Special Secretary, Rajasthan

Mr. D. Aurora Mr. B. C. Canogopadhyay
Director, CDEC Secretary, Dept. of Rural Development

Mr. C. H. Krishnamoorthy Mr. S. K. Hajra
Assistant Director General-cum- Deputy Commissioner

Project Director Bijapur, Govt. of Karnataka, Bijapur

Mr. V. Subramanian Mr. V. N. Rajagopalan
Secretary, Planning Director, Ministry of Finance
Government of Maharashtra Department of Economic Affairs

GOI

2. Negotiations are scheduled to commence on October 14, 1974. Information
about further arrangements will follow.

KHWillen:ao

cc: Messrs. Kraske
Parsons
J. Brown
Thornley
Forget

Mrs. Robbin
Mr. von Gontard



INTERNATIONAL DEVEI ()PMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMEN1 CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Dennis Parsons DATE: October 3, 1974

FROM: F. Thornley

SUBJECT: INDIA - Drought P ne Areas Program

1. Following our recent discussion of DPAP with GOI officials
Jim Brown and I sent a cable to you which said, inter alia, "Anticipate
some discussions during negotiations alpha magnitude of dairy component."

2. This was an ambiguous statement which was understandably mis-
interpreted during the drafting of paragraph five of the Area Memorandum
to the Loan Committee. Inter alia this says, "We expect the Indian
negotiators to press for an increase in the size of this component..."

3. In fact the concern expressed to Brown and myself by GOI,
deriving mainly from comment from Maharashtra officials, was this.
That the appraisal mission had used technical performance parameters
for indigenous dairy cows which were too optimistic and that farmers
were unlikely to desire to borrow, or banks to lend, for indigenous
cattle purchases at the scale envisaged. It was thus felt that the pro-
posed funding of the dairy component would exceed requirements.

h. Our response was that the appraisal mission had used its best
judgement on these issues and we felt that there were no grounds 'for
changing it at this time. We pointed out that a key feature of DPAP
was flexibility to react to changing circumstances, hence the emphasis
on district planning to permit reaction to any such changes. Thus should
it be indicated by experience funds could be reallocated amongst com-
ponents.

5. Since our view concurs with the recommendation in paragraph five
of the Area Memorandum that .... "we keep this component at its present
size," I would suggest that the misunderstanding on which the paragraph
is based requires no other action than to apprise those immediately
concerned of the situation and have copied this memo accordingly.

F. Thornley/gs

cc: Messrs. Picciotto, Krashe, Willen, Brown, Loup
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELC~1"--T I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Mervyn L. Weiner DATE: September 30, 1974

FROM: William Diamond

SUBJECT: INDIA - Drought Prone Areas Project

1. I attach a draft Appraisal Report entitled, "India - Appraisal of Drought
Prone Areas Project" recommending a US$35 million credit. Also attached is a draft
President's Report, draft legal documents, and a copy of the current five-year
lending program. The draft legal documents comprise, apart from the Development
Credit Agreement with the Goverment, four separate project agreements with the
States of Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Rajasthan, and Maharashtra.

2. The attached reports contain a description of the Drought Prone Areas
Program (DPAP), the proposed project, which covers six districts included in the
program, and the institutional arrangements existing and proposed for the project
period. The DPAP is an important element of the Goverment's efforts to promote
social justice with economic development. The program was selected two years ago
in consultation with the Government as a promising and suitable candidate for the
Bank's support and participation. For a representative selection of drought prone
districts, the proposed project includes a wide range of components, while it
strengthens existing institutions at the Center, State and district levels. The
nature of the project reflects the complexity of rural development problems in
India, and it is not surprising that preparation required considerable time and
effort by the Central Government, the four State governments concerned, and by
our staff. The proper implementation and supervision of the project will require
considerable effort if the objective, the improvement of agricultural productivity
and economic conditions in the six participating districts, is to be realised; and
if practical and economic solutions are to be developed which can be used in rural
development elsewhere.

3. The DPAP had its origin in a number of public employment and relief
programs in drought areas initiated at various times going as far back as the
1950's. These programs were inadequate palliatives and had little or no long-
term effect on agricultural productivity. The DPAP, initiated in 1971, attempted
to use the provision of employment relief more effectively as a vehicle for lasting
and sustained development of the agricultural potential. The effort has been
hampered by a succession of monsoon failures; the 1972 drought, in particular,
played havoc with the program. The urgent need for relief employment resulted in
inadequate planning of works and the sanctioning of substantial expenditures with
little regard to the technical quality and developmental relevance of individual
schemes. The experience of the last four years has revealed shortcomings on the
program's institutional framework and the inadequacy of the technology on which
program schemes have been based. The Government is now planning to change the
administrative structure of the program by giving special responsibility to
district development authorities, and by strengthening the technical staff and
the supervision of the State and Central Governments. The proposed project would
support the proposed changes; indeed, the most important of these would be con-
ditions of effectiveness of disbursement for our credit. The proposed project
also includes provision for relevant research and technical assistance to speed
the identification and adoption of suitable new technologies. The institutional
changes and the link with technological innovation which the proposed project



To: Mr. Mervyn L. Weiner -2- September 30, 1974

envisages, and which will be covered by assurances in the legal documents, provide

adequate grounds for expecting that the project will be successful, and justify our
financial support. Nevertheless, it must be emphasized that the risks associated
with this proposal are greater than in the case of other, more conventional pro-
jects. I believe this risk to be justified in the interest of gaining a better
understanding of the causes and cures for rural backwardness and poverty.

Issues

4. The contents of the project, its organization and the various assurances
which we will require from the Central and State Governments have been discussed
with the Indian authorities at length and substantially agreed so that I do not
foresee any major difficulties during negotiations. The following issues may,
however, still give rise to some disagreement or deserve the Loan Committee's
special attention.

Dairy Development

5. The Appraisal Mission received proposals for a large-scale development
of dairying. Since this activity had not been tried on any scale, we decreased
the size of this component with a view to obtaining results before encouraging
increased expenditures. We expect the Indian negotiators to press for an
increase in size of this component, but I recommend that we keep this component
at its present size.

Financing of On-Farm Development

6. The total cost of the project is estimated at about US$101 million. Of
this amount, the cost of the Government investment under the DPAP is about
US$70 million shared equally between the Central and State Governments. The
remaining US$31 million constitute the cost of on-farm development to be
financed by farmers, primarily by means of short, medium and long-term
agricultural credit. The proposed IDA credit would cover the Central Govern-
ment's contribution, or 50% of total public-sector investment. Some refinancing
of on-farm development by IDA is expected in three of the four participating states
with credit funds available out of existing agricultural credit projects. Further-
more, the ARC project, which will come up for consideration later this fiscal year,
will make special provision for covering on a priority basis the credit needs of
the districts included in the proposed project.

Specialists for Central Unit

7. It is proposed in the credit document that it be a condition of credit
effectiveness that candidates whose qualifications were acceptable to IDA had
been appointed as senior specialists in soil conservation and dry farming,
irrigation and economics in the Central DPAP Unit, and had taken up their
respective duties. We expect that this point will be the object of discussions
in the course of the negotiations. In view of the importance of the project of
having well-qualified people in the Central DPAP Unit, we intend to insist on the
preservation of this standard.

Consultants

8. The project provides for five internationally-recruited consultants, and
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there may be as usual opposition to the recruitment of foreign experts. Provided
qualified local experts can be identified and made available for the project, we
would of course not object. However, we believe that at least in two areas -
pasture development and dryland pasture research - India lacks suitable expertise
and in all probability the successful candidates would be ex-patriates.

Procurement

9. The very nature of the proposed project precludes international competitive
bidding of any significant scale. Indeed, with the exceptions of well-drilling rigs
(US$0.3 million), which would be procured on the basis of international competitive
bidding and exotic balls (US$0.1 million) all procurement would be local. Civil
works, which would be small and scattered, are to be either bid locally (about
US$3.5 million) or executed by Government departments on force account (US$6.2
million). Numerous items of equipment and vehicles, spares and also some live-
stock (total US$2.2 million), orders for which could not be bulked, and the
individual value of which is not expected to exceed US$20,000, would be contracted
locally or purchased directly through normal commercial channels. US$6.9 million
included in the credit would cover staff and operating expenditures of Government
departments and agencies, and a further US$1.3 million would cover technical
assistance and project evaluation. US$14.5 million is unallocated.

Recommendation

10. I recommend that the Government of India be invited to negotiate the
proposed credit of US$35 million on the basis of the recommendations set out in
paragraphs 7.01 through 7.06 of the draft Appraisal Report.

Attachments

KIAiN/JKraske/JLoup: ao

cc: Messrs. van der Meer Thornley
Picciotto Loup
Baneth Forget
Kraske von Busse
Cunningham Rao
Willen Bowron
Parsons Lithgow
J. Brown
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VERAART 282

THIS IS A REPEAT OF OUR CABLE 254

ONE NIGERIA RUBBER MIDWEST APPRAISAL REYRCAB 164 \','E HAVE NO

CONNECTION WITH HASTINGS BUT UNDERSTAND HE MAY BE CONTACTED CARE OF

HONGKONG AND SHANGAI BANL KULALUMPUR

TWO INDIA OPAP GROENEWOLD WITH TOR AS PROPOSED YRCAB 165 VfILL 8E

IN DELHI AND RAJASTHAN TEN TO FIFTEEN SEPTEMBER AND IN MAHARASHTRA

TEN TO FIFTEEN OCTOBER STOP PLEASE CONFIRM DEPSTACH YELLOW COVER

APPRAISAL TO GROENEWOLD CARE OF POHLAND NEWDELHI OFFICE

THREE'REYURCAB 16 163 ITEM SEVEN REGRET EFFORTS TO LOCATE AGRO

NOMIST UNSUCCESSFUL

FOUR INDONESIA TRANSMIGRATION RECENT MISSION RETURNED 25

AUGUST COMPLETED ROADS CO'APONENT AND PHYSICAL PLANNING ALSO MODIFIED -

BUDGETS STOP GROENEtNOLD WILL FOLLOW UP LIVESTOCK ASPECTS MID

SEPTEMBER AND OVERLAP WITH FINAL PREPARATION MISSION AGRONOMIST

FIRST WEEK OCTOBER STOP THIS MISSION WILL UPDATE COSTS AND EVALUATE

SOIL AND LAND USE DATA CURRENTLY BEING COLLECTED STOP

BOTH MISSION AND GOVERNMENT NOT IN AGREEMENT YOUR LARGE SCALE

MECHANICAL CLEARING AND PLANTING PROPOSALS DUE HIGH COST AND NEED

FOR AN APPRCACH REPLICABLE FOR FURTHER TRANS IG RAT ION ?CJECTS ST0P

FULLY SUPPORT INCLUSION OF MINOR IRRIGATION COMPONENT AND THIS IS

DESCRIBED IN OUR DRAFT REPORT STOPBTO WILL ENLARGE ON CURRENT

STATUS PREPARATION

FIVE INDONESIA CREDIT DRAFT IDENTIFICATION REPORT WILL BE FOR

WARDED NEXT WEEK STOP HOPEFUL 'E CAN HAVE YOUR COMMENTS IN TIME TO
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TRANSMIGRAT ION PROJECT IN OC OBER

SIX CAMEROUN EDUCATION GRAT.FUL YOUR CONFIRMATION SOONEST AVAI

LABILITY ECONCMIST AND ARCHITECT AS DISCUSSED ON TELEPHONE STOP PLEAS

E ADVISE BANK VIEWS ON POINTS D CO!'A E CO'AMA AND H AS REFERRED TO

IN PARAGRAPH THREE OF BRE INS UNDATED PREPARATION MISSION REPORT

STOP EMPHASIZE DESIRABILITY OF BANK LETTE, TO GOC AS PROPOSED

OUR LETTER 00169 28 JUNE AND REPEATED TLCOM BEAL HUBERT 16 JULY

TO STIMULARE DECISIONS BEFORE ARRIVAL PPM

SEVEN KOREA EDUCATION REYRCABS 169 REQUESTS WILL BE MAILED

2 SEPTEMBER TOGETHER WITH DRAFT WORKING PAPER

EIGHT INDIA REFERENCE CRAWFORD MISSION YOUR 169 VIEW CAMPBELLS HEAV

Y WORKLOAD PROPOSE DELETE ORISSA FROM CAMPBELL TIBOR PROGRAMME TO PER

MIT HIM RETURN HERE FIRST NOVEMBER FOR ORIENTATION FURTHER PREPARATIO

N POCHAMPAD NAGARJUNAGASR FOLLOWING OUTCOME MEETINGS GOI AND STATE

16 OCTOBER STOPWILL SIR HOHN ELEVEN NOVEMBER REMAINING THROUGH

FIRST DECEMBER INCORPORATING PRE PREPARATION VISITS ANANDPUR/ORISSA

AND GANDAH/BIHAR

NINE THAILAND FORESTRY URCAB 187 ITEM SIX DUE TO DELAY IN FINAL

PREPARATION ZAMBIA PROJECT SPEARS COULD BE MADE AVAILABLE IMME

DIATELY TO INITIATE LAND USE STUDY AND SELECTION OF PROJECT AREA

STOP HAVE .CONSULTED FAO REP THAILAND WHO OF OPINION THAT LOCAL

CANADIAN OF FAO STAFF WOULD BE ABLE TO ASSIST PART TIME IN LAND USE

STUDY BUT SUGGETS WE MAKE AVAILABLE OUTSIDE CONSULTANT IF POSSIBLE

TO REMAIN IN FIELD FOR TWO MONTHS ALSO TO COLLECT DATA FOR SULL

SCALE PROJECT PREPARATION !iS ss Af: ULY 1975 STOP PROPO2E SEK 1K

SPEARS WASHINGTON 2 OCTOBER TO DISCUSS THIS PROPOSAL AND ECUADOR

FORESTRY UNTIL 4 OCTOBER PROCEEDING TO THAILAND VIA VANCOUVER

DURING WEEK 7 OCTOBER TOGETHER WITH LANDUSE CONSULTANT IF CONSIDERED

NECESSARY +
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EIERAL ACCEPTAICE PROJECT PROPOcASLS STOP A,.TICIPATE SRCE

oIocussI!i DURIO '!TIA*,TrIO.NS ALPRA 0AITUDE OF DAIRY 

C 0-0P10SRT BETA RECRUITM7-E 'T OF EXFATRIATE R E AT EXPAT IATE

CALF REARI:'G ADVISER 'AMA CLARIFICATION: OF IDA

POSITIOR ,7 DOESIBILITY OF FINA CIN OF CREDIT CO"I'lE AT

TRU OTHER PROJECT AID DELTA PUALIFICATIOIS OF SPEALISTS

FOR CEITERAL UIT JTOP RE LATTER ALREAY HAVE INDICATED

TMOULD OT .ECOM ED IDA ACCEPTAICE OF LOU STAIIDARDS CUREITLY

CIRCULATED STOP NOTUITSTAIDIi FOREGOING ISUTES FOR
t c

1EGOTIATIO T REOMMEND PROCEED WIITH PROCESSINIrc OF 2[EEC

COVE? STOP T.ORILY AVIVING SEPT 30 BA 521 PLEASE INqFCRV WI FE
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

FFICE MEMORANDU '"__
TO: Mr. R. P t DATE: September 25, 1974

FROM: D.J. Parsons

SUBJECT: INDIA - Drought Prone Areas Project

I attach a draft covering letter, President's Report, legal

documents and draft Green Cover Appraisal report for clearance by

Mr. van der Meer before submission to Mr. Weiner.

Attachments

DJParsons :br
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OFFICE MMO N
DATE" September 19, 4

0: IMr. J. B3rown

FROM: D.N. Sutiherand

E PILIPP ES - penn of iv eso c Develmment Project Irj
- PreparatOi of Livestock J) !-,el0PT Met I-roje(Ct~ II arid Forestry Projee

iALAYSIA - Supervision of Jeiigl'a Forestr, Project (673- Forestry Plantation
- Preparation of Kehlantan Minii Pvkage ProJect,

Project ind the Land Settlement Project fo- Sa awak

Terof e2 rence

On September 22 you wiUl depart ashingto 0 tO (0Xc'J9e

following assignment:

PHILPIPP !ZS (September 26-29) -

-Livestock 1 (823-7 10 Review -with DBP officials tho

mub-loan xappli~atiori of MI Inc.

- Livestock II. Review project proposals submitted to the

Bank a provide an outline of additimal information

required to complete project preparation.

- In addition, you will -mect with representatives of tho

Department of Latural Resources to discuss salient

features of the proposed Forostry Project.

WALAYSIA (Otober 1 - 11)

Jen ka Forestrv Pro- t ( 1A) Review with Government
ofT I... ec (6734) t Goerndment.

the ioifr.s r. Draer with respect to the adeuac

of timber resources for the Jengka Forestry co!ml3x, and

discuss pending joint venturc negotiations between Government

and UAC Unilever for the mniagerment of the forestry complex.

- Kelant-m 1innmum Pacpe Proiect. Together with staff

of the Resident 1dission, 13angkok, visit the proposed project

area and provide guidelines to Guvernmrnt on project

preparation.

- In addition you should review the status of the pocposed

Forestry Plantation Project for W. ialaysia and the Land

Settlement Project for Sarawak.

2. Enroute you will visit:

- London, for discussions vwith UAC Unilever on their preliminary

findingo in respect of joint \cnture partiei:patin in the

Jcngka Forastry complex.
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- New Delhi, together with Mr. Thornliy, to discuss with

Government the findings in the Green Cover Appraisal

Report, Drought Prone Aleas Project with a view to

clarification prior to negotiation.

3. Upon your return to Washington about October 15, you will prepare

separate Back-to-Office reports for the Indian, Malaysian and Philippine

assinginents.

Cleared with and cc: Messrs. Parsons
Kraske

W .Hupiphrey
SHelmers

cc: Messrs. Vergin
Laing



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR | INTERNATIONAL F
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I C ON

OFFICE MEMORANDUM *
TO: Mr. Karl H.Willen DATE: September 18, 1974

FROM: Arvind Pande ,

SUBJECT: INDIA - DPAP Project

This is to confirm that the Indian negotiating team com-

prising of the following will be here to begin negotiations on

October 14:

1. Mr. M.A.Qureshi
Secretary, CDEC

2. Mr. D.Aurora
Director, CDEC

3. Mr. C.H.Krishnamoorthy
Assistant Director General-cum-Project Director

4. Mr. V.Subramanian
Secretary, Planning
Government of Maharashtra

5. Mr. Anil Bordia
Special Secretary, Rajasthan

6. Mr. B.C& dngopadhyay
Secretary, Dept. of Rural Development

Andhra Pradesh, Hyderabad

7. Mr. S.K.Hajra
Deputy Commissioner
Bijapur, Govt. of Karnataka, Bijapur

8. Mr. V.N.Rajagopalan
Director, Ministry of Finance
Department of Economic Affairs, GOI.



INTERNATIONAL DEVELC IT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIO AL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION I RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MORANDUM
TO: Mr. R. 7i io to (through D. s) DATE: September 6, 1974

FROM: J. Brown

SUBJECT: INDIA - DPAP
- Recent Article in Economic Times

There are a number of factual errors in this article which suggest
that not only is the author unfamiliar with the project, but is of very
parochial experience. Furthermore, there is nothing in the article which
would support the claim of a *rift" a that the Bank and GOI are "sharply
divided over the programs to be undertaken". In short this article is
a bad reflection on the author and alludes to nothing which will give riseto an unexpected dispute during negotiations.

JBrown:prs



KHWllen:a*
Cleared with in substaxe
and cc: Messrs. Parsons,

Brown
Forget

aepiaber 4, 1974

IMr. G. T. ismarrishne
11inister (Rcanowies)

washingtonj, D.C. 2000d

Jear GO.: S

as, IuNDu - Drughi Pron. A"". ProIect (PAfP)

As You 4now, we had suggested Ube oommmaent of negotitions on
this project starting on September 23, at the ecrliest. 3we.nvs of the
complexity of the project, however, we have found that we need &ddition*L
time for our intertmi review of the project doumnts before promnting
the. to the boan Comittee. Tbaefore, I now sggest that negotiations
be resheduled to start on (Ctober 14, which I hope wij be convexdent
for the Indian ngotAtors.

Atteched is a mw-my of the aission's recamAndation, which you
mdj wish to trmimit to A. This is, of course, with te nderstandn
that the Lan Comittee has yet to ooued Ar the proposed project. It
sabold be noted that wW of the reoeuawnations 4nly reflect measures
that DPAP officials at the Center and %ate levels have alre.air decided
to implenent within the frmaark of the DPAP. 4e would appreciate it if
.W evidence to tis effect cc the various points cculd be brought by the
Indian delegation. For 1zwslo, we have In mind the filling of positions
referred to in Para. 5(b), the e"tablihsbet of an Interdepartmental
Coordinatlion omittee referred to in Para. 5(d), and the esteblishment
of District Develpmmnt Authorities referred to in Para. 6(a) of the
attached mmary.

As it al!A appears from the attached m qmary, there would be four
dftrernt Project Agreemeats; one with each state governmnt involved. 4e
a" ne great difficulty in having the state rapres.tatives' preeee at
the negaotiatios stegered if it is coxwezdent for the 4ian delegation.
Finally, we see no need for AhC being represented in the negotiations if
they can provide a pro3V to the effect that thesy will undertake the pre-
paration of district henking plans as per the rcomenodation of Para. 5(o).

Sinoerely,

Attahement

ca, A:.c :plsse
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SJI4NARY OF RECO1MENDATIONS

DRCUGHT PRONE AREAS PROJECT (DPAP)

1. The mission has recommended a US$35 million -credit in support of
DPAP activities in the following districts: Anantapur (Andhra Pradesh),
Bijapur (Karnataka), Jodhpur, Nagaur (Rajasthan), and Ahmednagar, Sholapur
(Maharashtra). In addition to the Development Credit Agreement (DCA) there
would be separate Project Agreements with the four states involved.

2. The mission has recommended the following project components:
construction of minor irrigation works, command area development, watershed
management, improvement of dryland farming, and sheep and dairy development.
In addition, it has also recommended a fodder banking scheme, the conversion
of cane bagasse to digestible fodder, and diversification schemes in
fisheries, sericulture, and horticulture. Finally, in order to strengthen
available support to farmers in arid and semiarid areas, there would be a
training program and applied research on dryland farming, pasture develop-
ment, and agrometeorology.

3. The proceeds of the credit would be used to finance public sector
investments under the project (civil works, equipment, vehicles and live-
stock); operating and staff expenses of project units; technical assistance
and project evaluation; and contingencies. Items for international competitive
bidding would comprise well-drilling rigs and imported bulls.

4. The mission has recommended a number of covenants to be agreed
upon during negotiations. They have also identified several items for
discussion during negotiations dealing with technical aspects of the
proposed project. In the following paragraphs, major points have been
summarized, leaving out in the interest of brevity, such items that in
our judgment and to the best of our experience should be considered as
standard (for instance, items related to procurement procedures, account-
ing, auditing, and reporting).

The Development Credit Agreement

5. The recommendations include agreement on the following covenants:

a. The engagement, for varying periods of time, of inter-
nationally recruited consultants in the following fields: pasture
development (one advisor and one agronomist), agrometeorology,
calf rearing, and bagasse treatment;

b. The continuous filling of the following positions with
persons with qualifications and experience acceptable to IDA: a
Senior Agricultural Economist, All India Coordinated Dryland
Farming Research Project, ICAR, Hyderabad; and Senior Specialists
in: (i) soil conservation and dry farming; (ii) irrigation; and,
(iii) economics, for the central DPAP Unit;
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c. The preparation of district banking plans for each
project district by ARC; and,

d. The es-tablishment of an Interdepartmental Coordination
Committee for DPAP under the chairmanship of the Secretary,
Cooperatives and Community Development.

The Project Agreements

6. The recommendations include agreements on the following covenants
with the state governments as identified:

a. That the four state governments shall establish and
maintain a District Development Authority (DDA) in each project
district with Board membership, powers and organization
satisfactory to IDA;

b. That the four state governments, in order to facilitate
the expansion of agricultural credit in project districts:

(i) assist leadbanks to establish not less
than two Farmers' Service Societies in each district;

(ii) appoint the DDA project manager and the
subdivision revenue officer of each project district
to the district credit coordination committee;

(iii) carry out short-term agricultural credit
surveys on terms of reference prepared in cooperation
with the Central DPAP Unit in each project district for
IDA's comments; and,

(iV) that Rajasthan and Andhra Pradesh initiate
a program to update land records in the districts of
Jodhpur, Nagaur, and Anantapur.

C. That Maharashtra and Andhra Pradesh would undertake semi-
detailed groundwater surveys in all project areas in which groundwater
development is to take place;

d. ThRat I'Iarashtra, Andhra Pradesh, and Karnataka would
submit to IDA for comment the first master plan for the integrated
development of a tank and command area in each district;

e. That the four state governments would take necessary steps
on their parts to ensure that the fertilizer requirements of the dry
farming component of the project be met; and,

f. That the four state governments would furnish to IDA for
comments the draft model bylaws of sheep growers primary cooperative
societies. In the case of dairy producer cooperatives, the mission
has recommended that such unions be established only if they would
be financially viable, and that the four state governments would
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furnish to IDA for comments the draft model bylaws and projected
cash flows of the proposed unions before registering them.

Suggested Additional Conditions for Credit Effectiveness

7. Evidence that:

a. the three senior specialists in soil conservation and
dry farming, irrigation, and economics have been appointed; and,

b. a DDA has been duly established in each district of the
project area, and that a Project Manager with the rank of Additional
Collector has been appointed to each such DDA.

Sugge'sted Condition for Disbursement

8. As a condition for disbursement against the construction of tanks,
the mission has suggested that state governments should submit to IDA
certification of the commencement of command area development in accordance
with approved technical and financial plans (reference para. 6(d) above).

Suggested Items for Discussion During Negotiations

9. The mission has suggested the following items for discussion during
negotiations:

a. Technical, economic and cost criteria to be adopted for
groundwater and surface irrigation works under the project, includ-
ing the need for stream flow data for tank design;

b. Means of promoting command area development within
existing minor irrigation schemes and the provision of technical
services for CAD;

C., Need to enforce existing legislation to control cropping
patterns in public irrigation schemes;

d. Technical standards for soil and moisture conservation
works;

e. Draft bylaws for primary sheep growers' societies;

f. Proposed qualifications and terms of reference for senior
specialists in soil conservation and dry farming, irrigation,and
economics in the Central DPAP unit; and,

g. Cabinet orders of state governments establishing DDAs, and
rules pursuant thereto.
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Mr. 1. (h,--14
FA0/IB= Qoeratie Pregram

Via I13a Teua Di Caracalla
00100 Rom
ItaU3

Dear Rages

I'a sming copies of the 1.1v CowVr Appraisal to yQU in Rm
azd 1 Dsli in the hCpO tha at least on gets to Yu on tsma. Internal
caazanrie dl9ys have M several potp -- mints of green sor azid
znetiatmin, but the liwtock c mts of th. PeoJct rgin esseutafll

as desirbsd in to yellmr cover. Of omesi, this is a cowfidential

?be dmemp society 1 Wsls uv based on a Joint farming society
&ixeo that ppears to be the only form of orgaziuatiom under eurrent

mceratw acts uhich parmita the pqunt of dividends and bomus.
1e have ina3*ded cada equity parLicipat:on in the bylaws, but clearly
the esphasis and ms t be Sivwn to these contabutng shep.

Zegards,

Jams Brown

cc: Mr. D. Parsons

JBrowntpra
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ONE LIDERIA FORESTRY STOP UAS PIORT BEEN SEN'T TO GOVEPMYENT ALONG WITH TERMS OF

ItFERENCE FOR THE STUDY A1D ir SO WELN STOP wVrEN CAN THE PANRK EXPECT TO RECEIVE

THE DRAF TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR THE RLOrGANIZATION STUDY

TWO INDIA DPAP STOP ALTHOUG1 PROJECT WILL NOT BE lGOTIATED UNTIL LATE SEVTEilBER AT

EAIILIEST AGREB TUAT VISIT OF GROENWOLD AS PROPOSED WOULD BE USEFUL STOP SUGG"ST

TORS SUOULD BE TO DISCUSS PROGRESS OF AAA ORGANIZATION FOR S&EEP DEVELOPHELNT

ESPECIALLY SOCIETY BYLAWS MsB SELECTION OF SPEARUEAD TEANIS (DAIRY AND TRAINING

SCEULES) CCC MER INITIAL SX STEPS TO BE TAKEN FOR LIVESTOCK CO!VONENTS STOP

WILL SEND CONYIDENTIAL COPIES APPRAISAL YELLOW COVER TO GROEIIWOLD 111 ROMT A)

C/O POHLAD CO"A NEW DELUI OFFICE

THREE FJRTER MWCAD 162 ITEM 3 VISIT SCEERECK STOP .IE WILL REPORT YOUR OFFICE TE- AM

SEPTEMBER SIX

FOUR SYRIA LIVESTOCK STOP AGREE REVISED TOR

FIVE CREECE IRRIGATION III STOP FRITHER OUR TELCON RAVE DISCUSSED LE MOIGNE U1O AGREES

REASONS YOU MENTIONED JUSTIFY POSTPONEMENT STOP PROJECTS DIVISION LOTZS hOWEVER

YOU WILL KETP SITUATION UNDER CONSTANT REVIEW AND RESCHEDULE iISSION AS SOON' AS
SITUATION WARRANTS VERAART

LNTBAFRAD

(1) - cc: Messrs. Wadsworth, Blinkhorn
Mr. Marius Veraart (2) - cc: Ynssrs. Ercon, Pnrsrns, Krn!ko

(3) cc: 1!r. Schebeck
Ag. Rural Dev. Dept., CPs (4) cc: Mfsfrs. rench--lullen, El iar i

(5) - cc: Messrs. Le oigne, Thys, El D.rd1s

WVerart :cms
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AUGUST 21, 1974

INTBAFRAD

VWASHINGTON DC

354 FOR BROWN, PROJECTS ASIA

RE DPAP AURORA ADVISES ME CONFIDENTIALLY THAT FINANCE THUS FAR HAS

SANCTIONED POSTS FOR SENIOR SPECIALISTS UNDER PARA 502 FOR ONE YEAR

ONLY AND HE FEELS IT WOULD BE DIFFICULT TO ATTRACT QUALIFIED

PERSONNEL FOR SUCH AN INSECURE TENURE. YOU MIGHT CONSIDER

TIGHTENING OF 502 SO THAT APPOINTMENTS COULD BE OFFERED FOR LONGER

PERIODS REGARDS

POHLAND
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B. Kanchanalak

li- IA _ircuk Prone Area Proct

I propose for your consideration items which migiit be raised
during negotiations as conditions of IDA in addition to those listed in
Section VIIJ Pecommendations (Page 43 of the Appraisal feport - Yellow).

0peration and nenan e_(ofJ

1. After the completion of a scheme or of any component part of
the program, its operation and maintenance hencefortT would rest with
agencies under whose jurisdiction a work of the kind is administered
under normal established proceiurfs. In the case of tank irrigation,
Irrigation/Public Works Department 1] would operate and maintain the
dam, main canals and distribution system down to the I cusec (30 lit/seC)
capacity. Beyond this capacity, the system, which practically serves
tne on-farm irrigation -- CAD, would be operated and raintained by farmers
themselves. In the case of tube wells, Ground Water Board would be
responsible for technical maintenance service, it cnarges Rs300 yearly
for the service. Apparently, schemes other than tube wells have suffered
badly from lack of raintenance, especially the canal and drainaie
systems. This is due mainly to the shortcomings of fun c-s and management
weakness. Execution and supervision of the work are carried out by
different agencies -- Irrigation, Agriculture, Public Works, Agro-
Industries Corps, Farmer Associations. Therefore, assurances should
be sought that the project structures' 0 V M be properly vested in
those responsible agencies and that each state aoverient ensures ef-
ficient execution of the task for the entire )PAP program within its
states.

2, Concerning 0 on the CAD areas, farmers have been expected
to carry out the work, in theory, with the assistance of extension
officers. It can seldom be the case where tie work has been carriet
out effectively. This type of work needs to be executed on a collective
basis. I, therefore, propose that a farm association type of organization
be formed up among the farmers in the project CAD area, especially under
the tank com aand where large tracts are to be irrigated. The association
would be a body entrusted with D QM. This concern should be discussed
during negotiation.

?roletCo ments' ilty

3. On the basis that an individual scheme should be economically
viable krse, assurances should be obtained that in the case where
the investment exceeds its norm set by the Bank as a guidance, the
responsible agency - State DPAP Unit -- woula review the cost/benefit
to confirm its viability.

11 To be confirmed by GOI during negotiations.



Mr. J.G. Brown - 2 - August 19, 1974

Side Letters

4. Detailed technical norms for wells and tank schemes should be
transmitted to the Borrower by a side letter, to confirm that the
scheme would be planned, designed and constructed with adequate
engineering standardli, The letter should explicitly request that:

Wells

1. The responsible agency would execute the work based on
the prepared network design of the group of proposed
project wells which are fed by the senae aquifer, indicating:
safe yield, actual commanded acreage, overall density and
spacing which also account for the existine wells as well
as those outside the project coverage.

ii. The responsible agency would undertake CAD based on the
prepared command area development plans of operation, which
include execution of land leveling, siting of water courses
and field channels to be built for distribution of irrigation
water from the project wells.

Tanks

iii. Tauk schemes under the project would follow at least the
local standards for method of construction, which are
adequate, but there would be improvements which are critical
in the area of hydrology and irrigation planning in order to
achieve the optimum utilization of the limited water available.
These improvements include:

a. The century--old regional criteria which have been used
for estimating tank inflow would be replaced by the
actual rainfall-un-off correlation whereby the inflow
data could be more accurately assessed (already mentioned
in the main report, but included here for completeness).

b. The old global concept adopting T54 reliable flow for
project water supply would be changed to 50', which is
considered applicable to the DPAP areas. This improve-
ment would result in commanding more areas with the same
source of supply.

c. The old concept allowing total sedimentation accumulation
in the dead storage reservoir would be correctid and proper
design of the sediment accumulation in the live storage
would be adopted instead. This correction would help
prolong the operating life of the scheme.



Mr. J.G. Brown - 3 - igust 19, 1974

d. The inherited practice of bewnnin:: vit" ,a dan

reservoir sizing without prior kuowled1e of the co
area to be irrigated would be removed and replaced by
a new way vaich, in effect, reverses t e ol . This
alteratiou wouLd bring the reservoir and dam to the size
required to meet the irrigation deuand.

BKanehanalak :mam
ce: :4essrs. ZDarnell

Luiper



Headquarters: Wm.
Washington, D.C., U.S.A. 1 /%. 1

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

RESIDENT REPRESENTATIVE IN INDIA

53 Lodi Estate, New Delhi 3
Telephone 617241 . Cable Address - INTBAFRAD NEW DELHI. Postal Address - P.O. Box 416

August 12, 1974

Mr. James G. Brown
Asia Projects
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street NV
Washington DC 20433

Dear Jim:

I suppose you are just fighting that deadline including
MT/ST, printshop and the like.

I have passed the annex material on to Aurora and Shroff.
Their comients were attached to the letter I wrote to Bob.

In Sunday's Economic Times appeared a rather strong
article - which nobody in the Ministry could explain! The timing
to present the April discussions is somewhat puzzling. There are
guesses that the ground was to be prepared to make a strong plea
on behalf of the States at negotiations. The alternative theory
is that this has been leaked by the States to extract more assistance
from the Center. Whatever the case may be, you will have some
bargaining sessions in front of you. Incidentally, no other papers
carried this item.

With best personal regards,

Yours sincerely,

P.K. Pohland

PKP:ml
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IBUD -ministry rift over

drought assist ance
BY A SPECIAL C(ORSPON)ENTS

The World Bank and the Union agri- posal was the construction of dug tares in Bjapur and 32,000 hectares ing with exotic breeds and construe.
culture ministry are sharply divided wells and provisiotu of pump sets in in Anantpur have been accepted by 4in, of infrastructure like 'chilling
over the pri& ammes to be under- the above districts. In tis, c3se,.ttoigh the bank a a cost of Rs. 150 prer, plants, dairy etz. Though the bank

ken in the' drought prone areas of the programme was accepted by the hectare. In addition the bank would supported improvement of the existing
e four 'districts, namely, Ahmed- misson, this was. rduced by 50 per also provide a programme of repair cattle for improving milk production

narar. Sholapur and Bijapur of Maha- cent, on the plea that these would be of -th bund system limited to 60,000 through a better feed and fodder pro-
ran!ra and Anantpur of Andhra Pra- adequate for small farmers and since hectares in Ahmednagar and 7 5 000 gramime, it did not accept a masive
desh. there was no subsidy elements, in- hectares in Sholapur. One soil con- crost-breed'ng programme as problems

Alter protracted discussions the volved for such schemes for other servaeion division and five sub-divi- of management in the drought prone
WVorld Bank agreed to finance these farmers, there was no reed to include sion, have been recommended' for areas may be too large for improved
prnjects in a big way, but the con- thes: in the projecs report. cariomg out the topographical sur- cattle to survive. The bank didnot
d:tions which it is tryig to impOse The mission nitially did not include vey, the planning and conservation recommend infrastructural activities
have made many of the schemes sug- dry land tarming in their programme programme suivey and planning in on the belief that the improvement
gested by the a'griculture miistry in- but in the April tlks they indicated excess of project work requirements to in milk supply through the existing
fructuous. A World Bank mission ss that it would be possible for them to prepare a shelf of good quality works cattle wil take a fairly long time and
ted India in April last and had detail- tke up this prosramme in two catch- for use in future famnne reief pro- that milk should be marketed through
ed dscussons on the project repor s men, in each dstrit Thi would be grammes. The bank would also finance dairies in the neighbouring districts.
prepared by the mn atry snd durin mainly confined to the croppng tdeve- (he-- water harvestig programm As the final round of negotiations
the course of these dscuss;ons, d fIer- lopment of these 'creas. ' thes districts but they have, however, with the World Bank are due to. take
epees in appro-ach cropped up )ser Soil conseri-Riori and -aftirestation not agrgad to check dam nalla flooding place" shortly, the agricultural ministry
man ' al apecrs of the proer -Te pror mmes were accepted 'by the propesed by the londian side in the ha' declded to discuss with t two

In irrateon. the imwsion d(- nA'l batk as part of conser tit pratices Ahmn*naar and Sholapur districts. sttes, all the programmes so that the
accept the financ ng of any mh'ium in the d strics bt the miion , f1- scbernes which will not be taken up
-rrqation hems OfficuArol the' gUred raded bunds. against contour A fairly large piogramme of dairy bv- the bank hut whi'h the states art
pank blunti ,t-Ied down finanemg hnds sugested y the ld'an side develepgient has been propised for the willing to implement should .be taken
of three m-d urn ftri-atwn Sbem-,s Hever the sea -prbprs d bv te districts. The progjr'mme w: dhs- 'tp-etfrthwith. Drin'f he time. of fial
one in Ahiednacgari and two in An1n 1d'an s d? has been accepted. A pr,- V'r ag !!m1n1. the msimstry w
pur. Thas ho'veser, accepted 41 a rimume of 40,Ot hect arinm Ahmed- ned to promot iproduction an ag try- to press for ah- acceptaice
-minor im;;ation' works The othr pro- nar, 50,000 mi Aholapur, 80.0t "fiec- improve cattle through cross-breed- of the rejected programmes.

F~~~~muinr~~~~~~ 
'rizto w-' 
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ORGANISATION DES NATIONS UNIES POUR ORGANIZACION DE LAS NACIONES UNIDAS

L'ALIMENTATION ET L'AGRICULTURE PARA LA AGRICULTURA Y LA ALIMENTACION

FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION
OF THE UNITED NATIONS

Via delle Terme di Caracalla, 00100-ROME Cables: FOODAGRI ROME Telex: 61181 FOODAGRI Telephone: 5797

Ref. BK 3/2.10 !1D

Letter No. 226
AV. 81914,

Dear harius,

IDIA : Drought Prone Areas Project

lie had a brief discussion with Dennis Parsons durin- his recent stay
in Rome concerninj the need and possibility of assisting the Indian
authorities in -ettin, the above project off the around. Heye Groenewold
referred to a memorandum from Jim Brown, leader of the DPAP appraisal mission,
whic11 he had seen during his time of report writing,' in :!ashinjton, in which
it was suggested that the officers involved in the preparation and appraisal
of the project should stop-over for short tours in India, whenever travelling
throufh the area. Durinf these visits they would advise State authorities
on existin' technical problems and work out with them proposals for project
implementation. Particularly in the sheep sector there are a number of
issues on which advice to Government officials is very essential.

We are presently thinking of sendinf Heye Groenewold on mission to
Indonesia toward the middle of September. On his way out, or back or both
times, he dould stop-ovor in India without much additional travel e::penzes.
He thinks that it might be feasible to have stop-overs in Tew Delhi - Jaipur
on his way out, and in Bombay on his w l back.

As sugaested by Dennis Parsons, we would appreciate it if You would take
up the above matter with him, so that we might have an agreement on travel
schledule and terms of reference before Groenewold's planned departure.

Kindest re,-ards,

Yours sincerely,

J.P. Kyser

Director
F'AO/Uorld Bank Cooperative Programme

r. Jarius Veraart
Ulannin' O>i cer/FA0 Coordinator
A riculture and Rural De-v!elopment Dept.
ilorld Bank
1013 H Street IT.N1., l'ashington DC 20433
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE C
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: August 8, 1974

FROM: K. H. Willen VuiAA"

SUBJECT: INDIA - Drought Prone Areas Project - Negotiations

1. These negotiations were scheduled to start on the 26th of
this month. Since this complex project requires more time for internal
review, however, it has proved necessary to postpone negotiations.

2. I have suggested to G. V. Ramakrishna that negotiations
start on September 23, at the earliest. For the convenience of the
Indians, I also suggested that they can pick ary date thereafter,
through October l14, considering other upcoming negotiations as well.

3. G. V. Ramakrishna has promised to inquire in Delhi and
confirm a suitable date shortly.

KHWillen:ao

cc: Mrs. Robbin
Messrs. J. Brown, Forget, Slade
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INYBAFRAD
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WASHINGTON DC \l~ ~ak
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.Kraske

Mr. ch

326 FOR CUNNINGHAM

-1 DPAP ONE I SUBMITTED ANNEX MATERIAL TO AURORA AND DEA AND 801

FEACTION PROMISED EARLY NEXT WEEK AS OF PARSONS LETTER NO. 224

TWO CONVEYED BANK POSITION ON ANATAPURS-MEDIUM IRRIGATION TO

AURORA AND DEA THREE AURORA WILL PARTICIPATE NEGOTIATIONS FOUR DEA

ALSO ANXIOUS TO RECEIVE POINTS FOR NEGOTIATIONS AND FIRM DATE SINCE

ARC AND DPAP NEGOTIATIONS WOULD HAVE TO BE COORDINATED FIVE RE WEST

BENGAL MEETING BETWEEN 601 AND GOWN SCHEDULED FOR AUGUST 7 TO DECIDE

ON PROJECT REGARDS

POHLAND



Form No. 27-
(3-70)
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

To: INTBAFRAD DATE: July 29, 1974

NEW DELHI CLASS OF
SERVICE: TFTA ext. 2774

COUNTRY: INDIA

TEXT:
Cable No.:

DROUGHT PRONE AREAS FOR NAYLOR

ONE: YELIOW COVER APPRAISAL DISPATCHED TO YOU JULY 19

TWO: ANANTAPUR MEDIUM IRRIGATION REVIEW AFFIRMS ORIGINAL POSITION THAT

PRESENT PROPOSALS SHOULD NOT BE PART OF THIS PROJECT STOP PREPARATION

INADEQUATE TO SUPPORT EARLY CONSTRUCTION AND OTHER PROPOSALS NOW APPRAISED,

INCLUDING CONTINGENCIES, CONSUME TOTAL DISTRICT ALLOCATION UNDER DPAP

THREE: MUST REITERATE IMPORTANCE OF AURORA'S PARTICIPATION IN NEGOTIATIONS

AND GRATEFUL YOUR EFFORT TO PURSUADE EAD ACCORINGLY

REGARDS NELSON

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME Peter Ne Division Chief

DEPT. South As eral Agriculture

SIGNATUlRE
(SIGNATURE 0 DIVIDUAL AUTHORIZED TO APPROVE)

REFRENCE: yIrown fjr'15se Communications Section

ORIGINAL (File Copy)
(IMPORTANT: See Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Che 'd for Dispatch:
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Mr. P. Nelson July 26, 1974

A . H. Stonehamx$J

INDIA - Appraisal of Drought Prone Areas Project

1. Reference Mr. Parsons mMO of July 18, I attach Mr. Headorth's
memo to m of July 26, which covers the main points on which we have
comsents and reservations.

2. Considering India's performance to date on Agricultural Credit

Projects, I, too, have serious doubts whether this complex project can
be fully implemented. But in view of its importance to the stabilisation
of the six drought prone areas, the attempt to make it work would be
well worth the effort.

3. Although para 7.05 says that around 225,000 farmers would benefit
from the project, it is not clear how many will benefit from on-farm
investments, and thus what the impact of the credit element would be.
But from para 4.57 "Credit Institutions* are responsible for financing
about one quarter of the project (us$30.5 million). As Mr. Headworth
points out, information as to how and under what conditions this will
get to the farmer is lacking.

4. My main concern is that in many ways this project cuts across
the on-going credit projects, and the new one proposed for ARC. For
lending to farmers the same terms and conditions should apply to all of
them, and this project should not deviate from the established norm
unless a special case can be made out and specified in the report. Unless
special safeguards are written in, IDA could well find itself financing
the same on-farm investment twice; once through this project and once
through an on-going or the new ARC project.

5. 1 consider ARC should be much more involved in the project since
credit institutions are involved in a quarter of the funding. This is
essential also if IDA's objective of changing ARCs role to that of an
agricultural development bank is to be ultimately achieved.

ca: Mr. R. Picciotto

AHStonehams je



Mr. A.H. Stoneham July 26, 1974

R. L. Headirorth

re Appraisal of Drought Prone Areas

1. You asked me to review the Appraisal of Drought Prone Areas
Project but in view of the very short time available for me to do so
I can do no more than present my imediate thoughts on first reading
of what is a very long report on an extremely complex project; for
example, there are 6 pages of recommendations. I hope to be able to
exnmine the report more fully during the next few days.

2. Before looking at the Yellow Cover itself there are two
very important items raised in the covering memorandum from
Dennis Parsons to R. Picciotto which, to me, raises a question;
because of the complexity of the report has there been a tendency to
give too much attention to one side of.ie project (strengthening the
organization and management of the departments responsible for the
overall direction of the DPA program - there are no less than 10
items to be referred to IDA for approval before appointments can be
made - and not quite sufficient detail given to the financial operations).

a) I feel that the recommendations should have included
reference to our accepted minimum rqquirement of
overdues of LDBs not to exceed 25% of demand before
participating in the scheme. I can find no reference
to this even in the main body of the Report. Hr. Parsons
memo should have read "overdues not exceeding 25% and
actual recoveries not less than 65%i inatead of "actual
overdues were below 35%."

b) Mr. Parsons mentions refinance by ARC but I can see no
reference in the Report of ARC as a participating
agency in the project. I will cover this in more
detail when commenting on the relative financing section
in the Report.

3. Mr. Parsons refers to committing funds against unallocated
core funds. I am in favour of introducing diversified lending of thbis
nature in the project provided that there is a strong, competent
financial organisation, on the spot in the states concerned, to
appraise and supervise the schemes. If ARC is not a major participant
in the scheme I am not convinced that this requirement would be met -
the activities of commercial banks in the field of agricultural
lending to date leaves a lot to be desired.



Mr. A.H. Stoneham -2 - July 26, 1974

Yellow Cover Report

Page iii (xii) These two paragrapha raised the first doubts in
(xiii) my mind as to the coverage of the financial aspect

(mentioned earlier in this memo). There is no
reference to the $ IDA would disburse against on-
farm investments (e.g. the minor irrigation part of
the projects) and equally it is not stated through
which agent GOI will pass on funds for such
investments.

Page 11 (4.05) Assurances would be sought that the criteria laid
down in the IDA credit projects currently in effect
would be sought: the actual criteria should be set
out in a Schedule of the Report. I would have
preferred the assurance to have been given by the
lending agency which will have to satisfy itself
that the criteria is met in each individual case
(eample - spacing of dug wella).

Page 19 (4.35) I would recommend a Schedule setting out the broad
guidelines for Diversified Lending (including
categories alreadr identified); this would include,
amongst other things, interest rates, maximua
repayment periods, moratorium periods and minimum
financial rates of return.

Page 23(4.48(a)) Is this limit of Rs 5000 now adequate? Because
of rising costs leading to higher loans consideration
is being given to raising this 1tmit to Ra 15000
following the recent supervision mission to
)bdhya Pradesh. This will also help bring the cost
of borrowing from commercial banks more in line
with the cost of borrowing from LDBs who, at the
moment, have an unfair advantage.

Page 23(4.49(11)) Regional Managers of ARC are closely concerned with
scheme developments in the project areas and should
be included in the recommendations to the boards of
district development authorities.

Page 24(4.50 Surely the lending bank would a3s o require evidence
(e)(ii)) that the total loans can be serviced - I feel that

too much emphasis has, in the past, been placed by
comercial banks on security alone and insufficient
emphasis on repayment capabilities.



Mr. A.H. Stoneham -3 - July 26, 1974

Page 24(4.51) tIble I can see no objections to AK taking an
ective part in the project to the extent of
advising oomarcial bankw I am more than a
little concerned that the proposals would
include AFU to the total exclusion of ARC.
There will be overlapping which could causae
local problema: for instance, ARC is actively
involved in sche es in all tbree states in
the project and ijr ha close cooperation with
LUBs and comwcial banks. To take this ne
step furtber - with the exception of thooe
districts in Andhra Pradesh all the other
districts in the tbo other states have bee
identified as "Problem" -areas for mdinor
irrigation and no laans in thbwe areaz will11
be granted until comprahaive mwrveyz have
beern carried out and the reports approved by
ARC if the proposed ARC credit project goes ahead.

Pages 27/28 (4.57) Is the farmer not intzded to make any
contribution (if only the value of self labor)
tairards odnor irrigation Unmestents or
diveraified schemen?

Pa.. 30 (4.62)T'e bulk of the proceeds of the IDA credit would
be abanl through GOI to State DPAP units
but I a= not clear as to how funds are channeled
to LDBs and commrcial banks.

0eneMI Obsevation (1) WIAhat are the project leiIng terms i.e. interest
rates IDA to 00I, 001 to DPAP, DPAP to landing
agency (or leng banks?), lending banks to
farmers and whaL, are the repayment periods?

Ueneral (bsrtiM (2) I have noticed in at least tao part. of the
Report reference to "Details of on-going I
projects appear in Amex I." Annex 1 gives
details of the Drouaght Preo Areas Project.

Amez 12 (U) "sale Of inseuriti.." should this read
"sale of secwuritie"

(U.) 4PCial debentures are old to ARC.

(13) I do not understand the reference to on-jgoing
IDA projects that "there is a continuing ooncern
about the quality of technical and managerial
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supervision being provided to sub-borrowers.ft
Although each project has its own individual
problems, personally, I am not aware of any
that would come in this category. Incidentally,
who are the "sub-borrowers." GOI is the
borrower,onledding to ARC - the sub-borrower,
who on lends to banks (sub-sub-borrowers) who
finally lend to farmers (ultimate borrowers).

(13) Annex 1 does not give details of on-going IDA
projects.

(13) Continuing drought conditions have undoubtedly
played a great part in the rising overdues
but more serious has been the affect on overdues
caused by bad management, poor appraisal methods
and inadequate recovery procedures, which are
worthy of equal mentionjin the report.

(14) Although RBI has laid down technical and
financial criteria for loans for well construc-
tion and improvements etc. and the mission
recomiends adherence to these rules I feel
that we should follow the criteria already
agreed between ARC and IDA particularly as
they have already been applied in some of the
project states.

(28) I am not quite sure what is meant by the
qualitp and quantity of staff "has bed highly
selective credit policies on the part of lenders"-
when this is read in conjunction with frustration
of applicants, negligence on the part of borrowers
and taking into consideration high overdues.
Under this heading "Credit Staff" perhaps a
sentence or two on poor organization and
management would be appropriate.

(34) In the proposed ARC Credit project assurances
will be obtained that LDBs valuations for project
loans would be based on estimated value of land
after development resulting from the loan.
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Conclusion

The whole project is extremely complex, having six-pages of
recomendaticns and assurances, and must raise doubts as to how smoothly
it will progress. It is bound to be a serious burden on organiaation
and management at field level and it will be no mean task for IDA to
ensure that all the requiroments are fulfilled.

Itj main concerns are:

a) there does not seem to be any channelling agency of
funds for on-farm lending between GOI (or DPAP) ro
LDBs and commercial banks;

b) there would be a serious overlap between An and ARC
in project states;

c) there are no qualifying terms for LDBs participating
in the project;

4) there is no contribution from farmers towards on-
farm investmasts;

a) there is no laid down lending criteria;

f) what is the expected lending ratio for on-farm
investments as between LDBs and couercial banks?

g) comrcial banks have only recently entered the field
of agricultural lending and it is doubtful if they
will have built up the necessary sapertise to make
an impact on the project_ Land Development Banks
are the only other alternative source of long term
finance; in the project areas their record is very
poor but there is very little mention of them in the
main bod4 of the Report.

RLHeadworth/cbm



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I NTERNATi0N/ DANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEV LCMENT CQ 0PROATION

OFFICE MEMOR ANDUMA
TO: Yr. Robert Picciotto DATE: July 18, 19714

FROM: Dennis J. Parsps

SUBJECT: INDIA - Appraisal of Drought Prone Areas Proect

1. The Yellow Cover appraisal report on the Drought Prone Areas

Project is attached for your review.

2. The present timetable for processing the Credit is as follows.

Distribution of Yellow Cover - July 18, 1974
Receipt of Comments on Yellow Cover July 25, 1974
Distribution of Green Cover - July 31, 1974

Negotiations - August 26, 1974

Board Presentation - October 8, 1974

3. The appraisal mission is convinced that a key feature of improving
the lot of the poorer farmers in the drought prone areas is an improved flow

of credit. They are equally convinced that this will be difficult to imple-

ment effectively and that IDA must use all leverage available to it to help

the process. The mission concurs fully with the views expressed in the SOccnd
Issues Paper of the Agricultural Refinzince .itYporation (ARC) appraisal mi,sion

(June 14, 1974). Should Management endorse these views, the mi ssion would
propose to add one of the proposed conditions of the ARC credit to the assur-

ances to be sought from GOI on DPAP; namely, that the ARC would refinance

Land Development Banks in DPAP project areas only if their actual overduef

were below 35%. (See ARC Credit Project - Second Issues Paper, para. 3.02.)

L. I am inclined to feel that scarce IDA funds should not be com:aitted

against unallocated core funds as proposed (paras 4.52 and h.57). Should

general comment support this view, we could drop this ite. from IDA financing.
This would reduce the IDA contribution to about US$3h.5 nVllion. It would not

be satisfactory to compensate by increasing the proportion of other categories

financed. To do so would increase the proportion of staff and operating costs

financed (the only category available) to 
80%.

5. The length of the report is 48 pages, with 6 pages of recommenda-

tions. I have considered this but am constrained to submit it in this form

as the project is complex and undertakes what amounts to a sub-sector in"est-

ment.

Attachment

cc: H. van der Tak (8), U. Yudelman (5), A. Stevenson, P. Bowron,

von Busse (Contr'l), G. Street, L. Forget (Lc-al)(2), S. van der Necr,
R. Picciotto, J. Kraske (5), K. Willen, P, Naylor (NDO, 2), Raj Krishna

Ac 1;-o-
FThornley:st



Form No. 27
(3-70)

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: INTBAlRAD DATE: JUL;Y 11., 197

CLASS OF
NEW DEMI SERVICE: TELX (E . 2847)

COUNTRY: IDIA

TEXT:
Cable No.:

FOR NAILOR. RE, IAP AND AUROHA'S SUGGESTED VISIT TO BANK DURING HIS

THIS GAUETIR THMWM, AS MUCH AS PROJECTS ASIA OIILD

APPEIATE HIS VISITl FOR TEM~IGAL DISOUSSICKS AND AS MUCH AS THIS

GOULD HIP IN REVEWING CEWfAI PROJECT PR3 SAIB, WE GAN TAKE NO

INITIATIVE IN THIS HisEEC, RGARM.

KRASK

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

AUTHORIZED BY: .~ ak. 4%"4$; 0St Asia Dea tmet. CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:.

India Division cc: Mossrs. Parsons, Thornleyr
NAME

DEPT.

SGATUiREF- ~lna
(S ONATURE OF INDIVIDUAL AUTHORIZED TO APPROVE)

REFERENCE: For Use By Communications Section

ORIGINAL (Fie Copy)
(IMPORTANT: See Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Checked for Dispatch:
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LeiV '~July 9v,1974

Mr. Peter E. Naylor
World Bank Resident Mission
P. 0. Box 416
New Delhi, India

Dear Peter:

I am enclosing a copy of the Recommendations from the DPAP Yellow
Cover appraisal report and three copies each of the Research and Training
Annexes, and part of the Livestock Annex.

Would you pass the annex material to Mr. Aurora. As you probably
know, the research and training proposals were generated by the appraisal
mission and I am anxious that the Indians have plenty of time to review them

and, if necessary, to let us have their comments before negotiations. The
same is true of a particular proposal in the livestock annex. During report
writing the appraisal mission concluded that a guaranteed income, during the

early years of sheep development, would be an attractive, and necessary,
incentive to farmers to participate. Again I wish to expose this idea to
the Indians as early as possible; would you point out to Aurora that it is
this aspect of the sheep proposals we are anxious to have any comment on,
together with any reaction to the proposed sheep growers' society by-laws.

I have enclosed the recommendations so that you could informally
indicate to Aurota our thinking in this area. Please emphasize that these
are still tentative proposals yet to be considered by management before we
go into green cover. In order to avoid problems of protocol, would youialso

pass on our thinking to Mr. Shroff, or, if you consider it would be appropriate,
ask Aurora to do so.

There is a possibility that we may see Aurora here late this month

on a stopover from a trip to Canada. Obviously any preliminary reaction which
he could bring on the project proposals would be appreciated.

We received your comments on the DPAP draft via Karl Willen and
will review them in the process of going to green. (I hope the relatively
little ink used reflected a favorable reaction and is an indication of what
we can expect on the yellow covert)

With best regards,

Yours s ey

Dennis J. Parsons
Division Chief

Crops, Forestry and Livestock Division

Acia :iWet len Fhftlet
coa Mr. Willen FThornleytst
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Mr. Dennis J. Parsons July 3, 1974

Frank Thornley

=PAL .- 1eein& on Second Highuay Proiect

1. Mr. Nelson and I attended the meeting in Mr. Shields' office,
also present were Messrs. Shields, Chung and Nathan.

2. The discussion was somewhat rambling and indecisivel however
the following points emerged:

(a) The Bredero report was not per se an adequate Justification
for the roads nder review. The development proposals
identified would need ach mre work to determine their
heasibility. In any event, roads which could only be
justified on the basis of increased agricultural production
should only be developed when firm proposals for that
development have been agreed. This is not the case in this
instance.

(b) The Bank Gsoup should not finance the Ilam road because$

(i) it had low rates of return even with very risky
assumptions regarding agricultural development,

(ii) it serves an area not high on Government's list of
priorities for development,

(iii) ADB has expressed an interest in financing it.

3. The Tuaipur looks a possibility for financing becauset

(a) It could probably be justified by enabling existing
production to reach higher priced markets in India.

(b) It serves an area accorded high priority for developent.

4. The highway's people ae to draft a note to convey the Bank's
views to Gorernment which we shall be asked to comment on.

FThornlet
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OFFICE MEMORANDUt *\*
TO: .1 DATE: Jul

FROM: .W i:

SUBJECT: -rT rx~~ in.:te3

1. Aenoers ol the Bank delegation to the Idi Coniortiumr1 uleetin

in Paris in June 1 ) et with meiaoers o& the Indian aelgation to
review operational matters. Present were Vle3srs. Shroff au 'atakrishna
oZ the 001 and Lesors. Kraske, Gilrartin, Alisoah and Hrs. HaLilion o1
the Bank stafl.

2. Agro-Aviation. Ar. Shroff indicated that the outstanding proo-
lens had been expec ted to oe resolved oy mid-iay, out this had not oeen
accomplished. The Government of India was therefore likely to request
cancellation of the credit.

3. Rajasthan Rock Phosphate. Although the organizational issue
had been resolved in principle, Mr. Shroff said that the techno-economnic
study now underway would not be completed for several months and, there-
fore, that the Bank could not expect a request before the end of the
year. The Government would be in touch with the Bank as soon as the
report was ready. Mr. Alisbah agreed to follow up in New Delhi on the
status of examination of alternative technologies. Mr. Shroff pointed
out that the Government was prepared to pay for sending an ore sample
to Brazil for testing, but expressed concern that efforts to obtain
small technological improvements could lead to costly delay in an
otherwise very sound project. O *ZJ-- e

4. Droug t-Prone Areas. Mr. Kraske stated tHat negotiations were
scheduled for aid-August and that a letter on points for pegotiatior
would be sent in early July. c . .

5. Cotton/Seeds. Mr. Kraske said that negotiations were scheduled
for November, but that several matters remained to be clarified befo
that time. " C-

6. Industrial Imports. Mr. Kraske explained that a letter to Mr.
Kaul on the arrangements for the next credit, especially the follow-up
on the recommendations of past special studies, should be sent within
a week, and that Mr. Cunningham would visit India for appraisal in
Set tember. He indicated that the credit was likely to be made in two
tr aches, due to the limited availability of IDA funds through advance
co tributions during the first half of the fiscal year.

7. Railways. Mr. Kraske said that appraisal was tentatively
sc .eduled for November, before which IDA would need the revised traffic
data and investment requirements requested in a recent letter. He
expressed the hope that this information had been given to Mr. Spencer
during his recent visit.
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sal mig;ht oe possioLe in late 176'4 or early 1 a.'., ater tn con-

sultants had compLDeted Lheir work. However, K:. Craske suggestea Thac

this was probaoly optimistic in view of tha additional time likely to be
needed for project preparazion. 7r. ShrofT said thaG draft terms of

reference would oe forwarded to the Bank by the end of June.

Rural Electrification. Mr. Ramakrishna summarized the recent

letter from Mr. Thormas, which outlined the Bank's concerns with respect
to S3Bs! rates of return, engendered cy the decision to raise the REC's

debt/equity ratio above 1:1 and to relax suo-project viaoility criteria

adopted by REC. Mr. Shroff stated that he would consider the situation

upon his return to New Delhi and would respond as soon as possible.

10. Power Transmission IV. Mr. Kraske emphasized the importance to
this project and Rural Electrification of reactivation of the CEA. Mr.
Shroff stated that the necessary steps were being taken and should be
concluded by August.

11. West Bengal Rural Development. Mr. Shroff asked that submission
to Loan Committee oe delayed until the West Bengal Government reached a
decision on whether they were interested in pursuing the smaller project
proposed by the Bank.

12. ARC I. Mr. Kraske stated that negotiations had been scheduled
for August 1>, but that Dr. Sen had requested postponement to September,
when he would be in town. The amount was still in question due to
concern about the level of activity of LDBs. Mr. Shroff explained that
the commercial banks were playing a more active role than in the past;
he indicated that the amount was not a matter of great concern to the
Government as long as it was clearly the beginning of a continuing program,
but that at least $75-100 million was clearly needed.

13. IFFCO Fertilizer. Mr. Shroff asked that negotiations be held
late in September rather than early. He indicated that he would consider
whether this or another project should be earmarked for Bank financing
and would let the staff have his views shortly. If it were to be
financed through a Bank loan, he foresaw no difficulty in lending
directly to IFFCO.

14. Dairy II and III. Mr. Kraske said that lending through the NDC
would require further appraisal which could not take place before mid-
September. Mr. Shroff said that he was in favor of using ARC as the
channel; he would take the matter up with the States to see whether
lending should be through NCDC or ARC and would let IDA have his views.

15. Agricultural Credit. Mr. Kraske stated that IDA expected to
extend the June 30 Closing Date of the Gujarat project by 9 months and
the Andhra Pradesh project by a year.r He responded to Mr. Ramakrishna's
recent note, pointing out that he could not recommend using agricultural
credit project funds for fertilizer, since current inputs were not part
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of the projects. He also sait tnat incre;sing the aisjursemnt 
ror 1.lOr LrrigaiO woula not oe possi5ole, since the projects were designed

to finance a rropordion of an on-going' progran rather than a specific
number of wells, and since changing tue percenzages would upset the arrange-
ments for sharing the financing the ki C aod participating banks. However,
Lunds now earmarked for mechanization in the Andhra Pradesh and T2amil iadu
projects would oe reallocated to minor irrigation if the results of the
Haryana tractor tender were discouraging. Extension of the project area
under the Haharashtra area was still under consideration.

16. Shipping:. iLr. Kraske requested a response to the Bank's letGer
enquiring about the problem in the Port of Bombay. Mr. Shroff agreed to
do so.

17. Timing of Negotiations. Mr. Kraske summarized by saying that
negotiations of the Drought Prone Areas and Rural Electrification projects
were scheduled for nid-August, of West Bengal Rural Development and ARC
for early Septemoer, and of IFiCO and Sindri for late September or early
October (just before or just after the Annual Meetings). Mr. Ramakrishna
suggested that it might be preferable to group Rural Electrification with
the fertilizer projects, since they would all be negotiated by Mr. Raja-
gopalan of DEA. Mr. Shroff said that, since IDA availabilities were
uncertain for the first half of the year, he would like us to bear in
mind the need to reserve at least $100 million for Industrial Imports in
committing IDA funds to other projects.

A0Hamilton:il
cc: Messrs. Diamond, Kraske, Ramakrishna, Fuchs, Picciotto, Lerdau,

Thomas, Cunningham
NDO
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: INTBAFRAD DATE: June 25,, 1974

NEW DELHI CLASS OF
SERVICE: TEEI

COUNTRY: INDIA

TEXT:
Cable No.:

FOR NAYLOR

REFURCAB 273 DPAP STOP AGREE THAT UPDATING LAND RECORDS SHOULD BE FINALIZED

AT NEGOTIATIONS STOP WE PROPOSE TO FINANCE 50 PERCENT OF COST STOP PLEASE

EMPHASIZE NEED FOR DETAILED PROPOSALS AND OUR APPRECIATION FOR ANY DATA SENT

PRIOR TO NEGOTIATIONS STOP SHALL WRITE SHORTLY WITH ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION

IN INDIA PRIOR TO NEGOTIATIONS STOP AS RESULT OF INJURY TO BROWN AND

TEMPORARY INCAPACITATION YELLOW COVER DELAYED TO JULY 8

REGARDS PARSONS

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME Dennis J. Parsons vision Chief

DEPT. Asia Projects, C p , Forestry & Livestock

SIGNATURE
(SINAUR V...DAA HIfktzE PPROVE)

REFERENCE: JBroun:st For Use By Communications Sect on

ORIGINAL (File Copy)
(IMPORTANT: See Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Checked for Dispatch:
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Th mee{;ng to di2c.use th-r:I is ;e :i.2xf sa y (he
mission .f . projY.t isired l. 2 L u2' Jun l 14, at 1 TJ .

-f ofr tnce, -Yoome ,-,,c'I.u

Djistrib uti on: Nowsrs. Kra k.
Picciotto
Arnold
Thoras
Beach
Scales
flowell
Caxver
Bassoon
Lav

Mrs .robbin

cc: Messrs. Weiner, van der Meer,, Bruce, Baneth, Stroet, Melmoth,
PAS(5), DPS-Messrs. Stevenson, Singh; F&B - Kr, Bouxron,
Controller, Legal (3), Projects Division Chiefs, Program,
Division Chie.Is
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INTEPIATIONAI BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVEPWiENT

I7T L 2 .ELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

OFF13E JIflMORANDUM

TO: . B. ArnoJ4-, DATE: June 5, 1974

FROM: J. Beach, Jc o ve and S. S. Scales

SUBJECT: INDIA Appraisal of the Power Transmission IV Project
Issuqs Parjer

1. Main features of the Pr edroject

(i) Borrower: The Government of India (Cr0I);

(ii) Amount of the Credit: The a-mount of the proposed Credit ;'ould be
US$120 million equivalent includin.g physical
and price contingencies of about US$30 million
equivalent;

(iii) Beneficiaries: (a) The Government of India in respect of
equipment required for the Eastern and
Western Regional Load Despatch Centers;

(b) The State Electricity Boards (SEBs) of
Bihar, Gujarat, Maharashtra and West Bengal
in respect of transmission linessubstation
equipment, communication and load despatch
equipment for State Load Despatch Centers;

(iv) Project: The project, which would be the fourth of its
type to be financed by the Bank Group, would
consist of (i) about 2,030 km of high voltage
transmission lines and associated substation
equipment with an aggregate capacity of about
2,650 MVA and (ii) communication and load
despatch equipment for the SEBs involved and
for Eastern and Western Regional Electricity
Board.

2. Issues

The main issues are:

(i) reactivation of the Central Electricity Authority; (para. h)

(ii) the amount of the Credit; (para. 5)

(iii) agreement by State Governments to subsidize losses
incurred by their respective SESs on account of
rural electrification operations; (para. 6)



Mr. Ea B. Arnold - 2 - June 5, 1974

(iv) the failure of SEBs to meet rates of return
previously agreed and the desirability of
extending the period within which these
returns are achieved; (para. 7)

(v) the desirability of State Governments waiving,
or otherwise disposing of, arrears of unpaid,
interest; (para. 8)

(vi) agreement by the GOI to either continue the
Idevelopment rebate' when assessing Federal tax
on SEBs' earnings or waive SEBs' liability to tax; (para. 9)

(vii) revision of the Electricity (Supply) Act, 1918 (para. 10)

3. The Project

3.01 The Project will be almost identical in nature to those financed by
Credit 242-IN (Power Transmission Project II) and by Credit 377-IN (Power
Transmission Project III). It would consist of about 2030 circuit KN of trans-
mission lines at voltages of 220 kY and above, associated substation equipment
with an aggregrte capacity of 2450 I4VA, and communication and supervision
equipment for the state load despatch centers of the beneficiary SEBs and of
the Eastern and Western Regional Electricity Boards.

3.02 Whereas the two previous credits together helped to finance the
construction of transmission lines and substations in all states in India,
the proposed credit seeks to concentrate on transnission lines and control
equipment in the Eastern and Western Regions. The Beneficiaries would be the
SEBs of Bihar and West Bengal in the East and Maharashtra and Gujarat in the
West. The requirements of the Eastern and Western Regional Electricity Boards
would be financed directly by the Government of India.

3.03 The estimated cost of equipment'and materials required for the Project
is:

Estimated Cost
(millions of U6,$ e7airalent)

1. Conductors and Ground wire 19.09
2. Towers . 14-56
3. Insulators and hardware 5.48
4. Transformers 8.45
5. Switchgear 10.10
6. Capacitors or Synchronous Condensers 3.25
7. PLCC/Load Despatch 21.142
8. Control & Relay Panels 1.05
9. Power Cables 5.77

10. Niscellaneous 0.78
Sub-total ~795"5

Contingencies (i) Physical 4.50
(ii) Price 25.55

Total 120.00
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304 The proceeds of the proposed Credit would be allocated:

US$ millions

Bihar 17.80
West Bengal 21.00
Maharashtra 43.00
Guj arat 26.8h
Eastern Regional Board 4.16
Western Regional Board 7.20

120.00

4. Reactivation of the Central Electricity Authority (CEA)

4.01 Ir. V. N. Rajagopalan, Deputy Secretary, 001 wrote to lbr. Kraske
on March 14, 1973 as follows:

?Hith reference to the proposed third Power Transmission Credit
to India, India is taking action to enable the Central Electricity Authority
to fulfill all the functions, responsibilities and duties assigned to it under
the provisions of the Electricity (Supply) Act, 19h8. For this purpose, it is
also t.king action to provide the Authority with necessary technical support,
includirng the transfer of the staff of the Power Wing of the Central WatEr &
Power Comnission to the Central Electricity Authority. It is anticipated that
this action will be completed in the near future and a note has been taken of
the Association's position that it expects this action to be completed before
any further proposal for-a power project is negotiated."

4.02 The last two power missions to India have endeavoured to discuss this
subject with the GOI but have been unable to determine either the form the
reorganization will take or the date by which it will be implemented. Since a
discussion on the Sector will La an important aspect of the appraisal report
it would appear that there is little to be gained by proceeding with the report
in accordance with the present timetable,' until we knowi more about the form
the proposed sector reorganization will take. A letter should therefore be
addressed to the GOI as soon as possible explaining that unless the information
we require is received in the very near futiire the processing of the Credit
will be affected.

5. The Amount of the Credit

5.01 The final project submission by the GOI requested assistance in the
amount of about US$140 million. Following discussions with the GOI and the
beneficiaries, sub-projects which did not have the highest priority were eliminated
thus reducing the estimated basic cost of the Project to about US$90 million.
To this was added about US$30 million to cover physical and price contingencies,
Other sub-projects could be eliminated to further reduce the amount of the
proposed Credit but this course of action is not recomriended.
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6. Subsidization of losses incurred on rural electrification operations

6.01 In order to review the impact of RE investment on the finances of
SE13s, GOI agreed in connection with Credit 242-IN to prepare financial data
in respect of each SEB, separating information relating to RE operations from
that relating to the SEBs' other functions. Since the GOI and State Government
tariff and other policies result in expenses (including depreciation) which far
exceed RE revenues there is a strong case for subsidy. However, this proposal
should not be construed as a tacit endorsement of presdnt RE tariff policies.
On the basis of financial data thur made available the State Governments of Assam,
Kerala, Hadhya Pradesh, Nysore, Orissa and Tairil Nadu, as a condition of Credit
377-IN, agreed to provide its SEB with an annual subsidy equivalent to the amount
by which such SEB's operating expenses (including depreciation and interest)
in respect of its RE operations exceeded its revenues from such operations.
A similar agreerlent should be obtained from the State Governments whose SEBs
would be beneficiaries under the proposed Credit.

7. The failure of SEBs to meet rates of return previous agreed

7.01 The rates of return which SEBs were required to achieve in accordance
with previous credit agreenents were based on the combined operating results
of i." and, where applicable, government-owned plant. The Credit now proposed
wl1 focus on the financial viability of the SEBs and rates of return will be
calculAted on the results of SEB operations only. The figures below compare
rat-s of return achieved in Fiscal 1973 with targets previously agreed:

Rates of Return %

Targets Actual Forecast
SEBs FY '73 FM '74 FM '75 FM '73 7

Bihar 8.5 - 9.5 0.01 0.7
West Bengal 8.5 - 9.5 8.8 5.0
Maharashtra 9.0 9.5 - 5.0 3.7
Gujarat 9.0 9.5 - 7.6 7.0

7.02 Failure to reach and/or maintain targets can be attributed to shortage
of generating/transmission capacity, operating -cost increases not matched by
tariff increases, continuing losses from rural electrification operations,
high transmission and distribution losses, particularly in Bihar (36%) and in
Gujarat (25%).

7.03 Positive action by the SEBs supported by their respective State
Governments will be required if returns are to improve. Subsidization of RE
operations by those States which refuse to allow proper tariffs will be required
and it would help considerably if expenses could be pruned and losses reduced.

7.04) Whatever action is taken it will be necessary to allow the SE~s more
time to achieve the targets, and a three year extension may be required in
some cases. New interim targets should be established during negobiations.
Agreement to the new inter targets by the SED, and their State Goverm.ents
would be a Condition of Effectiveness of the proposed Credit.
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8. The desirability of State Governments vaivinr, or otherwise disposing of
arrears of interest

8.01 During previous credit op erations attention was drawn to the consi-
derable arrears of interest on State Government loans which the SEBs had accuviu-
lated in the past bec.use of insufficient tariffs. Until these intcrest arrears
are removed from the S s' books, the priorities established by the Electricity
(Supply) Act require surplus funds to be applied to their reduction before
being applied to fi'nan e capital expenditure.

8.02 As a Condition of Effectiveness of Credit 377-IN the State Governments
of Assam, Kerala, Matdhya Pradesh, Nysore, Orissa and Tamil Nadu agreed that
the accu-mulated arrears of interest would be waived or other arrarigeioents,
satisfactory to the Association, would be made to enable SEBs to dispose of
these outstanding liabilities. It is recommended that a similar agreement
between the beneficiary SEBs and their State Governments be a condition of the
proposed Credit.

9. Develprenit Rebate and Fed ralIncome Tax

9.01 State Government officials are reluctant to support the raising of
revenues by -their SEEs beyond the stage at which they would be involved in
paying Federal tax to the 00 on revenues which could be used to finance capital
expenditurn within the State, particularly when capital could be made available
from the State Government without incurring any Federal tax liability. The
present rate of tax is about 57%.

9.02 With the present development rebate the prospects of SEBs becoming
liable to the payment of tax are small. However, we understand that there is
a distinct possibility that the development rebate will be discontinued at the
end of FY 1975. Should this be so, it is difficult to support an argument that
tariffs should be sufficiently high to provide funds for future construction
if such funds are to be subject to Federal tax at the penal rate of about 57%.

9.03 The GOI should be asked to consider the continuation of the development
rebate for SEBs in assessing liability to Federal tax, or, alternatively a
waiver of tax in respect of SEB operations.

10. Revision of the Electricity (Supply) Act, 1948

10.01 The appraisal report for Credit 377-IN discussed the many problems which
beset the power sector in general and the financial management of the SEBs
in particular. However, it seems clear that meaningful reorganization of the
sector requires revision of the Act as a precondition. It is likely that the
GOI will have appreciated this in their deliberations concerning reactivation
of the CEA. (paragraph h)

10.02 We therefore propose to tie the processing of this proposed credit
to some progress being made by the GOI toward correcting the most glaring
deficiencIes in the Act, We shall endeavour to establish a dialogue on this
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during review of a report recently prepared by a committee appointed to
examine and suggest changes to the financial provisions of the Act.
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INDIA L

DROUGHT FRONE AREAS

Analysis of Alternative Farm D Ivclo mn7 Pa ibiliti es

Preliminary Statement

The Problem

1. Two possibilities exist for developing farms in drought prone areas:

one is to develop groundwater for well irrigation with an output capacity

sufficient to irrigate 1 - 2 ha, and the other is to increase the output from

dryland farming. Into both situations, different systems of cattle production

can be incorporated. It is essential to know what not farm income levels can

be expected at full farm development from various methods of organizing dryland

and/or irrigated farming in combination with, or without, cattle production.

Methods

2. A linear programing model of a typical farm with h ha of cropland

was prepared. The various assumptions on which the model is based are listed

in Annex 1.

3. To analyze the profitability of irrigation dev lopment, the model

represented alternative courses of action open to z typical farmer, and it

worked out his most profitable mix of farm enterprises at full development.

Detailed crop and livestock budgets on which the calculations concerning the

farm with irrigation are based,'are listed in Annex 1, Tables 2 and 5.

4. tour alternative levels of rainfed agriculturo have been considered

along with three alternative livestock systems to determine the most profitable

combination of dryland farming activities. Details of the cropping and livestock

systems concerned are shown in Annex 1, Tables 3/4 and 6/7.

Results

5. Given access to development capital and groundwater the most profitable

activity would be to develop irrigation and use the water for lucerne production,

preferably for sale, but if no market exists then for feeding to cross-bred dairy
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cows for milk production; the use of the water for crops produces lower profits.

The results from improved dryland farming with incluson of dairying area CC-

parable to those from developing limited irrigation (200 m/season) for crop

production only. This does obviously not account for the possibility that

exists with limited irrigation to avoid crop failure in years of drought by

strategic irrigation.

Results of L.P. Analysis - Return per farm of 4 ha

Item Net farm income

ks
1. Current position

- crops only 1,500

- crops and native cows 1,780

2. Improved dryland farming

- crops and indigenous cattle (limited roughage base) 2,330

- crops and indigenous cattle (unlimited roughago base) 2,450

3. Plus limited irrigation

- crops only 1 ,700

crops and X-bred cows 3,170

4. Plus full irrigation

- lucerne production for sale 5,900

- X-bred cows based on lucerne 4,44o

- native cows and crops 3,440

- grain crops only 3,010

6. Details concerning resource use in the different farm management com-

binations are listed in Table 1.

Note

7. This preliminary statement is based on slightly different in-ut data

for (a) the rainfed situation, and (b) the irrigation situation. The rainfed

situation works with higher productive levels of crop and livestock husbandry
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than is the case in the situation with irrigation. This results in a relative

under-estimation of not farm incomes resulting from irrigation development.

The differances are of the order of 10 - 15 percent; they shall be eliminated

in the final analysis.
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FARM MODEL ANALYSIS AT FULL DEVELOPMENT

Without Irrigation Li-ited Irrigation Full Irrigation
Item Unit Limited Unlimited Crops Crops + X-bred Native Grain Lucerne

roughage roughagel/ only Livtstock Cows + Cows + Crops plus
Crops Crops only Rice

FALLOW + BUNDS ha 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0

DRY BAJRA ha 3.5_/ 3.5/ 1.4 3.3 2.8 2.8 0.4 2.1

IRRIGATED - pulses - kharif ha - - 0.8 - - - 2.0 -
- lucerne ha - - - 0.2 0.3 - - 1 .0
- rice ha - - - - 0.4 0.7 .- 0.4
- wheat ha - - 0.3 0.1 0.6 1.0 1.0 -
- total area irrigated ha - - 0.8 0.3 0.9 1 .0 2.0 1 .4

LIVESTOCK - steers no. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
- indigenous cows no. 0.5/ 21/ - - - 1.45/
- crossbred cows no. - - - 1 .6Y 2 - -

LABOR USED - family - kharif man-day 250 250 193 250 250 250 250 250
- rabi man-day 36 85 100 130 250 250 250 200

- hired - kharif man-day 164 335 - 114 284 265 19 200
- rabi man-day - - - - 89 74 50 220

CAPITAL - irrigation Rs- - - 3,700 2,150 8,330 10,000 10,000 10,000
- livestock Rs. 320 650 - 1,240 1,640 430 - -

WATER USE - kharif - - 200 90 440 597 500 600
- rabi 3 - - 200 200 600 600 600 600

NET FARM INCOME Rs. 2,330 2,450 1,700 3,170 4,440 3,440 3,010 5,900

1/ Frea roughage harvested by own labor.
Cr6pping pattern D, Annex 1, Tables 3 & 4.

3/ CoWs valued Rs. 1 ,000 with 1,200 kg milk sold per lactation.
/ Cows valund Rs. 800 with 600 kg milk sold per lactation.

3/ Cows valued Rs. 500 with 600 kg milk sold per lactation.
6/ Cows valued Rs. 1,800 with 1,600 kg milk sold per lacation.
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INDIA
DROtGH R A:A

Linear Program Analysis of Farm Development

Assumptions

(a) Current Position

Farm size: h ha annually arable of which 0.5 ha

not cultivated.

Livestock: 1 steer, 1 cow, some followers.

Land use: 3.5 ha dry land bajra (or jowar),

0.5 ha fallow or in bunds.

(b) Possible developments

- irrigation of 1-2 ha;

- introduction of new crops and livestock husbandry without

irrigation;

- dairying based on concentrates.

(c) Assumptions for rnalysis at full development

Possible crops: irrigated bajra, rice, wheat, summer

pulses, winter pulses.

Possible fodder crops: irrigated intensive lucerne, extensive

irrigated lucerne.

Possible livestock native dairying, improved native dairying,

activities: dairying with cross-bred cows.2!

Other activities: buy concentrates and labor, sell lucerne,

or feod it to stock.

1/ It is assumed that crossbred cows can be used only on farms with irrigation
and with an assured year-round supply of green fodder.
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(d) Other resources

- Family labor: 500 man/day/year.

- Capital: access to Rs. 10,000 for irrigation development and

Rs, 10,000 for livestock purchases.

- Access to hired labor concentrate feeds, milk marketing system,

grain markets, but is not able to sell fresh green forage (except

in one analysis).

(o) Crop and lucerne water requirements (Table 1). These were based on

figures in the Chambal Command Area Development Project Preparation

Report (No. 30/73 IND 18).

(f) Crop budgets for irrigated condition (Table 2)

These figures were based on those in the Chambal report.

(g) Crop budgets for dryland ccnitions (Tables 3 and 4)

These figures are based on DPAP mission.

(h) Livestock budgets (Tables 5 - 7)

These were derived mostly from local field studies of the DPAP missions,

the estimates of maintenance and production feed requirements were

derived from metabolisable energy tables.

(i) Prices

Those not shown in the budgets but used in the analyses were as follows:

concentrate feed : Rs. 1 .00/kg on farm;

labor : Rs. 3/man/day.

(j) Other constraints:

Draught power: It was assumed that a farm had to have a steer to satisfy

some of the draught requirements.

Feed transfer: It was assumed that it would be possible to transfer food

stuffs from the Kharif season to the Rabi season, but that its feeding

value would decline by 50/.
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(k) Livestock feed

For ease of analysis all feed resources have been converted into LSr

(livestock month) which is a unit of metabolisable energy equivalent

to 60 mcals.i-

Feed supplies have been converted in the following way:

1 ton straw = 27 LSM

1 ton fresh green lucerne = 7 LS.

1 ton concentrate = 50 L314

Feed supplies being seasonal, the year has been divided into the

Kharif and Rabi seasons. Feed requirements are based on the nature of

the breeding hard (Tables 5-7) and have been estimated for units of

average cows. It includes the lactation needs of the cow and the feed

requirement of progeny uptil 9-12 months.

Kharif Rabi Total
L81,

Native cows (traditional husbandry) 55 55 110

Native cows (intensified husbandry) 65 65 130

Cross-bred cows .85 85 170

Working steers 55 55 110

1/ LSM : is the energy requirements of a 100 lb dry sheep for a month.



A1MEX 1
Table 1

CROP WATER REUIRENTS
(MM)

Water requirements Lucerne Rice Jowar Ground Kharif Wheat Rabi
Intensive Ertensive Bajra nut pulses pulses

(vegetable)

January - - - - 90 72

February - - - - 127 -

March - - - - 170 -

April - - - - 96 -

May 145 100 100 96 - -

June 290 50 - 50 - -

July 80 50 - - - -

August 70 50 - - - -

Sept ember 170 50 40 54 - -

October - - 40 50 - 50

November - - - - 50 84

December - - - - 90 80

TOTAL 900 450 755 300 180 250 623 286

Kharif (May-Oct) 300 150 800 300 200 250 - -

Rabi (Nov-April) 600 300 - - - - 600 300



,aDIA - DROUGHT PRONE AREAS
.'arms with irrigation

Crop - Budget detals - 4a farm

Dry land Irrigation crops Lucerne

Resources Bajra Fallow Bajra Rice Kharif Rabi Wheat Inten- Exten-

Item Unit available & wste pulses pulses sive sive

RESOURCE REQJIRED

Land: - harif ha 4 1 - 1 1 1 - 1 1
- Rabi. ha 4 - - - - - 1 1 1 1

Water: - Kharif mm 600 L - - 300 800 250 0- - 300 150
- Rabi mm 600. - - - - - 300 600 600 300

Labour: - Kharif m day 250 70 - 130 400 120 - - 300 15"
- Rabi m day 250 - - - - - 120 300 200 1K

Capital irrigation Rs 10,000 - - 2,500 6,700 2,500 2,500 5,000 7,500 3,000

CROP BUDGETS

Yield - Principal kg - 500 - 1,200 3,500 800 800 2,800 - -

- By-product kg 1,000 1,000 1,800 2,500 800 800 1,800 90 ton/green 45 ton/
green

LSM - Kharif - - 30 - - - 20 50 350 120

- Rabi - 27 10 50 70 20 - - 280 140

PRICE Re/kg - 1.07 - 1.07 1.05 1.62 1.62 1.20 (Rs75/ton Kharif
Ra129/ton Rabi

VALUE OF PRINCIPAL Rs - 530 - 1,280 3,680 1,300 1,300 3,360 9,000 4,500

PRODUCTION COSTS. R - 100 - 400 1,400 400 400 1,100 2,600 1,000

GROSS MARGIN R - 430 880 2,280 900 900 2,260 6,4oo 3,500

1/ 200 mm, and 200 mm under limited irrigation.
2/ 300 days x 1 .7 500.

I L:-3
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DROUGHT PRONE AREAS

Farms with irrigation

Cropping pattern, yield, production for four levels

of develoomrnti/

Cropping pattern Yield kg/ha Production
A B, C, D A B C D A B C D

Item ha ha kg kg kg kg kg kg kg kg

Jowar 1.6 1.5 grain 350 400 510 750 560 600 765 1125
roughage 700 800 1020 1300 1120 1200 1530 1950

Bajra 1.4 1.3 grain 275 315 400 600 385 410 520 780
roughage 550 630 800 1100 770 820 1040 1430

Pulse 0.5 0.5 grain 250 290 350 500 125 145 175 250
roughage 500 580 700 900 250 290 350 450

Oilseed 0.2 0.2 grain 200 230 280 400 40 46 56 80
roughage 200 230 280 400 40 46 56 80

Fallow (rough
grazing) 0.3 0.3 roughage 750 850 850 850 225 255 255 255

Bund (grassed) - 0.2 roughage - 2000 2000 2000 - 400 400 400

Waste land 3.0 3.0 roughage 1000 1000 1000 1000 3000 3000 3000 3000

Total roughage 5400 6000 6500 7600

1/ This model is representative of a 4-ha farm.

A - without project.
B - with project - bunding only.
C - with project - bunding plus extension and improved technology. Improved

cultural practices and varieties. No fertilizer.
D - with project - as C, but with fertilizer.
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Farms without irrig;ation
Crop income compared at four levels of development

A - Without project B - With Pro ject - Bundina only

Income Unit Price Quantit Value Income Unit Price Qantity Value

(Rs) (Rs) F (Rs)

Jowar kg 1.37 560 767 Jowar kg 1.37 600 822
Bajra " 1.07 385 412 Bajra " 1.07 410 439
Pulse " 1.62 125 203 Pulse " 1.62 145 235
Oilseed " 3.03 40 121 Oilseed " 3.03 46 1__39
Total income 1,503 Total income 11635

Costs (excluding labour) Costs (excluding labour)

Se d 54 Seed 54
I ,ilizer - Fertilizer -
Pesticide - Pesticide

Bunding annual cost _Q
Total costs 54 Total costs 94

Net income 1,449 Net income 1,541

Labour - yandays 330 Labour - Mandays 345

C - With project - Bunding, improved D - With project - Full technology
technolgy but no fertilizer

Income Unit Price Quantity alue Income Unit Price Quantity Value
Rs Rs Rs Rs

Jowdr kg 1.37 765 1,048 Jowar kg 1.37 1,125 l1,5A1
Bajra " 1.07 520 556 Bajra " 1.07 780 835
Pulse " 1.62 175 284 Pulse " 1.62 250 405

Oilseed " 3.03 56 170 Oilseed 3.03 80 242

Total income 2,058 Total income 3,023

Cost sex cuding labour) Costs (excluding labour)

Seed 164 Seed 164
Fertilizer - Fertilizer (Rs2.50 x 130 kg) 325
Pesticide (Rs30 x 2) 60 Pesticide (Rs30 x 2 ha) 60
Annual cost of capital _1 Annual cost of capital 82
Total costs 275 Total costs 631

Net income 1,783 Net income 2,392

Labour - Mandays 420 Labour - Mandays 525
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Livastock Alternatives on farms with irrigation

Annual position: 10-cow herd
Native cows

Traditional Improved
(a) Physical herd parameters husbandry husbandry X-bred cows

No. calving and milked 5 7-5 7.5
No. dry 5 2.5 2.5
No. calves sold (1 year) 4 6.5 6-5
No. cows purchased 1 1 1

(b) Costs

Annual coj replacement 500 500 1,800

Operating (10 cows) 150

Total costs 525 650 2,175

(c) Income

Calves x Rs 200, 250, 500 = 800 1,625 3,250
Manure: 3t, 4t, t x Rs 30/t x 8 - 720 960 1,200
Milk: 300 600 1; 1,600 1 x Rs1.2 = 1800 14,400

Total income 3,320 7,985 18,850

(d) Gross margin

Per 10 cows 2,800 7,300 16,700
Per cow 280 730 1,670

2/ 45 LSM - 1 ton grain; 27 LSM I iton straw; 7 LSM - 1 ton fresh green
lucerne.'
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Livestock Alternatives on farms without irrigation

Annual position: 100 ,cow-herd
Native cows

Traditional Improved Best
Item husbandry husbandry husbandry

a) Physical herd Parameters

No. calving and milked 72 89 89

No. dry, die and sold 48 30 30

No. of calves sold at 6 months: male 29 40 40

female - 19 19

No. of cull heifers 1 2 2

No. of cull cows 8 15 15

b). Feed requirements - Rougha c j.)**

Cows 1/ 324 354 389
Heifers 3-4 2/ 46 - -

Heifers 2-3 3/ 57 46 46

Heifers 1-2 4/ 64 46 46

Calves 51 80 _Q

532 526 561

c) Feed requirements - Concentrates tons)

Cows 6/ 5.4 27 53

1/ 120 x 2.7 tons; 118 x 3 tons; 118 x 3.3 tons.

S23 x 2 tons.

3/ 26 x 2.2 tons; 21 x 2.2 tons.

4/ 29 x 2.2 tons; 21 x 2.2 tons.

5/ 58 x 0.7 tons; 80 x 1 ton.

6/ 0.25 kg : kg milk sold; 0.5 kg : kg milk sold; 0.5 kg : kg milk sold.
Cost of concentrates: Rsl,000/ton.

*Based on herd structure in Table ... except that all males are. sold
at 6 months.
**Draught steers require 3.1 tons.
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Farms without irrigation

Livestock costs and incomes : 100 cow hard

Native cows
Traditional Improved Best
husbandry husbandry husbandry

Costs

Disease - 712 1,068

Annual cost of structures 2/ - 24 24

Total 736 1,092

Income

Milk, sales 3/ 25,920 64,080 128,160

Manure value 4/ 10,800 14,160 15,930

Calves ./ 4,350 13,700 15,600

Cull cows & heifers o 900 2,550 3,400

Total 41,970 94,490 163,090

Gross margin/lo cows 41,970 93,754 161,998

Gross margin/cow 420 940 1,620

Value of cows 600 800 1,000

1/ Rp8 and Rp12 lactating cow; improved husbandry.

2/ Fifteen percent of capital cost.

3/ 300 litres, 600 litres and 1,200 litres per lactation respectively

x Rp 1.2 per litre.

-/ 3 t; 4 t and 4.5 t respectively x Rp30/ton x cow No;
3/ Female Rp250, Rp300, Rp400 respectively; males Rp150, Rp200, -Rp200.

Q/ RplOO, Rp150, Rp200 respectively.
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR I INTERN TIONAL FINANCE
AS ON O F I RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CrRPOR 0N

/ ~OFFICE MEO NDUI
TO: Mr. Robert Picciotto (through D. J.ar DATE: 1974 IIP'0L-W1 t

FROM: Messrs. J. B n and J. Loup,/

SUBJECT: Drought Prone Areas Program - Rural Electrification in Rajasthan

Background

1. Preparation documents for DPAP in Jodhpur and Nagaur included
rural electrification proposals as follows:

Nagaur Jodhpur Total Total US$ Million
-------- Rs Million -------

Total Cost 57.4 35.5 92.9 11.6
Subsidy 31.1 17.8 49.2 6.2
% Subsidy 55% 50% 53% --

The subsidy component, in the form of an equity contribution to the

Rajasthan Electricity Board, is required in order that the balance, when
taken as the investment cost, meets the investment criteria of the Rural
Electrification Corporation (ROR: -2% after 10 years) which would then
finance the balance.

2. The request to finance the subsidy portion of these proposals
under DPAP was reviewed with staff of the Power Division after our October/
November appraisal and the decision was taken at that time that we should
not recommend IDA support of these investments. As a result, irrigation
components in Rajasthan were reduced by 231 tubewells and 691 dug-cum-bore
wells, since these were to have been located in areas as yet unserved by a
power grid. This represents a 35% reduction in irrigation works.

3. Diesel is not an alternative to electricity for tubewells in
Rajasthan, since they are in excess of 100 meters deep, and the diameter'

0 is too small for the necessary submersible pumps. Dug-cum-bore and dug-
cum-blast wells with representative cropping patterns and command areas
would have a negative cash flow with fuel priced at Rs 1 per liter (25%
above November prices).

4. In February of this year, Mr. V. Pande was advised in Washington
of the decision not to recommend the electrification component, and he
indicated that funds would be found from another source and that the
additional wells should be reintroduced into the project. Thiswas done
and during follow-up appraisal, in a general meeting chaired by the Chief
Secretary, Rajasthan, we were asked how it could be that wells could be
included in the project without the power to operate them! No alternate
source of funds had been found, and GOR was most adamant that rural elec-
trification be included in DPAP.

5. In the following paragraphs, we shall present the reasons for
the decision to exclude rural electrification from DPAP.
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Economic Evaluation

6. The load factor for the scheme is estimated at 25%, of which about

70% would be for agriculture (irrigation). This load factor is high for

India, where we understand 12-15% is more frequently encountered. One likely
explanation for the higher figure is the difference between the operating
norm for irrigation wells, 3,000 hours per year, and that actually experienced

in Rajasthan, about 1,000 hours per year. This adjustment would give a load

factor of about 12%.

7. Compared with a current charge of Rs .13 per kwh, the actual cost

of power would be about Rs .38 per kwh with a 25% load factor and Rs .57 with
the more likely 12% load factor. The economic rate of return @ Rs .38 would
be 100 on a typical tubewell, but at the Rs .57 level, the rate of return
would be negative. Based on 70%o agricultural use, the electrification scheme

would add about Rs 11,500 to the economic cost of the average well, an increase

of 34% on a typical tubewell, 58% on a dug-cum-bore well.

Size of Requested Funding

8. As a result of special agreement between GOI and GOR, DPAP funding
in Rajasthan is to be Rs 3 crore from GOI and Rs 1.5 crore from GOR rather
than 3 and 3 as in other states. IDA's involvement in the project increases
the GOI contribution to Rs 4 crore per district. In short, DPAP in Jodhpur
and Nagaur is limited to Rs 5.5 crore each of public financing. The proposed
electrification scheme would consume more than Rs 3 crore of this in Jodhpur
and Rs 1.8 crore in Nagaur. The project components appraised in Jodhpur will
require more than Rs 4 crore of public financing, and those in Nagaur, Rs 2
crore. In the case of Jodhpur, then, electrification cannot be carried out
in addition to the components which the mission recommends. Despite the fact
that, overall, DPAP is a programme with set budgetary allocations, IDA parti-
cipation has been recommended on the basis of project-type appraisal whereby
individual components have been recommended or rejected on their own merits.
As a result, some residual funds will remain unless GOI/DPAP norms are revised;
but the mission cannot recommend, on project grounds, their use for electri-
fication.

Proposed Rural Electrification Project

9. Power Division has appraised a line-of-credit project for the Rural
Electrification Corporation. Negotiations are tentatively set for August and
Board presentation, September. A condition of this and subsequent projects
will be that state governments provide their electricity boards with the funds
necessary to offset losses incurred by non-viable operations undertaken for

ho non-economic reasons--for example, rural electrification. Power Division is
therefore opposed to the Rajasthan proposal not only on economic grounds,
but because, if accepted, it would remove the burden from GOR to meet the
financial consequence of a basically political/social undertaking.
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Conclusion ie. d4, d

10. Despite the financial viability of tubewells in Rajasthan at present

costs and prices this proposal cannot be economically justified. The cost of

power for this area of low user density is prohibitive. Furthermore, our

support of this proposal would be inconsistent with' IDA intentions to impose

financial responsibility for non-economic investments on the state government

which makes such investment decisions. We cannot therefore recommend these

rural electrification components for DPAP.

JBrown:JL oup: st



Hea"quarters:
Washington, D.C., U.S.A.

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

RESIDENT REPRESENTATIVE IN INDIA

53 Lodi Estate, New Delhi 3
Telephone 617241 . Cable Address - INTBAFRAD NEW DELHI . Postal Address - P.O. Box 416

Letter No, 156 May 2, 1974

Mr. James Brown
South Asia Projects Department
International Bank for Reconstruction

181 H tret, ,Wand Development

Washington DC 20433

Dear Jim:

I sent today a cable in reply to Parson's No. 295. I shall
repeat some of the points and elaborate couple of others: Aurora
has checked the Civil Service salary schedules and they are alright.
The ICAR proposal as discussed in your final meeting with Swaminathan
is unlikely to be prepared until the end of this month because
Swaminathan has other work he wants done which will tie up Krishnamurthy.
The feeling in GOI is that your final meeting went far enough for
either you or GOI to write mirror images and they therefore would be
content if, for purposes of preparing the Yellow Cover on time you
were to write a proposal yourself based on the agreement reached at
that meeting. GOI would then be ready at negotiations to deal with
the proposal completely without any expectation that major issues
would arise. In other words they trust you, old boyl Pande is to
be in Washington soon and is to carry the Rajasthan proposals to
update the land records. Andhra Pradesh have promised to send their
proposals to Delhi at the end of the week. The Center has proposed
that secretaries be appointed to assist cooperatives and has sent
instructions to the State governments, copy enclosed. You will note
that the Center is in no way financially involved. This may have

4 5plications for project agreements.

Frank Thornley's idea to distribute good seed in exchange for
other grains so as to assist in the wider distribution of good seed

"- *sa accepted as having a worthwhile aim. However, Government felt
S.that the intricacies of audit around grain stocks which have various
? quitlities and even type in exchange for a higher value grain would
Li 'threaten the officer-in-charge. They may be willing to try this on

a small scale but would not like to start on any large scale merely
because of the opposition it would create at the field level. Aurora
has the other day received agreement from his Ministry to go ahead
with the introduction of voluntary and other non-government agencies
for field level management. This particular o.k. from the Ministry
should in no way affect your work or the project agreement. It
merely means that one area the Bank felt they could not divert your
attention to has moved ahead nonetheless under other auspices. It
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does provide a solution to Frank's idea since voluntary agencies would
not be subject to the same audit and could run a scheme as he proposed
as part of their business, even if charitable. 00I would be willing
to encourage voluntary agencies to try out the scheme, no doubt with
the knowledge that precedent is useful. One issue remains and that
is the one we discussed with Frank as to relative prices. I would
think that the intracacies of the relative prices are best handled
by the field agency. Nonetheless it would be a good topic to raise
at negotiation as the basic idea has such to commend it.

Parson's cable mentioned July as the timing for negotiation.
The last week in July is impossible for 001. They have suggested
should you be thinking of the last week, that the first week in
August would be fine.

I often wonder where you are or are going and who has his hands
on the DPAP.

Yours,

Endl: Norman

cc: Mr. Jochen Kraske



Wuring the discussions the World Bank lMission stated

that the 1orld Bank would like tc support the IIAR

for providing an economist at the Headquarters, namely

Hyderabad and also cne each at the 15 main centres

of the integrated dry land agricultural research projecti.

The job of the economist would be to analyse to economic

viability of various techniques and crops being extended

-ind also to evaluate their profitability on the

armers holdings. The Economist will research into the

farmns for the farmers' rationality in carrying on' 4

with traditional practices. The Cell would have a

very close relationship with the Working Group of the

District Development Authority which will also have a

Project Economist for the entire programme. The surveys

and evaluations to be conducted will be the joint

responsibility of the Economist in the Besearch

Stations and the economist provided for the District

Development Authority. The Bank would provide funds

for this purpose. As it is not possible for the ICAR

to provide for the 16 Economists out of their own

budget, it will be necessary to provide the funds to

the I2AR from the overall DPAP allocations. The

funds required for this purpose will be as follows.-

(1) L2 onQmist

(i) Scale of Pav - R .--- 1
(ii) Likely monthly average

salavyy - Rs. 1 7?0

(iii) Annual salary - Rs - EG9 'oco
(tv) T.A., D.A. and

contingenci e s @ 30% 576t:Pz
will be - a s.7488

(iv) Innual salarv for Rsi ? O
16 Economists -s___ .4j

-!s. 324480
Total

(2) stenogr GradeII

(i) Scale of pay - Rs. 425-800
(ii) Iverage monthly salary- Rs. 600

(iii) Annual salary - Rs.7200
(iv) Annual salary for

16 Stenographers - Rs.1,15200

..2/-



(v) Contingencies, T.A. and D.A
@20%

Total 
1,38,240

Grand Total* a1,62,720
Th-refore, for 4 years: as. 18,50,880

3. The cost of providing the 16 Economists had

been worked out only for 4 years because the entir

year of 74-75 will be taken up for finalising the

recruitment rules and for getting the men in position.

The Project Economist is supposed to function on t e

deskofficer system and therefore he has been provided

with Stenogr phic assistance only. If he does nct

need stenographic assistance, in place of the

stenographer we may provide a computer or a STA.

The cost is not likely to alter materially. The

Economist will then be free to use the typing

qnd stenographic facilities already available at

the Research Centre.
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Mini stry of Agricult1re
(Department of Cooperation)

KRISTHI B1HAV9, NrEj ')MLHI.
Dated the 21st February, 1974.

To

The Secret aries Inchirge of Cooperation
al St ates/ L"Union Terriro ties.

$ubject:-Fifth Five Year Plan-iorking Group on Cooper ation-
Recommendations regarding constitution of cadres of
full-time paid secretaries of primary agricultural
Credit societtei.

Sir,

I ap directed to sqjy that the %brking Group on Cooperation
const4tuted to fo rnulate proposjl for the Fifth PIlan have, in
their deport, referred to the slow progress in the formation
of cadres of paid secretaries ,Cf primary gricultur al credit
ocieties @nd have accordingly emphasised the need for early

implementatien of the cAdre scheme, and the creation of a cadre
Fund and a Cadre rutrori ty. The need for an 'or g ni sod appro ach to
tp cgnht~J fil;nqgement in cooperativee has been ephsid time
qnr rin and h!s been underlined by various committaes and
con_'erences. Thi s aspect of 'the problem has, however, assumed

Idded signi fi canca in the context of high level of overdues at
various levels and the implc!en'ation of the-,orgnisation
progrme dff primiry gi:iculurra credit societies so Pjs to
create stro ng and via ble units at the base level manned by full-
time vuaLified- and tiained secretaries. There ppenrs to be
si gni. ft crnt evi dence to indi cte a po 7i tive connection between
the volume o f business of a 'so ci ety and the existence o f a
frll-time p, d secretary on the one hecd and the position of
overdues on the other. Generally, lrge s4cieties nd those
having fUll-time paid secretaries appear to have attained e
higher degree ofsuccess in the matter of recovery of dues. It
is thus absolutely es;entil for any progrn1me of strengthening

a the st!ructurl organisation of kociety to take due cognisance -of
I;hP n cd of% full-time trained and qu!li fied secretary. In -
the str ategy of Cooper qtive Development in the Fi fth Plan,
main reliance vill be placed on introducing measures for professi-
onali sed m tnngement . Ap art from changes in bye-l aw.a and proce..
dures, buildfng up of cadres of cooperative mangers will be
given peainted at-ention.

At the enrd of the Fourth Plan only about one third
oi the primary agriculturq. credit societies in the country
are likely to have ppid seoretsries even though the need
for h ving a fUll time p aid secretary has been recognised for
snver years ):c'w. The position is really difficult in the
case of weak States and unless steps are taken to provide a
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paid secretary to the soci eles in these States ate

of growth in icated earlier cannot be achieved , t tep to ime

the financial implications being large, it r nmeces!ry to implempry2
this pro grnme in a phased manner out of s?4 e ndYfth prime ry

1 o4cttteS which arei likely to be retained bUY the end of the 5th

Plrtq at 1-pest 80,000 societies should be brcugi*undor the cadre

scheae by 1978-79. This mpy be done in a phased progrinma so

thit aout 3.6,c0o societies ( 20% o f the to tal likely to b e

covered by the end of the 5th Plan) may be t _ en up every Year*

To begin -. th, all societies which have reached a loan business

of' at least R~s. 50,000 should be cove3red by this scheme. Otbor

societies ma b z povi as and when they reach

this level of business. This has the advantage of reducing

Pressure on States' resources for paying subsidies.

3. The following observations may kindly be tept as &uidelines

in organising cadres:-

sa T9PiF, I -n rdo r to organise secretaries of the primary

societie~s into a cadre, the constitultionl of' a cadre authority

and a cadre fund is absolutely essenti al. Fvery so'hety covered

by the cadre scheme should have a full-time pLd secretry, The

Stecretary m'y be of to grades, grade I for l srger soieties and

grade I'I fbr sm~ller societies. The emoslum~enlts mpy be fixed Vith

reference o local oonditions. Contributions to the cadre fund

should be made by the societies, central cooperqtive banks and

the spex cooperative banks.

The primary societies should contribute tothe cadre fund

7151 of the interest income earned by Ithe, subject to the maximum

of the cost of the secretary. The Central Cooperative Banks

Laiso should Pe calculated as a per centage of theirmioutStqnding loans

contribu- to the society pnd the peraentage may V sbe dtrmined Withr rerence

te a to yhether the cadre includes the supervisbrs of the centrhl

p ercen- banks or only the secret ries of the primary societiesr The

t age of iape-x bank m.AY al-so contribute -a poercefltage of' its net profits
their fore y the c dre funds. - The cost )f trqining of the
incme to th yeartot be ebited to the cadre fand. The defcit in

the cadrethp crAre fund, if any, should be made good by tan Kppropriate

fund. subsidy from the State Government.

should 13 _V TVZITY: The- cadre authority mny normally consist

o f the followng:-

1) Chief Executive of the Centr-1 Coopertive Bank.

11)The kssistant Registrar or Deputy Registr ar of

the DLstrict.

iii') The ristrict Development Officer or -squivalent.

Pfficer to be Qprointed in consultation with

the Ooliictor or a representative of the commer-

call banks if they are involved in loaning

t' primarY societies, or a representative of

the Tex Coopertive Bank.

4. s Rn incentive to the societies to have full-time

pqid secretaries under a cadre scheme, the Reserve Bank of India,
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vidle their dir~ur TTO.ACTX. p n.1058/P R.-7(Gen)-73/ 7 4 dated

the dhr Tovdiber 1973, N ve modi il e d the ciriteri a for san ctioning
o3 fnd he Tem Operations Fand for Government p tci-

p,,tiori in the sh! r,- capital of p-jimary societ;ie-., 1.cco 2di n g

to herev 2d iristractiofl hr cpit, L assi stance nilfowto -ersvi ssee pt ohar , cap lasi+ ec

be av-il able from the Long-term Oper etion Fund o the R tserve

Bqnkr of India Uo all the primary agric-ul tur oroodJi societies

which- re having a full-time paid spcretnry Qppokfnted. from a

cnrre mrintfined either by the centrpl (-opcrati7e bnrW or

Di strict society formed for the purpose even i f the perc.)ntqge

of thcir overdues exceeds '0 but not 50o This rnncession, it is

hoped, will act as q suitable incentive for the formation of

cadres of p aid seeretaries of primary societies.

5. In order to ensure thjt the Cadre scbhe is implemanted

by the societies ;nd central cooperative b-ks, all sub sdi eS

from the State Governments mjy be made conditionl- to tje

society/bank accepting the Cadre 9hme.

6. I -rn, therefore, to reeluest thqt the Stqae Governments

m ay con A der the suggeltions in the foregoing paragrvfpbs and

take early action for bringing the cadres into existence.

Thi s Dcp rtieent m qy kindly be kept posted vi th the progress

made in this direction.

Yours ftthfully

(K .S.B Qj)
JOINT 83CRET ARY MX) THE GOVT. O-F INDI.

Copy toa

1. The Registrars of Cooperative Societies, All States/

U. T s

2. he Ex-cutiv D1rector, Reerve Bank of India, agri-

c'ur tur al , Gr e di t Dep ar tent, n Nrli, Trm. Ay

3, The Ch 3;rman, all India State Cooper ativo Banks

Federation, Garment House, lorli, BOMBY.

4. Tne Chairman, State Cooperative Banks, Al States!

U T

( R. SRIN IV 's I)
TFT..If sLCR' ARY ITC TH3 GO VT. F IN DI l
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FRO: NHW n&I - Mr. Parsos
May 2, 1974 ~ ~~ '.- Picciet to

Mr. Kraske

209 FOR JIM 3ROY!N

REFERENCE PARSONS 295 AAA SALARY SCHEDULES CHECKED AND ALRIONT

1B AURORA ADVISES I CAR PROOSAL NOT READY FOR YELLO'. COVER BUT

FEELS YOU CAN 'f:RITE UP AGREE"ENT REACHED IN DELHI SUCJECT ONLY

TO REVIE'2' AT NEGOTIATIONS CCC NDE HAND CARRYING RAJASTHAN LAND

RECORDS PROGRAM. AP SENDINC PRCQRA2 JI ONE :EE( ODD SENDUG 001

INSTRUCT ION TO STATES ON SECRETAR IES FOR COOPERAT IVES \"HICIl, NOTE

HOT CENTRALLY F I NANCED EEE ADV I SE LAST &EE(K JULY NOT SUIT GO 1 FOR

NEGOTIATION, FIRST .EEK AUGUST FIN THORNLEY SEED IDEA

REGARDED AS TOO DIFFICULT ON 1ANACEVET SIDE SINCE ACCOUNTIN 9;

PROCEDURES, PHYSICAL GRAIN 
AND PRICE DIFFERENTIALS, SCARE

OFFICERS-IN-CHARGE RECOMEND RAISE AT NEGOTIAT ION FOR PILOT

TEST IN". COULD BE DONE BY NoN-^0VERN.ENT BODY. R EA S

REYNOLDS
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-* . INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: May 1, 1974

FROM: Edward B. Ounni

SUBJECT: INDIA - Drought Prone Areas Project: Decision Memorandum

1. A meeting was held on April 26, 1974, to discuss an Issues Paper,
dated April 19, prepared by the appraisal mission. Present at the meeting were:
Messrs. Parsons, Darnell, Brown, Groenewold, Loup, Thornley, Cunningham, and
Willen. Issues raised by the mission were discussed and resolved as follows.

Inclusion of Subsidies in Project Costs

2. The mission explained that certain categories of farmers received
subsidy assistance under two GOI programs: the Small Farmers Development Agency
for farmers with less than 2 ha, and the Marginal Farmers and Agricultural
Laborers for those with less than 1 ha. GOI had already made provision for
these subsidies in the project cost and the meeting agreed that it was
reasonable to retain these in the project costs, although no proceeds of
the IDA credit would be disbursed for this purpose. While the meeting was
agreed on this approach, CPS explained that Bank policy toward subsidies was
still under review and that they reserved their position pending an examination
of farm budgets justifying the need for such subsidies.

Retroactive Financing

3. The mission explained that total project expenditures from April 1,
1974, (the beginning of the Indian fiscal year and also the starting point for
this project) to August 1974, when the project was expected to reach the Board,
would be about US$0.8 million. Of this, US$650,000 would be eligible for
financing under the credit and would include US$450,000 for procurement of
drilling rigs under ICB; the balance of about US$200,000 would be for IDA
disbursements against local cost expenditures.

4. It was agreed at the meeting that since procurement action had not
yet been started for the drilling rigs, the date of purchase would almost
certainly be after project approval by the Board. Considering the small net
amount involved - US$200,000 excluding rigs - the meeting decided that no
retroactive financing should be recommended.

Link with ARC Credit Project

5. The mission had recommended that funds be earmarked by ARC from
the proceeds of the forthcoming ARC Credit Project to refinance about US$5.3
million in institutional credit required for groundwater development under
the project. The meeting agreed that ARC should be asked for an
assurance that it would support the proposals under the project and that
where its investment criteria were satisfied, it would make available the
necessary funds for refinancing. It was not considered necessary or
desirable that ARC should be required to set up a separate fund or other
form of specific earmarking for IDA projects.
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Other Issues

Groundwater Legislation

6. As a certain volume of groundwater exploitation would take place
under the project, the meeting discussed whether the Association should
insist on promulgation of groundwater legislation in the four states con-
coerned (Maharashtra, Rajasthan, Karnataka, and Andhra Pradesh). The Central
Government had drafted model groundwater legislation but, so far, no state
had enacted any legislation. Rajasthan had produced a draft for legislative
action but little or no progress had been made in the other three states.

7. This issue had been raised in previous negotiations of the
Agricultural Credit Projects. In each case, the Association decided not to
press for inclusion in the legal document of a requirement that the state
concerned should undertake to pass groundwater legislation. Under these
circumstances, the meeting decided that the subject should be raised with
the four states, and that an appropriate memorandum of understanding should
be agreed upon during negotiations to the effect that the state governments
will pursue the enactment of legislation.

legal Documents

8. The mission explained the arrangements for channeling of IDA
funds. It was agreed that there should be a Development Credit Agreement
with GOI and a Project Agreement with each of the four state governments.
The Development Credit Agreement should include provisions covering ARC's
participation and the invitation to negotiate should suggest that a repre-
sentative of ARC should attend the negotiations.

GOI On-Lending Terms

9. The mission explained that under the project GOI would make funds
available to state governments on a grant basis and not on the usual interest
and repayment terms for development projects. It was agreed that this arrange-
ment should be drawn to the attention of the Loan Committee at the appropriate

eA/BCunningham:ao

cc: Mr. McNamara (through Mr. A. Ljung) with IP
Mr. Knapp (through Mr. R. A. Cambridge) with IP (3)
Messrs. Weiner Kraske

Diamond Picciotto
Parsons Brown, J.G.
Baneth Thornley
Pilvin Groenewold
Street Yudelman (3)
Melmoth Darnell
Hansen, J. Forget
van der Tak (5) Bennett
Bowron Veraart
Stevenson Segal
Lav illen
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Short-term exploitaiuoi is partictI-

cary easy in coitelmpor arx tropical
societies. Governme! aIitudes are

generil ly , front icr exltitiv " (32),
and the "tragedy oI the co mwos

(33) is proioteo by undcined owner-
Tropical Agroccosystems ship of resourceQ. despite the fact that

) much (f the land has been under stable

These habitats are misunderstood by the temperate sui stence agricublt te for thousands of

zneyby the tropic.s The temperate zone countries
znes, ange byh rps. o have said to the tropics, "Look at all

the nice cash clops you can viow for

Danicl 1-1. Janzen us to buy," but have ncgk cted io teach

the tropics at the same time how to

preserve the natural capital and harvest

its natural inrCe7St.

By assuming that technologic;,l ignor-

Tfropical countries (1) have one quickly observed by perusal of books ance is the sole ciue of agricultural

major problem: how to evolve a social such as Farmning SyAtems in the Trop- problems in the tropics, we alltw this

system that is tailored to the carrying ics (2) and Pe.sts and Di.sases of Trop- ignoranuce to become the scapegoat for

capacity of a small resource base and ical Crops and Their Control (25), as all ills of the agroecosystem (8. 10, 12).

yet have any resources left once the well as tropical agricultural journals In fact, the scientific and folklore con-

experiments in setting up the system (26). Articles with a holistic approach mnnities know quite enouglh to deal

have run their course. This challenge (21, 27, 28) are a conspicuous rarity with most of the lechnological prob

must he met in a very harsh sociobio- in the trade journals, with the excep- lems in tropical agroecosystmcns, or if

logical environment. Some of the out- lion of those in recent volumes of Trop- not, how to get that information.

standing environmental traits of most ical Science. As Talbot states in his analysis of de-

tropical countries are (i) past and pres- It is widely believed in temperate teiioration of Masai rangelad, *These

ent harvest of resources by temperate zone countries that tropical countries adverse ecological consequence of the

zone countries at prices unrelated to disregard the rules of sustained-yield developments were not intentional.

the worth of the resources at their agroecosystems out of ignorance. This They were, however, anticipated, pre-

place of origin; (ii) borders established condescending evaluation is sometimes dicted, and documented by some

directly or indirectly by temperate zone correct for certain aspects of the de- range managers, wildlife ecologists and

countries that were partitioning a re- cision-making process. However, there other biologists who knew the area"

source for their own use; (iii) many are many more situations in which a (34, p. 695). There are rnany exam-

nearly equal and opposing pressures key managgr is deliberately maximiz- pies of a disastrous tropical agroeco-

acting .on social structures, pressures ing short-term returns at the expense system existing side by side with a

generated not so much by the immedi- of long-term returns. It is not an ac- highly successful one-but under a

ate environment as by the hybridiza- ceptable defense to point out that different social system (35). This

tion of two or more social structures technological knowledge, whether that strongly suggests that the social rather

with radically different goals in resource of the culture or of the world at large, than technological environmenrit is at

use; (iv) potential and realized re- is not immediately available to the fault in problems of tropical agroeco-

sources per person already lower than persons carrying out the act. If the systems.

in most temperate zone countries; (v) cost of making technological knowledge It is a common argument thit tech-
current social aspirations modeled after available were to be charged against nological advance in the tropics will

exploitative social systems that evolved the project, even short-term exploita- buy time in the var against population

in resource-rich habitats to deal with lion would often be uneconomical. increase and deterioration of natural

the harvest of highly pulsed, regionally Short-termiexploitation is conspicu- capital (5). However, there is little

homogeneous agricultural resources; ous at all levels of agricultural sophis- evidence that anything is being done

and (vi) usable productivity per unit tication in the-trzes, escept perhaps with the time bought. It is of no'use to

of human effort expended that is con- in those rare "pfimitive" cultures whose fund a soil or natural resource survey

siderably lower than that in the tem- traditions of resource harvest are still for a major development scheme (36.

perate zones. intact (29, 30). What tiopical coun- 37) when there is a preoidained num-

Scientists and policy-makers in the tries so rarely grasp (22) is the fact ber of settlers (38). I feel that the plea

temperate zones often express high that agriculture in the temperate Zone for technological adsance gives the sci-

hopes for the futuro productivity of countries evolved (and is still evolving) entifIc community a perfect excuse to

tropical agriculture (2-6), hti construc- from short-term exploitation to sus- continue their reductionist and esoteric

live criticism of tropical agroecosys- tained-yield agriculture while operating approaches (12, 39) rather than to put

tems (2-24) is in a pri nitive state. off a much larger natural capital than their efforts into the far more frustrat-

Nearly all research in troL4cal a-rici- the tropical countries possess. Further- in' task of generating 'ustained-yvild

tyIgEis highly reductionis, parochial, more, this natural capital is in part tropical agroccosystems and ensuring

and discipline-oriented. 1 his can be obtained from the tropics (or other that technolngical advances are inte-

"undeveloped" areas) at a cost much grated with them. Few basic tudies in

UINCIAiY t1r MkOieai. Ann Arleor 481 y4. less than its value (31). tropical biology genuinely seek to

.StNy 
12l..nAr44
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adarA their technoloy and findin in terms of the world market rather hg for export increase, the use of

the agroecosystem (40), although nany than national life-support systems. When marginal land within the tropics in-

of them could. A few pious sentences people in the temperate zone% say (46, creases. In addition to being fragile

in the introduction (41), or the use of p. 440): and having low productivity, marginal

economically impol tant animals in ex- farmlands in the tropics have greatly
ericntic s imorat remea stud ex- The need is universally recognized for fluctuating productivity. Colonization

from the category of rmological art drastic increases in prodaction of food ond of such areas may appear justified for
fiber to teed and clothe a rapidly expand- several years, and during this time the

form." Some argue that a crisis is ing [tropicall population, a large percent- sd

needed to alter the situation (42). age of which is now undernourished and invading population severs its cultural-

However, like other forms of tropical poorly clothed. It is also recognized that economic connection with its home-

crises tend much of the increase requird must come land (18). Then, when drought (18,
change, approaching tropicalnnrtse ed from the intensification of agricultural 34), hurricane (52), or iesistance to
to be inconspicuous and cannot be re- production in the developing nations pesticides (8, 53) occurs, it is termed
covered from as easily as can crises in

the temperate zones. and, "A continual guarantee of increas- a "natural disaster." Because one per-

When examining the problems that ing agricultural productivity is abso- son can be sustained at a minimal

confront the development of a sustained- lutely essential for our tropics" (27, standard of living more easily in the

yield tropical agroccosystein (SYTA), p. 1), they forget that tropical people tropics than in the temperate zones,

it is impossible to. separate the bio- are no more interested in spending all the population in the tropics is likely

logical problems of practicing agricul- their waking hours picking beetles off to have been greater before the catas-

ture in the tropics from those of in- bean bushes and transplanting rice by trophe than it would have been in mar-

adequate education, public facilities, hand than they are. IHigh-yield tropical ginal farmland in the temperate zones.

administration, and social aspirations. agriculture requires immense amounts

The regions under discussion are both of very accurate hand care (2, 47-49)

tropical and undeveloped, and it would or tremendous amounts of fossil fuel Year-Round Warmth

be a major tactical error to attribute (50), or both.

their overall difficulties to either of If agricultural production costs were The year-round warmth of the low-

these traits. determined equally and fully through- land tropics is a mixed blessing (11).

I focus on some of the areas that out the world, most of the lowland High year-round soil temperatures lead

seem to be generally unappreciated or tropics would be classified as marginal to very rapid breakdown of litter,

ignored by those in the temperate farmland. Some researchers have come with subsequent leaching of soil nutri-

zones who influence the development to this conclusion on the basis of ents before they can be taken up by

of SYTA's. In most cases, there is a weather data alone (9, 19). As plants (54). Plant diseases breed year

conflict between optimization and max- Paddock puts it, "The hungry nations round (27), and pests breed freely in

imization. Reductionism is the order have been and are hungry because they stored food that is not chilled by win-

of the day in the contemporary forces have a poor pipce of real estate" (15, ter cold (53). In addition, stored foods

shaping SYTA's, and descriptions and p. 898). This is well illustrated by the degenerate rapidly because of their

analyses of SYTA's are influenced by very high cost and slow rate of devel- own metabolic activity at high tem-

this philosophy. Tropical agroecosys- opment of tropical Australia as com- peratures. Even in areas with a severe

tems are characterized by attempts to pared with temperate Australia. Trop- dry season, many insect species are

maximize outcomes of single processes ical Australia lacks a large, free labor present as active adults; they ar-s con-

and the glorification of this maximiza- force and its products are in direct centrated at local moist sites or are "

tion. The major challenge in the tropics competition with those of temperate breeding on alternate hosts (55, 56).

today is to determine which reduction- Australia (9). Oddly, the temperate Insect pests are therefore available

ist lines of research and development zones accept the concept of nenagri- for immediate colonization of newly

should be halted or deflected in defer- cultural use of marginal farmland at planted fields, even during the harshest

ence to optimization processes within the national level, but not at the in- time'of year; the same is probably true

holistically designed SYTA's. ternational level. of plant diseases (27). Tropical her-

In the tropics, "optimum population bivorous insects are highly adapted for

size and optimal political area are al- making local migrations (55, 56); this

Productivity most irreconcilablef for a state to makes it difficult to protect crops by
reach a reasonable .size of population introducing heterogeneity of fields in

Net annual primary productivity may it must overstep th'e optimum-area time and space.

be higher in the moist, lowland tropics limits; for it to remain within a reason- One possible remedy is unpleasant
than anywhere else in the world (43), able area means more often than not a for the conservationist. The agricul-

but what really matters is the differ- midget population. (51, p. 435). tural potential of many parts of the

ence between the cost of turning that There is no biological reason that the seasonally dry tropics might well be
productivity into human desiderata and capacity to support human life should improved by systematic destruction of

the value of the output (11, 17, 44, be evenly distributed over the earth's the riparian and other vegetation that

45). This difference is very poorly surface, nor why it should be corre- is often left for livestock shade, cro-
understood as it applies tp the iropics. lated with the primary productivity of sion control, and conservation. It might

There is a strong tendency for tropical natural ecosystems or with the biomass be well to replace the spreading han-
administrators to evaluate labor as free (standing crop) of these ecosystems. yan tree with a shed. The tremendous
input, to value land only for fo >d and Temperate-tropical comparisons aside, number of species of insects (56) and

fiber production, and to value p-oducts as population density and cash crop- diseases (27) that characterizes the
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-tropics might be severely iced confirm after plowing under his third correctly emphasized (45, 57 71, 72,

- hrough habitat destruction. ' con- attempt to grow rice on a site in 75), crop heterogeneity is a mixed bag.

clusion might change the policy prob- seasonal tropics where rice can First, there is heterogeneity amon

1em to a consideration of how much grown only in wet years. monoculture fields in time and space.

land should be set aside purely for On the othor hand, the complex bio- Here, the benefits of heterogeneity de-

conservation; the remaining land might logical systems of the tropical lowlands pend on whether the vegetation that is

not even approximate a natural eco- are very easily perturbed and cannot interspersed with the crop field sus-

system (57). Some studies even sug- be easily reconstituted from roadside tains a pest community of less risk

gest that "overgrazed" pastures may and woodlot plants and animals (20), than the benefit of the entomophagus

have a higher overall yield than more as could many North American habi- parasites and predators it also contains.

carefully managed 'sites (58), espe- tats. For this reason, the complex pro- The outcome has to be determined

cially if the real costs of management cesses in SYTA's are likely to he individually for each site, and in the

are charged against the system. If one highly unstable. For example, a great tropics. it may well go either way (72,

wishes a high yield from a particular variety of horticultural practices and 76). The efficacy of letting a field lie

site, year-round warmth necessitates strains of common tropical food plants fallow depends also on the proximity

conplex fallow systems to deal with have accumulated over the centuries of seed sources for wild plants (30,

the weeds and insects. However, it is (64). They are closely adjusted to 77) and the value of these wild plants

possible that, over large areas, a much local farming conditions and coevolved for other uses (78). We cannot even

lower yield per acre in fields under with the other dietary resources of the infer that a reduction in yield after a

continuous cultivation could produce area. When high-yield hybrids are in- shortened fallow period is the result

the same average yield per acre as troduced, the local strains (65) and of less effective pest control (79).

fallow systems. Social complications, practices (66) are quickly abandoned. Second, there is heterogeneity within

rather -than pests, are likely to be the This later leads to (i) expensive and the field. Often viewed as the answer

major barrier to. experimentation lead- complex programs to reevolve these for the tropics, this practice has two

ing to SYTA's based on extensive, strains when adjusting hybrid mono- major problems: harvesting a mixed

rather than intensive, agriculture; trop- cultures to SYTA's (65), (ii) increased crop requires greatly increased labor

ical countries are conspicuously hostile dependence on pesticides and complex and skill, and different crops mdy well

to schemes requiring tight administra- breeding programs to keep abreast of require mutually incompatible treat-

tive control over large areas by single the pest problem in single-strain mono- ments (48, 68, 80). Furthermore, crop

sources of power. . cultures, and (iii) increased imbalance plants have had much of their chem-

It is not only superior nutrient in the distribution of wealth among ical and mechanical defense system

dynamics of the soil that cause the farmers (6, 15, 16, 22). The same may bred out of them. For many pests, a

seasonally dry tropics to be more pro- he said for the replacement of indige- field of four or five crops may be a

ductive agriculturally than the wet nous floras by foreign grasses (67) nionoculture (13, 74).

tropical lowlands. In the ever-warm and pure stands of foreign trees (14, While some of the most complex

tropics, irrigating between subtropical 68), the generation of complex irriga- mixed cropping is in the tropics (2),

oases (36, 59) and between wet sea- tion systenis susceptible to market per- the tropics also have some very suc-

sons is tempting, but it eliminates the turbations (69), and the destruction of cessful monoculture agriculture, if

only part of the physical environment adaptive village structures by popula- human labor is not included in the cost

that is on the farmer's side in his com- tion pressure (70) or cash cropping calculation (47). Finally, in some cases

petition with animals and weeds. The (17, 30). As mentioned earlier with in the tropics, a monoculture may have

less extreme the dry season (or the respect to the pest community, one a greater productivity than mixed

more thorough the irrigation), the less way to remove fragility is to remove crops (81).

cxtreme are the seasonal dips in insect complexity. However, monocultures are

pest population, with which the farmer clearly unstable in certain circum-

can synchronize his crop's growth. stances (23, 57, 71), at least with re- Chemical Defenses against Pests

There arc numerous parallel cases be- spect to the demands made on them.

tween the natural conimunities of the Secondary compounds are a tropical

tropics and those of temperate zones plant's other major form of defense.

(60, 61). , Crops and Spacing lowever, tropical crops, perhaps even
more than those in the temperate zones,

Long distances in space and time be- have had many of their internal de-

Ecosystent Fragility tween conspecific.plants in the lowland tenses bred (ut of them in man's quest

tropics are a major element in their for less toxic or offensive food. It is

Two very different concepts aire. in- escape from their host-specific her- almost impossible to grow vegetables

-olved in the "stability" so often at- bivorcs (11, 13, 60, 61, 72-74). The in pure stands in the lowland tropics

tributed to tropical ecosystems. On the monocultures or modelately mixed without heavy use of pesticides (11,

one hand, owing to the apparent lack stands that characterize modern agri- 82). Furthermore, when there is in-

of variation in the weather within each culture are thus a much greater depar- tense selection for higher yields and

year (62) and the apparently small ture from normal in the tropics than other energy- and nutrient-consuning

variations in the climate from year to they are in the temperate LoneS. In this traits, the plant probably reduces its

year, temperate zone peoples often re- sense, modern agriculture removes a defense outlay in order to balance its

gard the tropics as stable. Ilowever, much greater proportion of the plant's internal resource budget. MiraclC

much of this stability is illusory (63), defense in the tropics than in the tem- grains" may be especially susceptible

as any farmer on a large scale will perate zones. However, as has been to insects and disease for internal rea-
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sons, as well a% their genetic ai >rti- Soils that of the lowland ascasonal tropics,
cilltural uniformity. primarily because of the difference in

In the tropics, as in the temperate Soils in the tropical lowlands are intensity of the dry season in the two
zones, plants' internal defenses are often a nutrient reservoir of very low habitats.
often replaced with pesticides. How- capacity (54, 90, 91). Plant ash from The third major pest community is
ever, tropical insects should develop burning, ions from the very rapid litter that of upper elevations. Coolcr soils
resistance to pcticidcs as fast as or breakdown, and chemical fertilizers and the lower humus decomposition
faster than insects in the temperate are rapidly leached from the soil if not rates associated with them arc undoubt-
zones. One of the classic stories of mis- taken up by plants. There is generally edly partly responsible for the higher
manieiment of a tropical agroccosys- a deep layer of nutrient-poor material yields per acre of fixed-field agriculture
tem is the losing battle between large- over unweathered rock. Chemical ferti- at upper elevations in the tropics land
scale cofton production with the aid of lizers are a far more complex solution the focus of major societies on them
pesticides and the evolution of insects' than the)' would appear to be. Because (94)). However, one cannot ignore
resistance (53, 82, 83). The modern of the high rate of leaching from the the effect of cool weather in slowing
tropics are dotCLd with doomed pesti- soil, fertilizers must be added in far the growth rates of insect and weed
cide disClimaxes requiring ever-increas- greater amounts than are actually taken populations. The elevation at which this
ing amounts of chemicals for their up by the plant, and this creates a pol- effect is maximal is a complicated
maintenance. Only now are the side lution problem. This overdose also function of the decline of plant photo-
effects .eing monitored for a few raises the real cost of the crop. If fer- synthesis with increasing elevation, the
major crops (84). tilizers are added frequently, but in amount of photosynthate metabolized

There are several reasons to expect small amounts, the amount of work at night, and the growth rates of in-
a more rapid evolution of a pesticide- put into the crop is greatly increased. sect and weed populations. I have re-
tesistant pest community in tropical Even less appreciated is the fact that, cently found that there are more spe-
agroecosystems than in temperate agro- since the soil nutrient pool is very cies and a greater biomass in natural
ecosystems: (i) the coevolution of small, a careful balance of chemical insect communities at elevations of 500
herbivores and plant chemistry has al- fertilizers must be added to avoid tox- to 1000 meters than in the lowland
ways been a major aspect of tropical icity; sulfate of ammonia, the standard tropics (56). This suggests that man
community structure--if there is a bio- nitrogenous fertilizer in much of the may be able to harvest more there if
chemical defense genome in insects, tropics, may be doing more harm than he is clever about it. Ironically, it is
this is probably where it is most highly good in that it acidifics an already acid the intermediate to high elevations that
developed (11); (ii) the larger the soil (91). are often ignored in overall investi-
proportion of the insect con munity In shifting agriculture, fields are com- gations of tropical productivity (95,
that is hit by the pesticide, thz more monly left fallow after 2 to 5 years of figure 1, p. 47).
rapidly resistance may be expected to farming. The standard explanation for The fourth major pest community is
appear (85), and in tropical commu- this is exhaustion of the nutrients in the that of tropical islands. In addition to
nitics it is commonplace for an insect soil. However, the real cause is lowered having very few species, native insect
that is rare in nature to be very com- yield, and p'est insects and competing populations on tropical islands have an
non in adjacent .fields-even the use weeds probably contribute as much as amazingly low biomass (56). Aside
of systemic pesticides against vampire or more than soil depletion does to from the obvious potential effects on
bats (86) has this problem; (iii) if lowered yield (11, 30, 92). Magnificent natural plant community structure and
tropical insects are as localized in their stands of native weeds grow in the decomposition (60, 96), this means
geographic distributions as they appear abandoned fields-and often in fields that crops on islands should have fewer
to be, there will be less chance for before they are abandcied. It is a very challenges from native pests than those
dilution of resistant genotypes by sus- great mistake to analyze the adaptive on the mainland. Further, when a pest
ceptible genotypes from unsprayed significance of subsistence cultivation is introduced, it is unlikely to be fed
neighboring regions (82); and (iv) in patterns in the tropics solely in terms on by a native entomophage. These ob-
species-rich tropical communities (27, of soil nutrient depletion. Ruthenberg's servations speak poorly for the extrap-
56, 87), the pool from which resistant detailed description of tropical agri- olation of results from tropical island
species may be drawn is much larger culture (2) contains not one sentence agroecosystem studies (97) to mainland
than in a temperate zone community. analyzing pest prolblems. The literature circumstances.

Tree crops, particularly prominent of tropical agriculture is replete with The fifth major type of pest com-
in discussions of tropical agroecosys- fertilizer trials, and there is almost munity is that produced by plants grow-
tem potential (73, 88, 89), deserve no information on the'dynamics of field ing on very poor soils. I have recently
special mention here. In contrast to colonization by insect and weed faunas found that animal communities in
annual plants, it is impossible to breed (93). Borneo are drastically reduced when
resistant tree strains each year in order supported by tropical rain forest grow-
to keep ahead of pests that are resist- ing on nutrient-poor white sand soils.
ant to natural and artificial pesticides. Heterogeneity of Pest Distribution The conspicuous success of lowland
Not only are the breeding times of pest rice monoculture in Southeast Asia
and host disproportionate, but farming There are at least five major kinds may be due, in part, to a generally de-
tree crops is a long-term investment, of pest communities that may be en- paupciate insect community, as coin-
and the loss of a tree crop to a newly 'countered as background to a tropical pared to that of other parts of the
resistant pest is a much greater loss to agroecosystem. As mentioned earlier, lowland tropics.
the agroccosystem than is the loss of the insect community of the lowland Finally, and to put it bluntly, next
an annual crop. seasonal tropics differs strikingly from to nothing is known about the losses
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or more families, which increased rates temperate zone tecnw'y into heducation, Second shouldi he the

of land dcgradation near the village tropics (106). Al thou 1) ) ; i ely d y p ratil r sof cure ) gorlogiet anda

and decreased crop protection at great- in the UJihwed it is frcev Cx- payical resources for governments that

cr distances from the village (30). The ported to the tropius Ainerirn ciga- show m the, are enthuiastic about tle

people displacd by hydroelectric im- rctteS arc sold in ( Itil 101 SC~uth decvelopmecnt of In SYTA. Third 0hnuld

poundmcnis ace usually relocated in America without canter wvailng labels. ha support (f intensive research needed

n dmeas where th ir tj-old riparian farm- By radicating tsetse ft wV. encour- to generate the set of site-specific rnlts

ing traditions t re of little usc;, the p o- era iSig Of - 1 in ref rCc fur speciti , clearly id nti!ed SYTAs.

pig downstream are of even less eon- to wild gaein i 1 
th I nvest of The sub :ct matter of youths' ce -

cern (8, 1S). The following is a rep- which many have beent condiicir': to an toirA' prugramnvng? is presumlably de'-

resentative story (105, p. 597): SYTA. dn te long rim, drugs terinined by wht they Nill need dui-

without concomitant birth ccc c wili in a the rest of their lives. A. major

As part of an attempt to introduce cash- take more lives than thay cvc and component of this programming should

cropping to the district, the Zande Scheme will lead to a long-ran:we oAring of be 1ie teaching of the sociocconomnic

opened in the 1940's with the commis- health and standard ot livin-. - rules of a sustained-yicid, nonexpand-

sioncr resettling five thousand homesteadsI
in t e Yanbio area. The theory was that A major force in tropical agrocco- ing economy, tuned to the concept of

the cottonproducie. scheme would be systems is "intern -iiatl desels -1;i rnt," living within the carrying capacity of

more sttccessfu if the supervision were as exported by the teioperite zones. It the counny's or region's resources. In-

easier. Ultimately 40 thousand families is "a nebulous term, and rs meaning corporating such a proccss into tropi-
were icsett led, almost the entire popula-
tion. The cotton crop was a sucess oa seems to reflect the opinio, interest cal school systems will cause a major

the first few years and the yields were and profession of the beholdur" (107). uphc aval, if for no other reason than

high, rut after three years of operation An important aspc-t of intenational that it will involve an evaluation of

the production dropped off markedly. development is illu'.iertcd by the fob- the couatr-'s rErourees, what standard

Force was then applied to attain the de- lowing comments on irrigt ton, which of living is to be accepted by those liv-

sired production levels and the Azande

became plantation "peons" instead of the apply equally to other areas (107): ing on them, and who is presently har-

prime actors in a gicat drama of the ad- vesting them. Of even greater impact,
prvanc rs adram of the stone agMany development projcts, whmber in it will have to evaluate resources in
Vance of the stone age. Australia, Massiland, S 1dl Arita, or terms of tLeir ability to raise the stand-

Rhodesia, fail becau:e they do i.>t take ' ' i for X >ro-
This would appear to be only quaint this question of canying capacity into ar of living hy ' amoun or -

history today, but in fact it would prob- consideration. Water is provided peihaps, portion of tl,e people in the region,

ably be impossible to fit this poptl,]- and the land is thus enabled to support rather than in terms of their cash value

tion back into the tightly integrated more animals and people. But !-ldoa iion the world rket.

local ecosystem they once occupied, provision made to hold pxpulatica at the For such a change to he techno-
new levels that land can support. In con-

and such settlement programs are cur- scquence, the land. dc'eriora'es, deserts logically successful, it will require a

rently in progress elsewhere (89). spread or becce; more barren, and a great deal of pantropical information

greater number of people end up a orse al echange. This information exchange
than they were before <(i elopinit of the vill cost a great deal of resource, not

Interference by the Temperate Zone area took place fitalics added]. OCle Call only in travel funds and support of
question whether international develop- y

ment agencies should continue to play this on-site study, but in insurance policies

Can SYTA's really be developed if losing game. for the couintnes that are willing to

new traditions are constantly being take the risk of trying to change from

bombarded by innovations front other an exploitative agroecosystem to an

social systems? Well-meaning persons Conclusion SYTA. For such an experiment to be

are constantly injecting fragments of sociologically successful, it will require

temperate zone agricultural technology I have listed sonie of the ways in a complete change in tropical educa-

into the tropics without realizing that which the lowland tropics are i ot such tional systems, from emphasizing de-

much of the value of these fragments a warm and wonderful place for the scriptions of events as they now stand,

is intrinsic not to the technology, but farmer, some of the reasois why it to emphasizing analysis of why things

rather to the society in which that may be unreasonagie to expcet him to happen the way they do. This will also

technology evolved. Temperate zone cope with the problems, and some of be very expensive, not only in retread-

countries tend to give "aid" in forms the ways in which (io temperate zones ing the technology and mind-sets of

of which they have an excess, or in make his task more difficult. The tropics current teaching programs, but in

forms that will benefit their foreign are very close to being a tra'edy of gathering the facts on why the tropics
trade (24). The Peace Corps, military the commons on a global scale (69, have met their current fate.

bases, tractors, miracle grains, grain 103), and it is the temperate zone's There is a surfeit of biological and

surpluses, hydroelectric dams, and anti- shepheids and sheep who are among agricultural reports dealing with eco-

biotics without birth control are a few the greatest offenders (31). (ien that logical experiments and generalities

examples. More often than not. these the temperate zones have some limited which sugest that such and such will

acts are simply modern versic ns of amount of resources with which they be the outcome if such and such form

buying Manhattan for a few tiinkets, ' are willing to repay the tropics, how of resource harvest is aitempted. It is

That the tropical country "cant ot re- can these resources best he sp:nt? The clear that human desiderata regarding

sist" these gratuiti. is hardly jt tifica- first answer, without doubt, is cdoacation, a particular site are often radically

tion for giving them. There app tars to and the incorporation of wh it is al- different from the needs of the "aver-

be no moral code for th: injec ion of ready known about the tropics into age" wild animals and plants that
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temple of the monarch. The teilple
was destroyed soon after it was bult.

The statues are Made of feIrugiflons
quartzite, probably the hardest stone

used for large sculpture in antiquity,

The Colossi of Memnon Revisited and they rcst oi pedestals of similr
material. The quartzite is distinguishAd
not only by its hardness----greater than

Recent research has established the source of the tha: of diorite-but also by its bcauiy

and its abilhy to take on a high polish,
stone ofthe two 720-ton statues at Thees. There are about six quartzite quarries

known in Egypt from which the stone

. , . Imight have been derived; the nearest
A. R . Permizar, F. Sro, . Bowman Hesteof these is about 60 kilometers upriver

A. Albee, I. Perman, F. Asaro, H. Bowman ,,from Thebes. Some of the quarnies,
'.-)however, may not have been able to

produce blocks of the size and quality

considered suitable for making the sla-
tucs by the ancient Egyplians.

The two colossal statues usually re- that we undertook in an attempt to In atiquity, tie colossi acqu ed

ferred it ais the 'Colossi of Mennon" resolve these questions. To determine faIe by a curious development. In 27

are prominent featues on the western the provenience (plce of origin) of B.(C. an earthquake toppled tie Up2er

plain of 'Ihebes in Upper E'gypt (Fig. tile rock, which to .us was the most half of the northern colossus to the

1). The impressive dimensions of the important problem, we used neutron grould (2); thereafter l tie Cnly

colossi, the quality of the stone, the activation analysis to obtain elemental morning, strange sounds began to iSIua2
technology involved in moving them to composition patterns of samples from from the truncated statue. 11 contelli-
their present location, and the desire to the colossi which could be compared porary reports these sounds are vari-
determine tie exact sources of the with the composition patterns of sam- ously described as sounding like hum:mn
stone have been the primary reasons ples from different quarries (1). voices wind instrunts, breakag

for continued interlst in the statues. The colossi are seated representa- harp or lyre strings, trmpt5 b)ai ih

Ilowever, the location of the quarry tions of King Amenhotep III (14th sarod ff cl-shim; C )bals. At, this tihe

sources, the weights of the statues, and century B.C.), with smaller figures of

even their dimensi.ons have been mat- members of his family forming part Dis. ,lien, Stros' Heter. 'iad Nfr. Abse tr"

inma $h ).paalmneanl of Anlin <' ao U jainie ii ut

lerb of disageceent for a lon time, of the monument. Originally each of Ciina one fy, And $7o,. i aUni A ''a,

In this article we describe the reslilts the colossi were monolithic, and they lna it ', marl aie ill iinrr I iAac:,.a
$a'ia at) th$ lirUniveaity ior C nciaa i,

of field and labor-tory investigations stood in front of a sumptUous mortuary lecicky 11472).
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT | INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. J.G. Brown (AP) DATE: 2i 1 974

FROM: B. KanchaAJE I&Pi-CPS)

SUBJECT: INDIA: Drought Prone Area Project
Medium Irrigation Schemes

1. I wish to confirm our First Mission's findings given in the draft
Annex concerning the role of irrigation in the DPAP area, which concluded
that the medium schemes (over 1,000 ha) even where they exist their
feasibilities as well as the inter-state agreements have not yet been
established. This is quite true for the Papaghni Dam and Otikunta
Balancing Reservoir proposals you brought back when returned from the
Second Mission. The weaknesses of these proposals are given:

Papaghni Dam (2,000 ha - Rs6.5 million)

2. The project, located in Anantapur District of Andra Pradesh State,
is still in preliminary stage. The hydrological study, which defines sources
of the project water supply-is inadequate; it is totally based on arbitrary
and specious assumptions. Moreover, the project water supply is subject
to the as yet unsettled inter-state water use agreements, since about 65%
of the upstream Papaghni basin is in the other State (Karnataka). There
are some existing projects already use the river water in the upstream
State.

Otikunta Balancing Reservoir (4,000 ha - Rs 3.5 million)

3. The project, also in Anantapur District, appears to be premature,
since the water from the existing Penna River Reservoir, which is one of
the project supply sources, has not yet been fully utilized. Moreover,
the additional sources of supply designed for the proposed Balancing
Reservoir are very vague.

Recommendations

4. In view of the above, I, therefore recommend these two proposals
be excluded from the DPAP project components.

cc: Messrs. M. Yudelman
G. Darnell

Bkanchanalak/mh
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!NTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFuCE MEMORANDUrvi
TO: Mr. Dennis J. Parsons DATE: April 19, 197

FROM: Messrs. own, Thornley and Groenewold

SUBJECT: INDIA: Drought Prone Areas Project
Issues Pacer

Back gnud

1. The Drought Prone Areas Program (DPAP) was introduced by the

Government of India (GOI) in 1970-71. Its principal objective was the

creation of employment in drought prone distric's tbrough public-sector

construction works. Fifty-four districts in 13 states were selected for

the program on the basis of three criteria: (a) level and periodicity

of rainfall; (b) intensity and past occurrence of drought; and (c) propor-

tion of irrigated area to total cultivated area.

2. Over the past four years, DPAP has evolved from a purely employ-

ment oriented program to one w-hich is intended to "drought-prcof" districts

within the scheme. To mitigate the effccts of future drought, investments

are to be made in all sectors of the rural economies of program districts

on the basis of their respective resource potentials, with the objective

of stabilizing both production anc employment. Works are to be taken up

principally by exi ,tin, ov, artments and agencies and coordinated

by a district development authority.

3. In February 1973, an IDA Reconnaissance Mission visited India to

review work under the program and assess prospects of IDA assistance to

DPAP during the Fifth Plan. Terms of Reference for project preparation

were provided in the Reconnaissance Report, June 11, 1973, and rerorts

produced in India formed the basis of the. appraisal mission's field evalua-

tion in October/Novemfoer 1973. Although these reports represented a major

improvement over those submitted prior to the Reconnaissance Mison, a

number of weaknesses both technical and organizational precluded final

appraisal at that time. After a detailed study of proposals and informa-

tion collected during appraisal, the present mission returned to India

between March 17 to April 6 to complete the field appraisal and, in parti-

cular, to discuss the scope for dry farming improvement under the projeeb,

and to determine the nature of research, trraining and evaluation activities

to be undertaken.

Project Summary

The proposed project is designed to increase and stabilize the

production from agriculture and related sectors in six drought prone districts

of Western and Central India. The project would be administered as part of

GOI's Drought Prone Areas Program, executed principally by existing develop-
ment departments, and coordinated by dievelopment authorities to be established

in each district. The public works and on-farm investments to be financed

under the project would differ somewhat in each district, reflecting its

particular needs and resources. The projeoct places particular emphasis on

investments to benefit smallholders and an element of subsidy is included i.n

on-farm investm;-ents for these farmers. Creaiion oa productive employmrn for

landless laborers is also a major feature of the project.
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5. Preliminary project cost estimates are summarized below:

Sunriary of Project Costs

US$ million

Minor Irrigation 11.3
Soil Conservation 11.3
Forestry 0.11
Pasture Development 3.1
Dry Farming 1.5
Sheep Development 1.6
Dairy Development 13.6
Sericulture 0.1
Horticulture 0.1
Fisheries 1.0
Assistance to Cooperatives 0.1
Project Management 0.4
District Core Funds 3.4
Central Core Funds 4.9
Consultants 0.3
Research 0.4
Training 1.2
Project Evaluation 0.1

Sub-Total 54.8

Price Contingency 17.5

Total __2.__,

1/ Will be increased in accordance with recent directive.

Issues

Allocation of Development Costs (Subsidies)

6. The majority of physical works under the project would be executed
by government departments; for example, forestry, soil and moisture conserva-
tion and surface irrigation works. Although a portion of government costs
would be recovered in the form of water charges and land improvement levies,
such revenues would not, at present rates, enable the recovery of the full
amounts expended to the direct benefit of farmers. In view of the major
social benefits attributable to forestry, pasture development, soil conserva-
tion, irrigation tanks, etc., especially recognizing the low economic cost of
labor, public sector expenditure in these areas seems entirely justified.
Many of the services, too, would be provided by government under the project
because of the poor economic conditions and weak cooperative institutions in
the project area; for example, artificial insemination and animal health
services and engineering services 'or on-farm development. In addition to
these indirect subsidies, direct financial assistance would be provided for
several innovative investments such as pasture developrient, and a fixed subsidy
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would be given for all investments by small and marginal farmers. GOI has

adopted the policy that subsidies will play a major role in development
efforts in bacIxd districts. Specifically, the decision has been taken

that small and marginal farmers in all DPAP districts will be eligible for

the same benefits as those in districts now served by the Small Farmers

Development Agency and the Marginal Farmers and Agricultural Labourers

Agency, that is, a 2510 or 33-1/3% subsidy, respectively, on a range of
specified investments.

7. The Issue. In view of the eventual profitability of project
investments, ought IDA to support direct subsidies under the project?

8. The mission recommends that direct subsidies as described be

accepted as roject costs although it is underst9ood that IDA would not

diahuse against those components. The Reconnaissance Repdrt which served

as the guideline for project preparation set out conditions for subsidies,
specifically that they:

(i) encourage technical innovation

(ii) support economically sound investments with some financial
uncertainty; or

(iii) assist weaker sections of the populations.

Subsidies in the project would comply with these conditions.

Retroactive Financing

9. The proposed project would be signed in August or September of
this year. However, the execution of many of the project components is in
one way or another dependent on the monsoon and will therefore be undertaken
before June of each project year. For example, pasture and forestry work
must be started well in advance of the first rains, distribution of improved
inputs arranged by that time and extension efforts launched. Other work such
as tank construction is inhibited by the rains. Furthermore, since the pr-o-

ject is to operate within the constraints of a government program of the
Fifth Plan, budgetary procedures and fiscal periods become significant. The
first year of the Plan and the Program has now started and- governments are
prepared to begin a number of activities included in the project. GOI has
indicated to states that its contribution to DPAP is available, in install-
ments, as of April 1, 1974.

10. The Issue. Should retroactive financing be provided for expendi-
tures incurred on approved project activities after April 1, 197h?

11. The ission recommends that retroactive financing be provided.

Depending on the ability of states to initiate project activities quickly,
total expenditure during the period April 1 - September 1 would be approxi-

mately US$800,000, of which IDA's share would amount to about USY650,000
including the foreign exchange cost of drilling rigs to be procured through
international competitive bidding (US$50,000).



Mr. Dennis J. Parsons 4 - April 19, 1974

Link With ARC Credit Project

12. Under the proposed project, IDA participation would be limited to
refinancing public sector exicenditur'e. Medium and long-term institutional
credit requirements would ax. ou~nt to about Rs 140 illion (US$17 million) of
which about Rs 120 million would be for on-farm development. Individual
loans would be largest for well construction and improvement, and several
states have expressed the concern that adequate credit may not be forth-
coming without IDA assistance through ARC.

13. The Issue. Should provision be made explicitly in the proposed
ARC credit project for the refinancing of minor irrigation under DPAP, and
if so, what is the most suitable form of such a provision.

1h. The mission recom=nds that DPAP minor irrigation schemes be
identified in the ARC Credit Project for -the immediate preparation of
financing plans upon effectiveness of the latter project. This would ensure
the attention of ARC and credit institution staff to financial evaluation
and banking procedures for specific schemes at an early date. This rec6mmenz
dation has been discussed and tentatively agreed with the ARC appraisal mission.

cc: Messrs. Yudelman (3), van der Tak, Street, Melmoth, Picciotto,
Kraske, Bowron, Singh, Slade, Darnell, I. Veraart (2), Willen

JBrown: st
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Aprilig, 1974.

Mr. Amnon Golan,
Chief, Irrigation and Area

Development I Divisions
Asia Projects Department,
I.B.R.D.

Dear Amnon,

Jodhpur District - Extension Proposals
My Visit in April 1974

I visited the Jodhpur District together with a team 
of experts from

Jaipur. We held discussions on agricultural matters and extension

services with many of the Government officials and research 
personnel

who worked in the District. We also interviewed about 350 farmers in

a number of villages in different parts of the Ditrict. My partiou-

lar assignment was "to assess the potential benefits from an improved

extension system in the context of present dry farming technology".

My findings were as followes

(1) The farmers in the Jodhpur District 
number about 100,000. Adminis-

tratively the District is divided into five Teshils (regions) and

nine blocks. Total number of villages - 716. The average size of

a holding_ is 111 b 7$Q of the farmers have holdings more than

6 Sa in size. The main crop grown is bajra and second in import-

ance is guar. These two crops cover a high proportion of the

cultivable area. There are about 100 Village Level Uorkers and

six Agricultural Extension Offi'Bers in the District, 
but they only

devote about 10% of their time to agricultural extension work.

(The bajra yield is about 250 kg/ha.)

(2) Rainfall varies greatly from one Teshil to another. Rainfall

records show that over a period of 18 years, there was only one

year with less than 300 rum of rain in Teshil Bilara, as compared

with six years in Teshil Jodhpur and 13 years in Teshil Phalodi.

All these Teshils are situated in the Jodhpur District.

(3) Through the adoption of improved agricultural practices, and by

better management, the farmers would be able to increase yields

and net income by between 25% and 50%, or possibly more. These

yields can be obtained with minimal additional expenditure on

purchased inputs.
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Some examples of recommended practices are as follows:

a. Use of hybrid varieties and good quality seed.

b. Timely sowing - damage and reduced yield are often the result
of late sowing.

c. Proper depth of sowing.

d. Maintenance of the optimum number of plants in the field -
according to the farmersO information, plant population is
25-30% below the optimum.

e. Proper ploughing and seedbed preparation.

f. ?fulching.

g. Mixed cropping.

h. Plant protection.

i. "'Olean. Cultivation".

j. Contour farming.

(4) A massive extension effort would result in an immediate improvement
in yields. If, at the start, only two factors are changed in bajra
growing - hybrid varieties and good quality seed, and full plant
population - yields will be considerably increased.

I reported to the Chief Secretary and !r. Pande on my main findings. I
also recommended that they should consider the inclusion of extension work
in the DPAP project in about five of the better blocks in that area.

Both the Chief Secretary and Mr. Pande were very much in favour of the
extension work starting right away. They said: "It is a pity to waste
a year, and the farmers should be able to reap the benefits in the 1974
Xharif season". They also declared: "The State Government will provide
anything you recommend for the establishment of a strong extension ser-
vice that will start operating before the Kharif season of 1974. Any
funds, personnel, or anything else required will be provided within 24
hours of your request".

They urged me to stay, to prepare the project and to start on its implemen-
tation. Of course I could not do that, as it was outside my terms of re-
ference, but I tried to initiate the necessary steps for starting the
project as they requested. I think that the project can be started this
year provided you decide that it has high priority (after Chambal and
R.C.P. but taking precedence over the projects in Madhia Predhes and
Andra Pradhes).
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A team of four senior offficiels waz nominated for collecting aata and
making other arrangmcnts necessary for rroject preparation (see An1x I).
(The leader of this team, Dr. G.S. Shekhawat way -be a good candidate for
Terding the project later on.)

Personally, I find the prospects of such a project fascinating. It will
help the most needy farLiru by better utilization of their existing means
of production. Time is very short, but if an iramediate decision is taken,
the benefits may be reaped as early as the Kharif season of 1974.

Sincerely yours.,

D. Benor



AM I April 8, 1974.

2Preparation of 1xt onsion ProjetinJ2itrc

(1) Colloction of data concerning

a. Rainf4-ll

b. 1o. 3f farmers

o. &rops

d. Siz of holdings

e. Size of villages

f. Distances between villages, etc.

g. Soil qu lity, soil reconnaissance, soil survey

h. Existing cropping pattern. Area under each crop and practices

followed.

(2) Purchasing of recommended seed (hybrid bajra 3).

(3) Making list and interview of candidates out of whom approximately

40 V.L.Ws will be selected.

(4) Proposals for blocks where work should be started 
(? two blocks).

(5) Arrangements for supply of good quality 
hybrid bajra 3 to all the

farmerz.

(6) Identification of possibilities for seed 
multiplication in the area.

(7) Identification of improved methods not requiring additional purchased

inputs (except for seed).

(8) Preparation of training programs for extension personnel, in conjunc-

tion with Central Arid Zone Research Institute.

(9) Concentration of all efforts on growing of bajra.

(10) Preparation of publicity campaign for farmers in early June.

(11) Preparation for sowing campaign to be initiated by end of June. This

should includes assessment of total seed requirement and arrange-

ments for its distribution; assessment of farm machinery requirement

and its procurement, etc.
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Proposed Time TaaUle

a. Itews 1-11 above should be concluded by 1bth Tay 1974.

b. kProject preparation to be concluded by 15th June.

c. Trainint courie to take place during first fortnight of June.

d. Field work to be carried out on full scale in mid June.

e. Fields t, be ready for sowing late June to firot week of July.

The composition of the team responsible for the preparation of the pro-

ject is as followiss

Dr. G.;. Shekhawat Leader

Dr. S.C. Sharma Member

Sh. R.K. Kapoor Member

Deputy Director of Agriculture, Jodhpur Member
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I1NTERNATIOWAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DE LOP'MENT

INTERNAT TONAL DEVELOPfENT ASSOCJ AT101

OFFICE ME4ORANDUM

TO: Messrs. G. Tibor (IBRD) and DATE: February 27, 1974

D. Benor (Consultant)

FROM: A. Golan

SUBJECT: Terms of Reference - INDIA - DPAP - Appraisal Follow-up
Rajasthan and Chambal CAD Projects

Appraisal Follow-up
Andhra Pradesh CAD Project Preparation
Kadana (Credit 176-IN) and Pochnampad

(Credit 268-IN) Projoct Supervision

1. You should arrive in India on or about March 17, 1974 to review

progress on the above projects.

2. Mr. Tibor will concentrate his activities on supervising the

Kadana and Pochampad projects. He should pay particular attention to the

following matters:

Kadana:

(a) Progress on dan construction and the Liirbazi pilot project;

(b) The soil and water management project on the left bank canal

area; and

(c) Budgetary allocations and the proposed construction schedule
for 1974/75.

Pochampad:

(a) Progress on dam and main canal construction;

(b) Preparation for the canal lining works;

(c) The Chalgal demonstration farm;

(d) The monitoring of groundwater; and

(e) Budgetary allocations and the proposed construction schedule

for 1974/75.



Messrs. G. Tibor (IB3RD) and
D. Benor (Consultant) - 2 - February 27, 1974

3. Uiile in India, Mr. Tibor sho'ild also attend a meeting on
March 18 in Bombay, with ARC and Government of Rajasthan officials to

discuss arrangements for ARC participation in the CAD projects. He should

also review in the field with the FA6/IBRD mission the needs for further

project preparation worc on the Andhra Pradesh CAD projects.

4. Mr. Benor will concentrate his activities on assisting the
Government of Rajasthan to set up the extension services organization
recommended by the CAD appraisal mission. While in Rajasthan, he should

also spend up to one week in one of the Districts included under the DPA

project to review the existing extension system and to assess the potential
benefits from an improved extension system in the context of present dry
farring technology. From March 25-31 he should visit Andhra Pradesh

together with Mr. Tibor to assist the FAO/I3RD preparation mission in for-
mulating the extension components of the CAD projects.

5. On or about March 31, you should meet me and Mr. Brown, leader

of the DPAP mission in New Delhi, to discuss the findings of your mission.

Upon completion of his assignment in India, Mr. Tibor should return to

Washington on or about April 8 and prepare a full supervision report for

projects 176-I and 268-IN. Mr. Benor should complete his assignment in
India by April 12. He should mail to the Bank a detailed report on all
his findings and recommendations by mid-May, 1974.

AGolan/GJTibor:cfa

Cleared with and cc: Mr. Parsons

cc: Messrs. Baneth
Street
Kraske
Beutgen
Koramzay (Legal)
Pilvin
Diamond
Spall
Vergin

Mrs. Robbin (Controller's)

Asia File
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T INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMEMT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR | INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Dennis J. Parsons DATE: February 26, 1974

FROM: James G. Brown

SUBJECT: INDIA - Drought Prone Areas Project
Approach to Rainfed Crop Production

1. The Drought Prone Areas Project now being appraised will include
a soil and moisture conservation program, but a component to improve rainfed
cropping practices would not be appropriate at this time. In view of current
shortages it would not be sound to reconmend the use of fertilizers on rain-
fed crops in these areas, nor is it likely that fertilizer would in fact be
so used. Without fertilizer, improved practices would not be financially
attractive to farmers; nor would a program for this purpose, with its requi-
site extension effort, be economically viable.

2. The attached paper prepared by Mr. Frank Thornley presents the
analysis upon which the mission's decision is based.

Attachment

JBrowns at



INDIA - DROUGHT PRONE AREAS PROJECT PRE-APPRAISAL

Approach to Rainfed Crop Production Under the Project

1. The mission has concluded that the Drought Prone Areas Project should
include a soil and moisture conservation program but that a component to improve
rainfed cropping practices would not be appropriate at this time. This conclu-
sion has been arrived at only after an exhaustive examination of possibilities
and in full recognition of the critical role that rainfed cropping plays in the
lives of the majority of farmers in the drought prone areas.

2. The decision to exclude the crop improvement component rests on a two-
stage argument. First, the use of fertilizer in the drought prone areas cannot
be justified under the present conditions of increasingly acute fertilizer short-
ages in the country. Its use would be profitable (para 9), but markedly less so
than in irrigated and assured rainfall areas. Second, without fertilizer the
package of technology which could be put together would produce benefits that
were neither financially attractive at the farm level nor economically viable.

3. Deferring this component during the period of fertilizer shortage would
not be time totally lost. There has been a recent upsurge of interest and acti-
vity in dryland research, the main focus being the All India Coordinated Dryland
Farming Research Project, which needs time to produce results. When available
these would form a sounder base for a rainfed crop improvement program than exists
at present. The present research effort is imperfect in quality and coverage.
The mission would hope to influence the effort through its report and discussions,
again leading to a sounder future base for a project component. In particular it
is hoped that research into pasture establishment and production and agrometeoro-
logy would be undertaken under the present project, providing additional data for
future project preparation.

4. Fertilizer has been in short supply for the past two years, hence
Government control of distribution. 1/ Whilst shortages are uneven the overall
shortfall in 1973 was about 25% of demand. Throughout the mission's field work
the most commonly heard complaint from farmers on irrigated tracts was their
inability to obtain fertilizer. It has not yet been possible to assess the full
impact that the 'oil crisis' will have on the Indian economy, but it can be
assumed that for the next few years supplies of fertilizer will be even more
critical than at present.

1/ Under the Essential Commodities Act
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5. In a situation of shortage the available fertilizer should be usedto maximum advantage. This would imply that fertilizer should be used inirrigated areas and areas receiving an assured rainfall of Over 1,000 mm peryear. In such areas the typical response of a cereal crop to fertilizer wouldbe in the range 10-12 kg of grain per 1 kg of fertilizer. By contrast theaverage response of a cereal crop to fertilizer in the drought prone area,with perhaps 4 years in 10 having climatically induced low yeilds, would notbe more than 5-6 kg of grain per kg of fertilizer.

6. It may be argued that deciding where fertilizer should be uised onthe basis of the response per kg applied does not adequately weigh socialbenefits. However, a shortage of fertilizer will almost certainly increasethe shortage of food grains. In such a situation the imperative should be tomaximize food grain production for distribution rather than attempt to margin-ally increase production in situ in chronically short areas.

7. A further factor which added weight to the mission's conclusion isthe existence of a fertilizer black market. (See Dorris Brown's memo of Jan. 4,1974.) Even if GOI were to decide to supply fertilizer for dryland crops in thedrought prone areas, wrongly in the mission's view, the existence of a strongblack market would ensure that the fertilizer was used where it would be mostprofitable, i.e., irrigated and high rainfall areas.

8. The technology of rainfed crop production in the drought prone areas
can certainly improved. The mission's estitesof what could be achievedare set out in Tables 1 and 2 using a model based on Ahmednagar District as anexample. Four alternative levels of development were postulated:

A -- without project

B -- with project; soil and moisture conservation (bunding) only
C -- with project; level B plus improved extension and partial package

of improved technology (contour cultivation, strip cropping,
mulching, early planting, adjustment of cropping pattern,
improved varieties) 1/

D -- with project; level C plus use of fertilizer (moderate amounts,
typically on cereals 25 kg N and 15 kg P205 per hectare)

The following table compares farmer's net cash income at the four levels ofdevelopment postulated. (From Table 2)

Level of Development

A (Rs) B(Rs) C (Rs) D (Rs)

Gross Income 1,143 1,567 1,852 2,502
Cash Costs of Production 37 84 244 600

Net Cash Income 1,106 l1446 1,608 1,902
Index 76 100 111 132
Labor - Man days 330 345 420 525

1/ The varietal material available is unspectacular; the best, hybrid bajra
is already being adopted quite rapidly.
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9. Despite the obvious profitability of fertilizer use. for the reasons
outlined above, the mission concluded that it could not be justified in
the drought prone areas now, or in the near future. The mission therefore
addressed the question of whether a project component based on a curtailed
package of technology could be justified (development levels B and C).

10. A component consisting only of soil and moisture conservation would
clearly be financially viable. No difficulty is foreseen in persuading farmers
to accept such a program. It would be an expansion of an ongoing, widely
accepted effort not requiring incremental extension activities. Such a compo-
nent would also be economically attractive, with an estimated IRR of 14%, or
34% if wages for unskilled labor are shadow priced at 50% of cost. (Table 3
compares the IRRs for different levels of development.)

11. The question then remained whether a limited package of improved
technology, together with the increased extension 2/ effort necessary to get
farmer adoption, would be a viable component to add to the bunding program.
As the above table shows the increase in production and income from B to C,
(11%) relative to increased costs and effort, would be inadequate to persuade
farmers to adopt the proposed package of technology. The incremental produc-
tion would be well within the yield fluctuations occasioned by climate and
would therefore tend to be masked. (The "C" yield levels represent the upper
limit that could be expected.) Furthermore the "C" yield levels would be more
dependent on improved cultural practices than would "D" levels and these are
the most difficult improvements to get farmers to adopt.

12. The IRR on the incremental costs to move from development level "B"
to "C" is even less attractive, being negative if unskilled labor is not shadow
priced and only moving to 4% at a 50% shadow pricing. In contrast the IRR on
the costs to move from "B" to "D", were fertilizer available, would be 27% and
46% with unskilled labor shadow priced at 50%.

13. To summarize the mission has concluded that only soil and moisture
conservation can be justified as a component to improve rainfed crop production
at the present time. The only viable package of technology to improve cropping
practices is dependent on fertilizer, the use of which cannot be justified in
drought prone areas during a period of acute fertilizer shortage. The period
of fertilizer shortage will not be time totally wasted. In the interim, results
will be obtained from improved research on rainfed crops and from research intopasture production and agro eteorology. These, plus experience from the exten-
sion programs of the Rajasthan Canal and Chambal Command Area Projects, will
form a much sounder base for a dry farming component in future.

1/ Since the possible impact and cost of an improved extension service were
issues critical to the mission's deliberations, the structure for an
improved service was developed and costed. An outline of the mission's
thinking is given at Appendix I.
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Table 1: CROPPING PATTERN, YIELD, PRODUCTION FOR

FOUR LEVELS OF DEVXOPFENT

Cropping Pattern Yield Kg/Ha Production
A B, C, D, A B C D A B C DHa Ha K| R [ K R I L9

Jowar 1.6 1.5 350 400 510 750 560 600 765 1,125
Bajra 1.4 1.3 275 315 400 600 385 410 520 780

Pulse 0.5 250 290 350 500 125 145 175 250

Oilseed 0.2 0.2 200 230 280 400 40 46 56 80

Fallow
(rough grazing) 0.3 0.3 750 850 850 850 225 255 255 255

Bund (grassed) - 0.2 - 2,000 2,000 2P00 - 400 400 400

1/ This model is representative of a four hectare farm in Ahmednagar District.

A - without project

B - with project - bunding only

C - with project - bunding plus extension and improved technology -
improved cultural practices and varieties - no fertilizer

D - with project - as C but with fertilizer
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Table 2: NET CASH INCOME COMPARED AT FOUR LEVELS OF DEVEI0PMENT

A - Without Project B - WIth Project - aunding Only

Income Unit Price No. Value Income Unit Price No. Value
RS 1w Rs Rs

Jowar kgs 0.90 560 504 Jowar kgs 0.90 600 540
Bajra " 0.80 385 308 Bajra " 0.80 410 328
Pulse 1.12 125 140 Pulse " 1.12 145 162
Oilseed 1.40 40 56 Oilseed " 1.40 46 64
Fallow 0.60 225 135 Fallow " 0.60 255 153
Bund - - - Bund " 0.80 400 320

Total Income 1,143 Total Income 1,567

Costs (excluding labor) Costs (excluding labor)

Seed 37 Seed 37
Fertilizer - Fertilizer
Pesticide - Fertilizer -

Bunding loan repayment 84

Total Costs 37 Total Costs 121

Net Cash Income 1,106 Net Cash Income 1,446

Labor - Man days 330 Labor - Man dads 345

C - With Project - Bunding, Improved D - With Project - Full Technology
Technology but no Fertilizer

Income Unit Price No. Value Income .. Unit Price No. Value
Rs RS Rs Rs

Jowar kgs 0.90 765 689 Jowar kgs 0.90 1,125 1,013
Bajra 0.80 520 416 Bajra " 0.80 780 624
Pulse 1.12 175 196 Pulse " 1.12 250 280
Oilseed 1.40 56 78 Oilseed 1.40 80 112
Fallow 0.60 255 153 Fallow " 0.60 255 153
Bund " 0.80 400 320 Bund " 0.80 400 320

Total Income 1,852 Total Income 2,502

Costs (excluding labor) Costs (excluding labor)

Seed 109 Seed 109
Fertilizer - Fertilizer " 2.50 130 325
Pesticide ha 20 2 40 Pesticide ha 20 2 40
Bunding loan repayment 84 Bunding loan repayment 84
Interest on annual credit (9 4) 11 Interest on annual credit (9A) 42

Total Costs 244 Total Costs 600

Net Cash Income 1,608 Net Cash Income 1,902

Labor - Man days 420 Labor - Man days 525
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Table 3: INTERNAL RATES OF RETTRN ON INCRMENTAL INVESThENTS

Level B over A Level C over B Level D over B
Shadow Wage Rate Shadow Wage Rate Shadow Wage Rate

Cost/Price Level 100% 50(L 100% ..5... 120 .50

Pre-appraisal estimates 14% 34% <- 20% 3% 27% 46

Pre-appraisal plus 20% 50% <- 20% 4% 23% 40%

(70% on fertilizer

(25% on prices 2

_1/ The increased fertilizer costs are equivalent to a farm gate cost of

US$2h0/ton for urea.

2/ The maximum likely increase in the next 3-5 years.



APPENDIX I

Improving the Extension Service

1. The extension service could be improved for maximum impact, yet
minimal institutional disruption, by major changes at the field level. It
was felt that it would be necessary to add a new cadre of field extension
workers to complement the work of the VLW's. In view of their low cost and
ready availability agricultural graduates would be employed for these posi-
tions. They would be needed at the rate of about one per 500 farmers. Each
would work through lead farmers chosen at the rate of about one per 25 farmers.
The extension workers would operate large and comprehensive demonstration plots
at each village with smaller simpler ones on the farm of each lead farmer.

2. The extension workers would require thorough, job-oriented training.
This would emphasize not technology per se but how to put new technology across
to farmers. They would need instruction in a simple reporting procedure which
would permit evaluation of their performance.

3. In order to fit with existing institutional patterns, the extension
workers shDuld be under the administration of the Block Development Officers.
However, for the project period, in order to ensure that the new cadre became
fully effective, work programs would be prepared by the project agronomist in
the District Development Authority. (In some cases this might be an added
function of the District Deputy Director of Agriculture.) He would also work
with the BDOs in monitoring performance. After the project period, BIXs would
assume full responsibility for extension workers without disruptive reorganiza-
tion.

4. Estimated incremental costs of an improved extension service for a
hypothetical dry farming component in Ahmednagar District are given in Table 1.
This assumes a project area with a total of 25,000 farmers in 100 villages.
Table 2 gives detailed costs of demonstration plots. Chart 1 outlines the
organizational links of the new cadre of extension workers.



APPENDIX I
Chart 1

Organizational Links of Extension Officers

District Development Officer District Development Authority
Project Agronomist

Block Development Officer

(Adinistrative) (Technical)

Village Level Worker Extension Officer

Lead Farmer

The few extension officers currently in the field operate under
th1.s dual authority, which appears to work satisfactorily.



APPENDIX I
Table 1

Table 1: INCREMENTAL COSTS OF EXTENSION - Ahmednagar District

Unit Oost Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5
Ruees Re. _ Nol. a. NO. _e LU Re No. Rs

Project Headquarters

Salary

Agronomist 12,000 1 12,000 1 12,000 1 12,000 1 12,000 1 12,000
Support staff 1,000 1.000 1,000 1,000 1,000

Subtotal- 13,000 13,000 13,000 13,000 13,000
Recurrent Costs

Office and vehicle running 7,000 7,000 7,000 7,000 7,000
Non-Recurring

Jeep and office equipment 30,000 --- -

FIELD

Salaries

Extension Officer 5,300 7 37,100 20 106,000 35 185,500 50 265,000 50 265,000Labourer 1,900 7 13,300 20 38,000 35 66,500 50 95.000 50 95,000
Subtotal 50,400 144,000 252,000 360,000 360,000

Recurrent Office

Rent, rates, taxes 1,200 7 8,400 20 24,000 35 42,000 50 60,000 50 60,000Office running 500 7 3.500 20 10,000 35 17,500 50 25,000 50 25,000
Subtotal fl,900 34,000 59,500 85,000 85,000

Recurrent Demonstration Plots

ge ,000 14 14,000 40 40,000 70 70,000 100 100,000 100 100,000
Small 50 140 7,000 1400 20.000 700 35,000 1,000 50,000 1,000 50,000

Subtotal 21,000 60,000 105,000 150,000 150,000.

Non-ecurrent

Office 500 7 3,500 13 6,500 15 7,500 15 7,500 - -
Demonstration plots - large 3,000 14 42,000 26 78.000 30 90,000 30 90,000 --

Subtotal 45,500 84,500 97,500 97,500 - -

Grand Total 178,800 342,500 534,000 712,500 615,000

Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year Year 10
FIELD

Recurrent
Salaries 360,000 360,000 360,000 360,000 360,000
Office running 85,000 85,000 85,000 85,000 85,000
Demonstration plots 150,000 150,000 150,000 150,000 150,000

Non-Pecurrent Demonstration plots 21,000 39,000 45,000 -
Grand Total 616,000 634,000 640,000 595,000 595,000

FIELD Year 11 Year 12 Year 13 Year 14 Year 15-20

Recurrent
Salaries 360,000 360,Q00 360,000 360,000 360,000
Office running 85,000 85,000 85,000 85,000 85,000

Non-Recurrent - Office equipment 3,500 6,500 7,500 7,500 -

Grand Total 448,500 451,500 452,500 452,500 415,000

2 Part cost of District Development Authority

2 Includes all allowances, etc.
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Table 2

Table 2: Cost of Demonstration Plots

Large Plot 1 Ha

Unit Unit Cost No. Rs

Capital

Fence m 3.75 400 1,500

Implements 1,500

Recurrent

Rent ha 500 1 500

FertiLizer kg 2.50 40 100

Seed 
25

Bullock hire per day 10.00 20 200

Pesticide 
25

Miscellaneous 150

1,000

1/ Set of local implements (plow, blade harrow, seeder,
blade hoe, tine hoe) plus combined seed/fertilizer drill
and sprayer. Assume 5-6 yrs life.

Small Plot - 0.25 Ha

Recurrent

Fertilizer 
25Seed 6

Pesticide 7
Miscellaneous 12

50
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February 7, 1974

letter M.?

Mr. James G. grown
Asia Projects Department
International Bank for IAonstruction

and Developant
1818 R Street 1W
Washington DC

Dear Jim,

When you come to India in the near future would you consider giving
yourself time to do the following. The proposal to utilize voluntary and
other n-overqmat agencies particularly at the project level but also in
cessultancy and training has received a fillip from the Consultative
oasmttee on Panchayati Raj and Rural Development. This Comittee is made

up of ministers of the Centre and the States plus other VIPs. The Committee
recommended the prx tion of voluntary effort in rural development to break
what is now generally regarded as stagnation in rural areas. The Minister
of Agriculture at the Centre he. made a statement to the some effect.
Daljit is to write a note on the same lines to secure Ministry approval for
one form or another uhereby a proportion of DAP funds can be reserved for
use by voluntary and other now-Soverment bodies.

en given the above which after all is but another step in a
contimm of statements to the ame effect, it may be that the Bank acting
as the third force has greater ability to achieve anything constructive in
this field. I sasgest that we do two things : the first is that you should
try to leave ashington with as definite a set of proposals, even if only
for discussion,to secure constructive relationships between the Government
setup and voluntary agencies in-charge of project areas and training and
onsultancy. Per instance, the idea of reserving a proportion of DPAP
funds to be wipeaded only against claims by non-government bodies may be
the most effective form. It does require sam pre-knowledge as to what
capacity voluntary and other agencies have to undertake work of particular
types. The second suggestion is that you should use your trip and your
presence in the States to bring together the states& district authorities
with representatives of agencies h* could play a role. I could set up
such meetings but would need some advance warning as to the timetable. I
do not think these meetings should become large and unveildy. In each
State there may not be more then 8-10 people who would represent all
important non-ov.rnment agencies including agricultural universities and
institutes of management. You might cable ma as to your present thinking
and your reaction to these suggestions.



Mr. James G. Brown - 2 - Flbruary 7, 1974

In the last weak or so I have been approached by a woaber of parties
interested in operating with the DWAP. They have one fear in common and
that is that while Covernment may announce intentions to involve non-gover*-
ment bodies it is hard to see their taking encrete action. They would like
the Bank to prepare descriptious of the work to be done and even to go as
far as to prepare model legal agromments. These agreements could take a
simple form whereby the agency signed with the State gvermt or they
might take a more complicated form thereby an initial agreement was reached
between the State and the agency and a subsequent agrament was worked out
between the agency, a financial body and the farmers or the comnwmity to be
served.

Clearly on can delineate the responsibilities around the watershed
even if only as a draft for disussion purposes. One could also consider a
draft of the role of the district consultant and of the various levels of
training. A third level that my become fairly pivotal is at the block or a
group of preeet areas. The APC and the Minisatry have become excited about
the concept of non-gavernmental bodies, even ommercial bodies, being give.
responsibility for services, input provision and eve training at the block
level. Organisations such as Hahindra and Hahindra, Wafatlal, the Agricul-
tural Service Organisation are all keen to see this idea pursued.

Perhaps the trick in the whole structure is to balance net only the
political and bureaucratic forces and discipline then through surveys and
performane budgets but to achieve an equation between the son-government
bodies as well. For Instance, the MDf are the elite well ahead of the
agricultural universities wh in turn are ahead of voluntary agencies. I
doubt if voluntary agencies would be happy to work in a structure too dami-
nated in consulting term by an II. Theyvould be concerned that their
status in the eyes of their clients might be damaged. Perhaps, and of more
importance, they distrust the move of management that is current because
they feel that this -avo has to be do-educated from the harvard Business
School level to a mere humble level sproaching sympathy with village views.
The answer my lie in the contract for district consultancy being given to
-a tU and their retaining prime responsibility but having to involve on
their panel members of agricultural universities and voluntary agencies,
even on a fulltime basis. This could be reinforced by similar represents-
tion on the district beard. Another move, and one haljit favours, is not to
use lIMx but lesser elite bodies for the District Consultant, ag, Agro-
Research Centres, university Departista of Econamics with an IDI moership
to fill mnagement gaps.

The above may sound like another tall order. It does reflect the
despair and cynicism that son-government bodies have at present just a.
GQverammit steps up noise naking in their favour. It ala. represents the
potential value of third powers, by which I m the Bank.



Mr. Jines 0. Brown - 3 - February 2, 1974

The increasing political disruption in many States of India albeit
fusled by Inflation and shortages do" reflect a deeper malaise. Ike com-
bination of party polities and stagnation in the rural areas seem to feed
each other In a vicious circle with the result that communities are
increasingly split according to party affiliation. I might add that party
affiliations can often take the form of caste grouping. Nonetheless the
process seems to be accelerating and has rendered the coanmaity, whether
it be a haulet, a village or a group of villages, almost inoperative as a
unit for decision-making. AMy failure on the part of the DA? to break
through this negative prces would indeed be tragic for India- To say so
much is not to deny the difficulties. I have spoken to a nuaber of people
to the voluntary agencies and othere in Govermeant concerned with rural
development. There are at present not many vehicles that have developed
the concept of district management snd some tentative proposals tourds
the inclusion of non-govermental bodies in manageest, training and coo-
sultancy as has the DPAP. I know that much of my writing on the DPAP has
harped on the inuagemaet side. I do not apologise, rather events seen to
bear *e out.

Xad regard*,

Your*,

Re"mus Reynolds



He .dquarters:
Washington, D.C., U.S.A.

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

RESIDENT REPRESENTATIVE IN INDIA

53 Lodi Estate, New Delhi 3
Telephone 617241 . Cable Address - INTBAFRAD NEW DELHI . Postal Address - P.O. Box 416

February 1, 1974

Letter No. 44

Mr. James G. Brown A e /
Asia Projects Department
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street NW
Washington DC

Dear Jim,

Karl Willen read back some of the notes he had taken when he spoke
to you before he left Washington. Needless to say his notes were not
perfect and some parts of the notes he could not put into coherent form.
Anyway I imagine he passed on the gist of what you had to say. In reply I
will make a few observations and add a short list of recent developments
that will interest you.

I saw in a press statement that Science Magazine have a report on

a study carried out by a Dr. David Pimental of New York State College of

Agriculture. He has studied the energy inputs in agriculture. From the

little that is reproduced in the press it would be an interesting and
possibly useful report to have. Would you secure one or two copies for me.

It seems that the report recommends the use of animal traction and manure

compost in terms of the energy inputs involved. Moreover they appear to

have some analysis on the energy requirement of tractors versus bullock

traction and of tractors for spray purposes versus hand-spraying. The

report may help you formulate the dry farm package. In India there has
been a national program for the development of natural fertilizers. In the

Third Plan this was a Central scheme and-although quite small is claimed to

have achieved some success. In the Fourth Plan it became a state scheme and

went nowhere. In the Fifth Plan they were talking some months ago of re-

introducing the scheme as a Central program probably with a small matching

share to be provided by the states. Daljit is trying to discover what the

final position is in relation to this program. When you come in February
we should have all the information there is. I was heartened to hear from

Karl that the pasture component was coming out well. I have always seen

that as the pivot of more rational resource use. I wonder how far you are

predicting the conversion of crop to pasture land and whether this will be

dramatic enough to play back into the fuel fertilizer issue. Your predic-

tions may have to be weighted to the national manure program as it may
apply to our districts.
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Mr. James G. Brown - 2 - February 1, 1974

The Annual Plan exercises are nearing completion in Delhi. They
are instructive in one sense. There is under each one of the Central
programs provision for staff increases at the state and district levels
without any cross-reference to other programs. Daljit and I have been
arguing for a prior policy decision to avoid this needless duplication.
The result is a committee in Krishi Bhavan the Member Secretary of which
is Daljit! Related to this issue, Vinod Pande seems determined to try
and wheedle a separate DPAP organisation at the district which would
obviously enhance his empire. It is, as you will remember, quite contrary
to the concept of the DPAP as a district program one of whose aims is to
strengthen the ability of the districts to plan for themselves. It is not
certain that Pande will have his way. At present the issue is being deci-
ded within the Government of Rajasthan. I mention this for your informa-
tion and also to warn you that the advance to effective district manage-
ment has many backward steps in it which your report should seek to tackle
in advance.

Dantwala is engaged in the completion of a large study on rural
poverty and works programs. He has been assisted in this by a number of
people including Ranjit Gupta whom I think you met. The study argues
persuasively for the philosophy of disaggregated information rather than
the past trend of large aggregated bodies of data whose endless and
frequently sophisticated analysis often means little or nothing. A trial
investigation with the district as the level of comparison did not yield
significant comparative results because the wide variations of conditions
within a district when aggregated are masked.1/A similar study treating
the block as the level for comparison threw up considerable variations
when aggregated. I report this briefly simply to stress the need to
pursue the idea of the watershed as the level for plan and action. These
studies concluded that the block was the highest level at which anything
like uniform treatment is sensible and probably the lowest level at which
much discretion can be exercised administratively under the present
system. The watershed with its revised administrative structure would
needless to say relieve the condition in the last statement.

Alan Berg was in Delhi for a few days seeking a frame for a nutri-
tion project in India. He was interested in the DPAP and will come to see
you. It is not immediately apparent what a nutrition component to the
DPAP could be. In my talk with Alan I suggested that the most practical
approach might be to include a couple of small surveys or studies around
small areas such as the watershed or block designed to cover primarily oil
seed and grain areas. The costs would not run to more than a few thousand
rupees and there need be no explicit intention to fund a nutrition project
within the DPAP from the beginning. Rather once the DPAP project takes its
final form the survey and planning work that has to be done in the beginn-
ing could, in one or two areas, be infused with a nutrition weightage. I

1/ Not Dantwala's study.
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have talked to Daljit about this. He has always been interested in nutri-
tion and has worked with CARE when he was a Collector. Next week he is
going to organise a meeting with CARE to see what survey work they are
conducting at present and whether it has much relevance should similar work
be considered for the DPAP. Shall also check on UNICEF now that their
plans are to be presented to their own Board this month.

The VIth Finance Commission have reported.One major recommendation
is that relief in the drought areas should be administered through the DPAP.

In other areas (cyclones, floods, etc) where relief is less frequent a

feature it would have to be treated on a more ad hoc basis. The Ministry

of Agriculture have not yet come to grips with this recommendation. Many
had not heard of it. My enquiries have started some questioning. The
first is the managerial implications. The second the source of the funding

in relation to the present DPAP. Any attempt to save via the DPAP fund

would reduce its character as a regular programme. I'm sure that is not

the intention. However, in a difficult financial year with many dark

clouds on the horizon such a move might be in some people's minds. Other-

wise a sound recommendation and one that is likely to go through.

As you can see, the DPAP is still evolving and getting prettier all

the time. More substance later.

When you come out would you bring out some 35 mm colour print film.

Yours sincerely,

Norman Rey olds
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Distribution: Mr. Parsons
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54 FOR JIM BROWN

GO! HAVE APPROVED FOUR ADIDITIONAL POSTS FOR DPAP UNIT ALL UNDER

AURORA AS WE HAD FIRST RECOMMENDED. POSITIONS ARE SENIOR OFFICERS,

IE DEPUTY COMMISSIONERS RANK FOR ALPHA LIVESTOCK, BETA DRY FARMING

AND SOIL CONSERVATION, DELTA IRRIGATION GAMMA PROJECT ECONOMIST.

ALL EXPECTED TO JOIN DURING MARCH. REGARDS

REYNOLDS
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ONE ZAIRE SECOND EDUCATION PRCJECT REYRCAB 49 REPORT POUCHED

YESTERDAY

-rT,0o INDIA DPAP FOLLOWUP MISSION STILL AWAITING GROENEWOLDS TOR

THREE INDONESIA CREDIT REYRCAB 47 RE PINEAU VISIT TO INDONESIA STOP

EARLIER AGREED WITH GOLAN THAT TO AVOID DUPLICATION PINEAU WOULD

ASSIST IRRIGATION REVIEW MISSION IN CONJUCTION WITH FOLLOWUP

CREDIT PROJECT STOP ALTHOUGH CREIDT DRAFT NOT YET FINALIZED WE

ARE PREPARED TO ABIDE BY AGREEMENT AND MAKE PINEAU AVAILABLE

TO ASSIST TENNANT MISSION FOR MAXIMUv TWO WEEKS WHILE OThER

MEMBERS CREDIT MISSION FINALIZE THEIR CONTRIBUTIONS STOP PINEAU

WOULD NOT DISCUSS CREDIT MISSION FINDINGS WITH GOVERNMENT BUT IF

YOU WISH WOULD TAKE OPPORTUNITY TO FURTHER REVIEW POSSIBLiTY

WIDENINC SCOPE OF PROJECT AS DISCUSSED WITH YOU IN WASHINGTON STOP

WE ARE ALSO ANXIOUS TO HAVE RESULTS OF RECENT IFC AND ADB

MISSIONS STOP GRATEFUL YOU CONSULT WITH IRRIGATION AND AREA DEVELOP

MENr DIVISION ONE AND ADVISE US SOONEST ARRANGEMENT ACCAPTABLE

BOTH DIVISIONS AS PINEAU SCHEDULED TRAVEL 17 MARCH STOP EXPECT FORW'A

RD DRAFT REPORNT AROUW) MID APRIL

FOUR MALAYSIA SMALLHOLDER MISSION FOLLOW OURCABdO 8 MAR WE U

HAVE NOW RECEIVED OWAYZE LETTER OF A WAKES R LESS

CA LE MORE INTELLIG !BLE STlOP L WELGO YOUR REAC ON HIS

PROPOS AL'

CLARK( +
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NO.53

q NE IN DIA D O UGHT PRONE PLEA2E CO[FRM DAT 7 S GRONE , OLDS RETURN TO

ROME AN0 HiS PARTICHPAT ION APPRAISAL MISSION

T IO PHILIPPINES M INDORO RURAL DEVPLGHENT PREPARAT ION MISSION ARRI -

-VES MAN ILA 26 FEr$RUARY CD,-PR I S I NG HES/LEAER) COMMA SP I NKS

(WARKETING) COMMA COLE (ECONOMICS) COMMA TRNKA (TRANSPORTAT ION)

A D LAFONT (I RRIGAT ION) STOP MISSION VISIT MINDORD FROM MARCH 2

T NG MA ILA MARCH 6 AND LOOKS FORARD VISI-T TIbOR FROM MARCH

11RE L iEjA F0RESTRY MISSION CONS IDER MOST USEFUL 6LINKHORN PART -

CIPATE [DISCUSSIOJS iTH &0VERN ENT OURING FINAL WEEK OF M I I

CU DMEI 18 iAR A STOP ALSO FEEL DI S USIONS COlN MORE PPO[JUC -

I IVE AfTER MISS ION TJ Pr. lT EXCHAiINGE ON B A S I S MISS iON F I N INGS STCP

THE;EL P FROPJS E cL IvHoM>N JO IN MISSION IN L IERIA 18 MARCH ANU

C N'UE T ITH IT TO BONi I MMEfiATEt Y THEREAFTER STOP PLEASE

CON I RM

F LUR KENYA FORESTRY Y iCA 32 UNDERSTAND 1 ODER ICK FALLS EXPANS ION

UR 1OD,003 TJNS fM MAR LY TO MEET DCMES 10T MARKET REQU IREE NT S

.T4 iURG'C$AL H SPEARS 6TO REFERS TO POSS ILE FU THER EXPANSiON I

I N LATh 1980'S SPEC IF I "ALLY F'R EXPORT MARKT STOP ASSUME THAT

F STUUDY I S F IA CED AS PART OF SE CON PHA SE . AN A N D COMPLETED

BY END 76 SUPL EMlTA Y ;ULP OD AFFu-EFTAT IN PRUGRAME FUR EX-

PORT PULP PROUCWT !0N CouL D E UhNbERTAKEN FROM 1977 INA RS STOP

THAT TM $h EXPAN KIo.. IO3L HAVE TO bE FIAtNCE% 'Y GuVERN-

MNT S INCE PRES JMAb LY MMK LJAN FIM PER Cb 1976-O f0 OULD ALREAY

CL I C OPELAT b

CLARKRM E
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INTERNATIONAL DEVEL^D&ENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMEN1 CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Dennis J. Parsons DATE: December 12, 1973

FROM: Edward B. Cunningha4

SUBJECT: INDIA - Drought Prone Areas Project
Back-to-Office Report of December 10, 1973

1. The reference in this report to rural electrification (para h(a))
infers that this component of the DPAP project in the two Rajasthan districts
should be dropped because the State Electricity Board (SEB) will need to
subsidize the service. In the negotiation of Power III, we in fact urged
that ibiral Electrification (RE) should be subsidized through subventions
from the State Government in order to offset the burden being placed upon
the earnings of SEBs. In seeking agreement of 00I to arrange for these
subventions, we recognized that RE was an economic service that would need
financial subsidy in many cases. The decision therefore on whether or not
to include RE in the DPAP projects should rests on the answer to two
questionst

(a) Does the investment show a reasonable economic
rate of return?

(b) Is the proposal relevant to present discussions
between 00I and us on RE policy in general?

2. The first question I cannot answer but presumably the mission can
or will be able to do so. If the incremental agricultural production resulting
from RE is economic, then the question of repayment capacity can be considered
in the broader context of the objectives of the DPAP and of lending to the
agriculture sector. So far as the second question is concerned, the issue
under discussion is the availability of power and the priorities to be
adopted in allocating scarce supplies. In the case of Rajasthan, power is
expected to be in surplus from 1975, so in the limited context of Rajasthan
(really the Northern Grid Zone) the proposed investment is not relevant.
In the broader context of interchanging power between the Northern and other
Grids, it could be argued that expansion of use in Rajasthan would reduce
availability for the rest of India. However, given the overall use of power
in Rajathan in relation to India as a whole, the almost total dependence of
Rajasthan on agriculture, and the widespread lack of water which created
conditions of extreme poverty in the rural areas, I think Rajasthan has
powerful arguments on its side to use the power available in its zone.

cc: Messrs. Yudelman
Picciotto
Darnell
Bruce
Brown

EBCunninghamtebc



Hea. quarters: /
Washington, D.C., U.S.A.

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

RESIDENT REPRESENTATIVE IN INDIA
53 Lodi Estate, New Delhi 3

Telephone 617241 . Cable Address - INTBAFRAD NEW DELHI . Postal Address - P.O. Box 416

December 4, 1973

Letter No. /

Mr. James Brown
Asia Projects Department
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street NW
Washington DC

Dear Jim,

I have seen Minhas of the Planning Commission and Ishwar Dayal who
is the Director of the Indian Institute of Public Administration. I went
to see Minhas because he appreciates others acting as his eyes and ears and
because he was the Chairman of the Task Force. Ishwar Dayal was until
about a year ago with the Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad and on
becoming lead of the IIPA expressed a need to free the IIPA from Government
dominance by securing some part of their income from other sources. He and
Minhas have rather similar views as to the present culture of administra-
tion in India. They are concerned that new arrangements by themselves will
not form any departure point. A combination of consultancy and training at
the District level and of management and lower level training at the
project level (short of revolution) is a modest but hopeful approach towards
new attitudes and working conventions. Minhas is keen to experiment and to
recommend radical approaches to a number of problems. Dayal would like to
provide IIPA with a chance to develop expertise in rural management so as
to raise their ability to undertake many or even just some of the training
required by the long list of "integrated approaches" spawned by the Fifth
Plan.

Both men view the DPAP as important for the purpose of instituting
an attack on the administrative culture. They are less clear as to what
would constitute the attack and seem to hope that we will provide the
answers within the frame mentioned above. They would like to involve as
many outside agencies as is practicable, particularly at the watershed or
project level. Here they are thinking of voluntary agencies, agricultural
universities and various institutes of management or community development.
At the district level they both agree that the real issue is management and
that the district should be treated as one for the purpose. Institutes
such as the IIM Ahmedabad, the IIPA or the National Institute of Community
Development (NICD) would suit. The combination of consultancy and training
they feel is crucial to any serious work by a third party as most trainers
cannot be otherwise stimulated or otherwise feel responsible for results.
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One link between the District consultant and the project level management
could be made within the structure of district administration itself;;ie,
the agricultural university's Vice-Chancellor would sit on the district
board or executive committee as might a social worker from the voluntary
agency (ies) and deal directly with the consultant on behalf of the
District. Outside of the district structure the university and the

voluntary agency should be represented on the IIM or equivalent consultant's
bench. In other words, an agricultural and/or lifestock expert working for
the university or voluntary agency would be paid by the management agency to
work part time for them, as should one or two district or regional technical
officers. Thus the district would be treated as one and certain overlaps in

training requirements, perhaps at the project manager level, could be tied

together. In all instances the legal contracts should run for from four to
five years.

Much as we had discussed while you were here both men would like to

see a number of institutional models developed, particularly around the
distinction of areas where present resource use has to be intensified and

areas in which the present resource use has to be modified if not dramati-

cally altered. For this reason they feel that the six districts we are to

support should garner unto themselves the best agencies for management

consulting purposes rather than initially pursuing a concern to spread the
input of outside agencies across the National DPAP program. They feel that

an institute like the IIM or the IIPA could only handle two districts,
perhaps in two states, and that they would not wish to divert more than 10%
of staff time and the institute's attention to such work even though they

may be able to employ additional staff for the purpose. Under such an
arrangement they feel the leading institutes would be very keen to partici-

pate but could not handle more than our six plus a few Districts in other

States.

Both men hope that in February the Bank will have fairly clear

proposals for training and management and a set of probable institutional

approaches, particularly to the conversion of resource use. They would also

like to see such proposals linked in terms of their responsibility and

expected impact to the disciplining of research and extension. You may

think it unfair that they expect the Bank to initiate concrete discussions

on what, apart from the DPAP, would constitute a crucial topic to any
assessment of the Fifth Plan. You will have to treat this task as one of

the more valuable aspects of Bank participation and a rather good indice of
the value of continued support for the DPAP and even the idea of tribal

involvement.

I also raised the issue of district planning with Minhas and Dayal.
I did this because on reading the chapter on the machinery for planning in

the Draft Fifth Plan I noticed another culture coming to the fore. Just as

the district statistics officer preceded the district planning officer by
many years so the culture of planning in India seems to demand a lead role
for the statistician. The chapter has several paragraphs in the front of
each section which stress the importance of the collection of data and very
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little in support of decision making based on local knowledge disciplined
by resource surveys and technical inputs. I imagine the latter to be the
first mode of operation in our Districts and did tend to agree with Dayal
that statisticians should be removed from the planning scene as long as
possible. Minhas accepted the criticism but was somewhat defensive,
perhaps beca#se of his position. I recount this only to urge you to
devote a couple of paragraphs to the type of work you see the district
and project level organizations undertaking and the information base they
will require. I do not see a key role for the statistician and would be
interested if you did. Instead we must stress resource surveys, techni-
cal inputs, financial analysis and management and institution building.
Not information as such.

Yours,

Norman



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT | INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Jechen Kraske (0/r) DATE: November 21, 1973

FROM: M. Beutgen

SUBJECT: My Recent Visit to India

1 . I visited India from October 15 to November 10, 1973, and
familiarized myself with Bank Group operations in India (terms of ref-
erence of October 4).

2. From October 15 to 17 I joined Mr. Cunningham in Delhi for
discussions with members of the Bank's resident mission and with the
Indian authorities. We discussed in particular matters related to pro-
jects out of our F174 lending program for which appraisal missions w)ere
in India at that time.

3. From October 18 to November 1, I joined - together with
Mr. Cunningham - the appraisal mission for the Drought Prone Areas Pro-
gram Project (DPAP) for the first part of their field trip. I parti-
cipated in the appraisal of three out of the six districts proposed for
IDA financing (Jodhpur, Nagaur, Ahmednagar).

4. In the Jodhpur and Nagaur districts (both in Rajasthan), I
concentrated on the cattle and sheep as well as the pasture development
and soil conservation components of the project. I took part in various
field trips to desert villages where we interviewed small farmers and
cooperative officials. We also visited two rural branches of the United
Commercial Bank which has been designated as Lead Bank for the two dis-
tricts and will - besides Cooperative Institutions - extend agricultural
credits to the ultimate borrowers. In Jodhpur we inspected the Central
Arid Zone Research Institute, a department of which ill be integrated in
the project's research and extension services component.

5. We concluded the inspection of Jodhpur and Nagaur districts
by discussing the mission's findings and tentative conclusions with senior
officials of the Rajasthan State Government in Jaipur.

6. In Ahmednagar district (Maharashtra), I concentrated on the
groundwater and irrigation development aspect of the project and joined
Mr. Kanchanalak (Central Projects) for an appraisal of one medium (Sina)
and some minor irrigation schemes proposed for IDA financing.

7. On November 2 I visited AFC - together with Mr. James Brown -
in Bombay to discuss the extension of agricultural credit to small farmers
under the DPAP project.

8. After the completion of three districts, the general feeling of
the DPAP mission about the prospects of the project to come to the board in
FI74 was positive. The mission anticipated, however, that it would be
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necessary for one or two of its members to go back to India in January 1974
to coflect and check additional data which the Indians have undertaken to
work out by then.

9. In Bombay I also visited ICICI to introduce myself to Mr. S.S. Mehta
and his senior staff. We discussed ICICI's recent bond issue in Switzerland
and its current problem with regard to punctual payments due to the Bank and
the procedure ICICI has recently adopted to ensure that the Bank is promptly
informed about ICICI's payments (notification by cable from ICICI's correspond-
ing banks).

10. From November 3 to 6 I joined the appraisal mission for the Rajasthan
Canal Command Area Development Project. In Hanumangar we visited a research
farm maintained by the Government of Rajasthan which will be integrated into
the project. In Ganganagar and in the Ganganagar district we inspected parts
of the ongoing large irrigation schemes and explored the farmers' attitude
toward various aspects envisaged under the project (canal lining, cropping
pattern, etc).

The mission will return to Washington on or about December 3 and
write a fall appraisal report.

11 . From November 7 to 10 I joined you in Delhi for discussions of
our FT74 lending program with Mr. Shroff and with members of our resident
mission. I left with you in Delhi a separate detailed report on your dis-
cussion with Shroff.

cc: Messrs. Diamond
Melmoth
Cunningham

MBeutgen:nff
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NOVEMBER 21, 1973

INTBAFRAD

WASHINGTON DC

FOR PARSONS URGENT

ONE: PROSPECTS FOR GOOD PROJECT EXCELLENT, BUT AVAILABLE INFO AND

PLANNING THIS TRIP INADEQUATE FOR APPRAISAL. EXTRA TIME AS PROPOSED

ESSENTIAL DESPITE POSSIBLE JEOPARDY FY74 PROGRAM.

TWO: ARRIVAL CONSULTANTS JANUARY 7 WILL NOT REPEAT NOT DELAY REPORT

FULL 5 WEEKS. GROENEWOLD WILL PREPARE MODELS AND BASIC MATERIAL

PRE-ARRIVAL AND MAUNDER'S REPORT WILL BE FINALIZED 1 WEEK AFTER

ARRIVAL. STAFF MEMBERS WILL ALSO BEGIN MODELS AND

EVALUATION PRE XMAS. BUT IT IS ESSENTIAL REPEAT ESSENTIAL THAT



SEVERAL ISSUES BE CLEARED AND BASIC MODEL WORK DONE BEFORE FINAL

REPORT CAN BE PREPARED.

THREE: RE JESSUP, INPUT MUST BE CLOSELY TIED TO GROENEWOLD AND BY

AGREEMENT WITH CP, GREOENEWOLD WILL NOT COME PRE XMAS SINCE STAFF

PREOCCUPIED WITH ISSUES PROCEDURE FOR 2 WEEKS, JESSUP'S TIME

PRE XMAS NOT FULLY EFFECTIVE.

FOUR: PROPOSE TO PROCEED AS FOLLOWS:

A) JESSUPS PROCEDURE AS PER APPRAISAL

B) REPORT IN DRAFT WHITE FORMAL BUT CALLED PREPARATION, TO

BE COMPLETED EARLY FEBRUARY

C) TWO MAN MISSIONS TO STATE CAPITALS IN FEBRUARY FOR MISSING

INFO, CONFIRMATION OF ASSUMPTIONS AND ACCEPTANCE OF

PROJECT OUTLINE

D) YELLOW COVER POSSIBLY END MARCH

FIVE: MUST THEREFORE REPEAT URGENT REQUEST FOR RESCHEDULING

JESSUP AND CONSEQUENT ARRANGEMENT FOR FEE ADVANCES. PLEASE ADVISE

RETURN CABLE REGARDS

BROWN
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NEWDELHI TLX 84 18 2025 PAGE 1/50 Distribution: Mr. Parsons
Mr. Picciotto
Mr. Kraske

November 18, 1973 Mr. Bro 'iis
Off'ice

LT

INTBAFRAD

WASHINGTON-DC-USA

FOR PARSONS

HAVE COMPLETED FIELD WORK AND RETURNED DELHI FOR FINAL

DISCUSSIONS HOWEVER UNABLE COMPLETE APPRAISAL ON BASIS

THIS VISIT SEVERAL MAJOR ISSUES REQUIRE BAN POSITION

BEFORE REPORT CAN BE FINALIZED STOP THEREFORE RECOMMEND

MISSION ASSEMBLE WASHINGTON JAN FOR REPORT WRITING STOP

THIS DATE AGREED WITH CP

COL LT WASHINGTON-DC-USA

NPRS18/18 PAGE 2/44

RE GROENEWOLD AN4 SAME ARRANGEMENT FOR JESSUP AND MAUNDER WOULD

FACILITATE COORDINATION AND ENABLE PRIOR FOCUS ON ISSUES STOP IF

AGREED PLEASE ARRANGE PARTIAL ADVANCE JESSUPS FEE STOP DO NOT

ANTICIPATF A~-" PEIOD91O STOP

PLEASE AUVISE SUoot-.i bfoP KtGAnuz

BROWN
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JAIPUR 37 28 0820

OCTOBER 28, 1973
Distribution: Mr. Parsonsp

Mr. Picciotto

LT Mr. Kraske
Mr. Thornley's Office

INTBAFRAD Mr. Loup's Office
Mr. Brown' s Office

WASH I NGTONDC

FOR PARSONS MISSION DEPARTS JAIPUR TODAY FOR AHMEDNAGAR GROENEWOLD

XIN DELHK FOR TWO DAYS DISCUSSIONS WITH DAIRY MISSION SCHEDULE REVISE

-D TO ECWMODATE LOCAL HOLIDAY BUT WIND UP AND DEPARTURE DATES

REMAIN UNCHANGED REGARDS

BROWN

COL LT ECWMODATE SOC
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FROM: NEW DELI --

OCTOBER 16, 1973

Distribution: Mr. Parsons
Mr. Picciotto
Mr. Kraske

FOR PARSONS

IISSION ASSEMBLED DELHI. PLEASE ADVISE ME2S&4tS BROWN THORNLEY

AND KANCHANALAK START UP MEETING CHAIRED BY TP SINGH SEC AGRI.

DEPART FOR JODHPUR OCTOBER 17 NIGHT. GROENEWOLD WILL MEET DAIRY

MISSION ABOUT OCTOBER 25 TO DISCUSS COMMON APPROACHfROSPECT OF

FERTILIZER COMPONENT OF DPAP WELL RECEIVED IN VIEW OF PROJECTED

SHORTAGE NEXT SEVERL ASESSIONS REGARDS

BROWN

COMMUNICATIONS NOTE: FAMILY NOTIFICATIONS MADE IN PREVIOUS CABLE (LOG. 131 OCT. 16)
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HUTSER OCTOBER 12, 1973
VOODAGRI
ROAN -'LT

ITALY

LIM~
CHE DPAP COLON MISSION SCUEDULE SUCH TEAT APPROX ThREE WEREE AVAILABLE

FOR CONSULTA3TS TO COWPLETE REPORT WRITING IN WASUINGTON BEFORE

XMAS STOP APPRECIAT NEED FOR GROENEWOLD TO BREAK TRAVEL BRIEFLY

IN ROME AFTER FIELD WORK, BUT Ir DTo AND FULL SUEEP REPOV' DELAY

WASHINGTON ARRIVAL, RETURI POST MAS MIGT BE REQUIRED STOP

SUGGEST GROENEWOLD PLAS TO COMLETE DFAP IN ONE VISIT BY SChEDULING

THREE WEEKS WASRINGTOT PRE XMAS

TWO GIWRIA RICE PROJECT STOP HAVE RECEIVLD FOLLOWING CABLE FROM

APPRAISAL MISSION AT PRESENT IN NIGERIA QUOTE MAPS AVAILALLE 1ERS

ARE POOR GRADE PHOTOCOPIES SMALL AREAS FROM FAO ROHE STOP URGENT

WE HAVE ORIGINAL MARKED UP MAPS DELINZZATING GROSS AREAS EACH UNIT

AND SROWING ROUTES NEW AND UPGRADED ROADS STOP PLEASE REQUEST PAD

ROME BORROW ORIGINAL MAPS AIRMAIL WASHINGITON SOONEST UNQUOTE

GRATEFUL IF YOU COULD SZND REQUESTED MAPS

THREE UEOURCAB 187 ITEM TWO DUE NEW DEVELOPMiNTS HERE WWLD 1OW LINX

EID TO BE AVAILABLE START WORK WASHINGTON NOVEIMER ONE

(CONTih ED)

(1) - cc: Messrs. Picciotto, Elz, Lesucu%
Narius Veraart & Kraskn

Planning Of ficer/AO Coordinator (2) - cc: Messrs. Povey & Raw
A ;r. & Rural Dyvt. Dept., CPS (3) - cc: Messrs. lirynes, Uorsley &

ffreach-ullan/Yoon
(4) - cc: Messrs. Vcar, Loh, U 1ornsttefv

TIvernart: th Dean
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FOODACRI
ROME NLT

ITALY

I 188 (CONTINUED) -- 2 -

FOUR TANZAIA FORESTRY STOP WE HAVE DISCUSSED WITH JOHl SPEARS POSSIBILITY

HE UNDERTAK(E IDENTIFICATION kAD LATER PREPARE FY 75 FORESTRY PROJECT

STOP WE CONSIDER SUCH PROJECT WOULD BE SIMILAR TO MADAGASCAR

PROJECT SCHEDULED APPRAISAL 14EXT MONT STOP POSSIBLE AREAS FOR

PLANTATIONS AT SAO HILL AUD RUVO AND PRINCIPAL OBJECTIVE LIKELY

TO BEL SUPPLY RAW MATERIAL FOR PAPER PULP INDUSTRY STOP WE U1DERSTA'

rPFARQ AUTJ.AT.TZ 1nT W'rA1 TI )rMT('ATTO4 VTF;Tl, PRTOW TO CHRTSTAM.

AND IF SUITABLE PROJECT IDENTIFIED PREPARATION PROJECT COULD

COK1ENCE IN JANUARY STOP EITHER BEFORE OR AFTER TANZANIA MISSION

WE WOULD B3 GRATEFUL IF SPEARS COULD VISIT ZAMBIA AND KENYA TO

ADVISE FOREST SERVICES PRESENTLY PREPARING PBASE TWO FOPXSTRY

PROJECTS ALSO FOR FY 75 STOP WE WOULD WISH 11M DETERMINI WAT ADDITIONAl

IS REQUIRED IF PREPARATION TO BE COMPLETED FOR APPRAISAL WITHIN

FISCAL YEAR STOP MOST GRATEFUL YOU ADVISE SPEARS WOULD BE AVAILABLE

THIS WORK qONIENCING AS SOON AS CONVEUIENT

(CONTI11UED)

(5) - cc: Messrs. Roberts, Steel/iuphr

Marius Veraart Burns & Perfrement

Planning Officer/FAO Coordinator (6) - cc: Messrs. Raynes & Siebeck

Agr. & Rural Devt. Dept., CPS (7) cc: Messrs. Walton, Roulet &
Ljuugman

(8) - cc: Messrs. Picc 9to, GibbaLesu
Waeraart: fh

PRes, Garside & Spel
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FOODAGRI
ROME NLT

ITALY

188 (COTI"UED)

FIVE BANK SEEKING FOREST PRODUCTS EXPERT FOR PREAPPRAISAL MISS1OWi MID-

JANUARY .1974 STOP PROJECT CONSISTS OF CONSTRUCTION PORT FACILITIES

AT NASIPIT IN MINDANAO MAINLY TO RANDLE PLYWOOD AND VENEER EXPORTS

STOP EXPERT REQUIRED TO PROVIDE COLON -

AAA BRIEF REVIEW OF FOREST PRODUCTS INDUSTRY IN PRILIPPINES WITH

EMPHASIS ON PLYWOOD AND VENEER

B1 0 U PROUCTICQ AACILITICY AN. .AA r!AL "

CCC FORECAST OF EXPORT VOLUMES THROUGH PORT IN LIGHT OF

COMPETITIVENESS PHILIPPINE PRODUCT IN WORLD MARKETS STOP UNDP-

FINANCED FEASIBILITY STUDY IN PROGRESS USING INDUSTRY PROJECTIONS

AND SJIOULD BE AVAILABLE MID-NOVElIBER PLEASE ADVISE WHETHER

SUITABLE EXPERT AVAILABLE iN MID-JANUARY AND IF SO PROVIDE CV

SIX TUNISIA MEDJERDA STOP AM CABLING IN DETAIL OUR COMMENTS CP REPORT

STOP PLEASE DO NOT TRANSMIT UNTIL THESE COMMENTS INCORPORATED OR

DISCUSSED WITH US

(CONTIUED)

Marius Veraart
Planning Officer/FAO Coordinator
Agr. & Rural Devt. Dept., CPS

!4Veraart: fh
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FOODAGRI
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ITALY

# 8

SEVEN HADAGASCAR FORESTRY PROJECT STOP COULD MCFARLANE BE AVAILABLE

IOR APPRAISAL IN FIELD NOVEMBER TWT* TWO FOR THREE WEE=S AND

WRITE REPOR IN FIELD DURING SAME PERIOD?

EIGHT PLEASE SEND COPIES OF THE THAILA D SEEDS PROJECT REPORT OF JULY

SIXTEEN, 1973 TO IE APPROPRIATE OFFICIALS IN THE REPUBLIC OF

THAILAND AND COPIES TO TiE IBRD OFFICE IN BANGKOK STOP WE WILL

BE IN CONTACT WITH THE GOVER0N2ET REGARDING A NATIONAL APPROACH

To A qrnl p~mrr 'i

NINE REORTELEI 233 &RATEMui YOU CWFIRM FA0 WILL PROVIDE ANIMAL

HUSBANDrY SPECIALIST AND ECCOMST AS REQUESTED IN T31EC1

BURT/CIARK STOP BANK WILL PROVIDE ARCI3TCT S!{EDDM CANADIAN

NATIONAL STOP WE WOULD APPRECIATE EARLY INDICATION IF YOU WSH

US TO PROVIDE CWSULTAT ON UNIViSITY A2M=I.IATIO

VERAART
INTBAFRAD

Marius Veraart (8) - ect Mr. Burt

Planning Of ficer/FAO Coordinator
Agr. & Rural Devt. Dept., CPS

MVeraart: fh
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AFTER FIUD m1, BT IF BMD AND I=lL SIWBA HOW 1

WarAMMNs ARRIVAL, muW POST =1EAS iRT BE 33 rn mGgs

FPAN TO CWWIEM PWA IN 1 VISIT BY 3 SCeMV

WASSIU N PRl ZIMA.x
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91E I1DIA DROUGUT PRO ;E ARE!AS STOP A TiELCO. OF TODAY CLAl/VZPrAAR

LAVE NOT ECEIVED AlY IFORMTATION "LGARDING WI'ThEPS STOP WAS INFO

CABLED OR MAILED? R!GFZ UNABLl TRY rxirD ALTERNATIVE ASSIG. ENT

WIThOUT PRIOR RECLIP CV OP, AT LEAST SOME IWnO STOP LATEST WE KAVL

Fr.oi1i YOU O Ts.IS ISSUL IS URCAD 207 ITN Tii

TWO REURCA3 NALAGASY 1o70ESTRY PROJECT STOP hiIsSIO:, WILL COl!ENCE

TANI IAPdVE& NOVE7ER TZNTrCYT;O r-OR TEPRE l:icS FOLLOIMD WA0UI;nOs

MUL VES PY0BADLY AYTER ChRISTHAS LIOLTDA73 STOP TOR liULER

INCUD A A CENEaL FoRiEsrs BACiG1OU:D BB LNiD USE CCC roPT Tc:czITCi~l
ASPECT5 4ND COSTIG OJ PLA2 3 , 2ti SILVICULTULz AND LOG2G .)DDD

PRODUCTION ESTIATES EME FOREST LDUSTIRIAL AND MArvETING ASPECTS OF

ThY PrOJZCT STOP PLIASE PO14ARD A COPY PRPAPrTIOd REPOPT TO =i3ER

STOP COULD DRAPR OC ROUITE AVALADLE .OVEMER TI!LNTYTYO TO T;E:TYS-EviI

IN ILALAGASY FOR LPJFI!IG AND .NITAL DISCUSSI.OS WITh ILE XG coV:rMl

STOP VIE WOULD ALSO APtR!ZCIATZ ARPLTOEis PAR PRED DEVIILL FA9/UNDP IU

MADAGASCAR TO BE. AVAILALL DURIcG T1E APPRAISAL FOR TEC;iAICAL FOP-Lc
AND lNTrErPR[rtTIOJ

(1) a:- 2c ssrs. Picciotto & Kraske
Marius Veraar (2) - cc: 1csrn. D)cir, Roulet..lanrang- Oficer/Aj Coordinator Ljuniau & Lou (Clcared wic"XA 1. & Xral Davt. Dapt., CIS

M~erarrLa
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ITALZ

18 C TVUNu

DOCmmTs IdRE G1. TER0D 'EPART' R STO? Srh9LE SafA~rS

WASINTON O0TO1ER TIERD STO? cor'iEs AVAIILGLJ O3T2aO UP(M

ARI STOP MISSIX0? TELL ASSEGLI. DELET. OcTO FCOaT~wm!

FO C:Th ]22TEGs CTZOI? Fi"xEETH S.'TO? PLEAS OAB T IM3

SHEIMPIIU1M =W

FOMR IMDIA RAJAST71A APPRAISAL STOP JEMS'a TO EPMRT JAIPM RAYMIGI

'OVLFT3 . F 0? STo7 2 t72; 'ASIT '07M AT E2Gh .

JAIdl 11I3 TIlz1 A2D DATE CC? SIVAL rO? T: 71 fi CAIP

FRGC4 I72WT FRST STO? 0 =MOT HCML DO2D D AS ,C007A1t

:) -: e Pc:ic e ree,ri us Varas-art 
a

0a c io cor(nato (4) - co; !Sars.7Aura & -nb. lkpt CPS
& Kraske

Lesueur
N.rar



Xr. ftard B. Cunningham October 3, 1973

MIA - T& of Refrnce
Ti > toC

1. You will visit India from October 15 to *neasor 3.
From Ocober 17 to Z, ym will Join the aepraisal mission of th
Dromugh Prone Areas project. You will assist the wission in their
roview of the organizatianal "pets of the DFAP program. Pre.
GOtober 27 to 29, you will joti W. Bohr in Madras for di imn
on tM. identifiation of a possible wI Weject.

I. During the root of your viit, you beould take p,1in
Now Oolhi and Bombay a apgropriate, operationol matters concerning

prooet at" * V V-r~f~pftbtV i particula" the 91th &Wd
*A proposed Ninth Industrial Umte credits.

3. i. Manfred putpm will inompW you during this visit.

cas i *. Diamond
Nis D5owig

Rewe
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D. USa

ca9" 40 o Pismanw - Ians WA?

I wmUA bo geftl it yft VM&U eable to Ommpmativo P**VW

wIMRA DPAP. REMWE UUA~M TO 20FAMM PWlAUTMra DUCMMaSn MMO

.-. L. ,. . .. 21-.$e, .

3"m WATUN.SDUST ARUM WA&VM OCT 3. COPlh

Amu=AZ oamm uKE ARMAL. LXMW=l ASMO DE OCT 14~

?OR 7RST M MS OCT 15. PtlA CAna TO S UEl.'.

Jn@aSt
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6 hsub PWWO PMM&.

MMat AUSUA 5052

FOR JMWM

UOW VW TO FMUWR PUBWARA0~T= FXN TS TO M WOE DVAR.

SIXUE SWE ARUM WSUDO GWsmmn MiI MST28W. RSPORTS mATrAnK ORMI2

apMV AmirAL. RS TinIMM I5EE lillms I Is TaNmIma AEM= FIXAL.=am

flO U AL T AMUN IMM=. AM= Aff 'UM Br SAWB CAM .
TW LmcALA WUm CL

*taW Mai Attag DtSem Mia os md almamd V. Ma
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT ' CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Biward B. Cunningham DATE: October 3, 1973

FROM: Jochen Kraske

SUBJECT: INDIA - Term of Reference
Visi to India, October/November 1973

1. You will visit India from October 15 to November 3.
From October 17 to 23, you will join the appraisal mission of the
Drought Prone Areas project. You will assist the mission in their
review of the organizational aspects of the DPAP program. From
October 27 to 29, you will join Mr. Bohr in Madras for discussions
on the identification of a possible IDA project.

2. During the rest of your visit, you should take up,in
New Delhi and Bombay as appropriate, operational matters concerning
projects for wlipth you are responsible, in particular the Eighth and
the proposed Ninth Industrial Imports credits.

3. Mr. Manfred Beutgen will accompany you during this visit.

cc: Mr. Diamond
Miss Dowding

EBCunningham:ebc
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Form No. 27
(3-70)

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: DATE: Otb 3. 1$73

NW DEICLASS OF

COUNTRY: INDIA

TEXT:
Cable No.: 43

FOR R

S21 DONOT UNDERSTAND CRPBADMSS POSITION.

DAP DISCUSSIED VITHE HIM IN BOMB0AY ON SEAL OCCASSIO|NS1 FEB-MAY By

BRMW AND CUNNINGHAM AND WE ARE AWARE OF HIS DISCUSSIONS WITH AURORA.

RE FINANCIN CHANNEL_ SOME COMPONENTS MAY BE SUITABLE FOR CMRIA.

FINANCG VIA ARO, BUT IDA POSITION UNCHANGED THAT PRINCIPAL FOCUS

OF FUNING SHOULD BE GOI To STATES AND DISTRICTS.

PREPARATION DOCS RECD TODAY. PEASME ARRANGE DELIVERY OF

FIEADOALe~aaai SET TOmdi OM FOR US OT 14.

GATEM YOU ARRNGE MEEINS WITH SHIVARAKAN AND SHROFF

FOR OCT 15 P. OR 16.

ELZ

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME Dieter Acting Setion Chief cc ar
DEPT. Asa and Elm

SIGNATURE - a
(SIGNATURE OF INDIVIDUAL AUTHORIZED TO APPROVE

REFERENCE: J For Use By Communications Section

ORIGINAL (File Copy)
(IMPORTANT: See Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Checked for Dispatch:
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October 2, 1973

flr. R. Waghnathan
Deputy Econamic and Statistical

AddarW
Directorate of Ennoics and

Statistics
mInistry of Agricultuim
Goverzint of India
low Dolbi

Dear Mr. -tanthan:

rat Your D.O. 3-6/72-QJ8-MS
A 3tUr of India staer Data

You. will rocal our lotter of April 19, 1973 to Shri Rm 9&rn and

your reply as referenced above. Our siaonn to appraise a proposed Drought

Prm Area Projct wiXL be in Inda from zid-ctober and would need the

remults of this study for the districts of Jodipur, ztjapur, %3apr and
A~ntap. Mes miasion will be reviming your wather - crop research work

in Rse districts and also in Nagar, Rajastbsn and Abadnag and

4aestwra.

We would be most pgteful if you could vqpedite the coletion of

a gem raifall probabilItr function for tha districts for the un of

this iassion.
laura eiwceeig's

VIJan H. Spall
ChLief,9 Section III
Agriculture and Ruwl
Developnent DMvlsion

cot Sbri amr srn - Directorate of Economics and Statostics
Mxlnitry of Food and AicUture

Kr1shn 3Bavan, bw Dalhi

ces Mr. J. Brwvn

Dorris D. Brown/irl


